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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

--= This Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP) reviews OHM Remediation Services Corp.‘s 
(OHM) approach to implementation of the scope of work under Delivery Order No. 0062 of 
Navy Atlantic Division (LANTDIV) Contract N62470-93-D-3032. Several other plans have 
been developed for this delivery order and are to be considered as complementary components 
to this work plan. They include: 

+ Site-Specific Health & Safety Plan (SHSP) 
l Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) (included herein as Section 3.0) 
l Construction Quality Control Plan (CQCP) 
l Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) (included herein as Section 7.0) 

This RAWP identifies and describes how OHM will implement the major tasks encompassing 
the remedial action for Operable Unit No. 1 (OU No. 1) in conformance with the contract 
requirements. It includes the following sections: 

l Section 2.0 Remedial Action Objectives 
l Section 3.0 Environmental Protection Plan 
l Section 4.0 Site Preparation and Mobilization 
l Section 5.0 Material Excavation 
l Section 6.0 Transportation and Disposal Plan 
l Section 7.0 Verification Sampling and Analysis Plan 

.-. 
l Section 8.0 Site Restoration 
l Section 9.0 Demobilization/Final Report 

1.1 SITE BACKGROUND 

MCB Camp Lejeune was placed on the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), National Priorities List (NFL) effective October 
4, 1989 (54 Federal Register 41015, October 4, 1989). Subsequent to this listing, the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Region IV, the North Carolina Department 
of Environment, Health and Natural Resources (NCDEHNR) and the United States 
Department of the Navy (DON) entered into a Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) for MCB 
Camp Lejeune. The primary purpose of the FFA was to ensure that environmental impacts 
associated with past and present activities at MCB Camp Lejeune were thoroughly investigated 
and appropriate CERCLA response/Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
corrective action alternatives were developed and implemented as necessary to protect the 
public health and the environment. 

Following a CERCLA Remedial Investigation (RI) and Feasibility Study (FS) of OU No. 1 in 
1993 and 1994, the DON, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, LANTDIV contracted 
Baker Environmental, Inc. (Baker) to develop a remedial design for the remediation of 
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contaminated soil. The scope of this soil remediation effort includes the removal, 
transportation and disposal of pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) contaminated 
soils from four areas of concern (AOC) with Sites 21 and 78. 

1.2 SITE DESCRIPTION 

Camp Lejeune is a training base for the U.S. Marine Corps, located in Onslow County, North 
Carolina The base covers approximately 170 square miles and includes 14 miles of coast line. 
MCB Camp Lejeune is bounded to the southeast by the Atlantic Ocean, to the northeast by 
State Route 24, and to the west by U.S. Route 17. The town of Jacksonville, North Carolina 
is Iocated north of the Base. The remedial action area, OU No. 1, is one of 13 operable units 
within Camp Lejeune. An “operable unit” as defined by the National Contingency Plan (NCP) 
is a discrete action that comprises an incremental step toward comprehensively addressing site 
problems. OU No. 1, which covers an area of approximately 690 acres, is comprised of three 
sites: Sites 21, 24 and 78. OU No. 1 is located approximately 1 mile east of the New River 
and two miles south of State Route 24. The Operable Unit is bordered to the northwest by 
Holcomb Boulevard, to the northeast by Sneads Ferry Road, to the southwest by Main Service 
Road, and to the southeast by Cogdels Creek (see Figure 1). 

Site 21 is located within the northwest section of Site 78. The site is bordered by Ash Street to 
the southwest, Center Road to the southeast, and a wooded area to the northwest. A dirt road 
surrounds most of the site along with surface drainage ditches. The southern and central 
portions of the site (approximately 220 feet by 900 feet) include several fenced-in areas, while 
the northern section (approximately 500 feet long) is an open area. A water tower is located in 
the fenced portion of the site. Surface cover within the site consists of gravel, sandy soil, and 
concrete with a few vegetated areas. The southern portion of the site is periodically utilized for 
storage by Marine Corps reserve units. Currently this portion of the site is being used for 
storage of military vehicles. 

Three primary AOCs were identified at Site 2 1. They are the Former PCB Transformer 
Disposal Area (AOC 1) and the Former Pesticide Mixing/Disposal Area (AOCs 2 and 3). 
Figure 1 shows the location of these three AOCs. The Former Transformer PCB Disposal 
Area is located in the northeastern portion of the site, and the Former Pesticide 
Mixing/Disposal Area is located in the southwestern portion of the site. With the exception of 
a small, slightly depressed area at the northern portion of the site, which may have been the 
former transformer oil disposal pit, there are no visual signs of waste disposal throughout the 
site. The contaminants of concern (COCs) at AOC 1 and AOC 2 are PCBs. The COCs at 
AOC 3 are pesticides including 4,4’-DDD, 4,4’-DDT, and chlordane. 
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Site 78 encompasses the industrial area of MCB, Camp Lejeune and is bordered by Holcomb 
Boulevard, Sneads Ferry Road, Duncan Street, and Main Service Road. This area is 
comprised of maintenance shops, warehouses, painting shops, printing shops, automobile 
body shops, and other similar industrial facilities. Site 78 covers approximately 590 acres. 
With the exception of buildings, the majority of the site area is paved (e.g., roadways, parking 
lots, loading dock areas, and storage lots), however, there are many small lawn areas 
associated with individual buildings within the site and along lengthy stretches of roadways. 
In addition, there are several acres of woods in the southern portion of the site. Recreational 
ball fields and a parade ground are located in the southwest comer of the site. 

One soil AOC has been identified within Site 78, a grassed area on the northeast side of 
Building 1502 (AOC 4). Figure 1 shows the location of AOC 4. The COCs at AOC 4 are 
pesticides including 4,4’-DDD, 4,4’-DDT, and chlordane. 

1.3 SITE HISTORY 

n 

Site 21 has had a history of pesticide usage and reported transformer oil disposal. The site was 
used as a pesticide mixing area and as a cleaning area for pesticide application equipment from 
1958 to 1977. This area, the Former Pesticide Mixing/Disposal Area, was reported to be 
located in the southeast comer of the lot (the exact location is not documented). Chemicals 
reportedly stored and handled at this site included diazinon, chlordane, lindane, DDT, 
,malathion (46 percent solution), mirex, 2,4-D, silvex, dalapon and dursban. Small spills, 
discharge of washout fluids, and indiscriminate disposal are believed to have occurred in this 
area. In 1977, before these mixing/cleaning activities were moved to a different location, 
overland discharge of washout fluids was estimated to be approximately 350 gallons per week. 
It is not clear for how long this discharge of washout fluids occurred. 

The Former Transformer Oil Disposal Pit was located in the northeastern portion of the site. 
The pit was reportedly used as a disposal area for transformer oil during a one year period 
between 1950 and 1951. The pit reportedly measured 25 to 30 feet long by 6 feet wide by 
8 feet deep. Sand was occasionally placed in the pit when oil was found standing in the 
bottom of the pit. The total quantity of oil disposed in this pit is unknown. A small area, 
slightly depressed in elevation, which may be the former oil pit, is evident in the northern 
portion of Site 21. 

Site 78, constructed in the late 193Os, was the first developed area at MCB, Camp Lejeune. It 
was comprised of approximately 75 buildings and facilities including maintenance shops, gas 
stations, administrative offices, commissaries, snack bars, warehouses, and storage yards. 
There is presently no known uncontrolled disposal of wastes related to the various industrial 
activities at the site. Due to the industrial nature of the site, many spills and leaks have 
occurred over the years. Most of these spills and leaks have consisted of petroleum-related 
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products and solvents from underground storage tanks (USTs), drums, and uncontained waste 
storage areas. 
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2.0 REMEDIAL ACTION OBJECTIVES 

.- In accordance with Section 121(d)(l) of CERCLA, remedial actions must attain a degree of 
clean-up which assures protection of human health and the environment. Remedial goals have 
been based on meeting an Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirement (ARAR), or a 
site-specific risk based action level. Soil remedial goals were established based on ARARs or 
risk-based action levels for the protection of public health or groundwater. 

2.1 REMEDIAL ACTION OBJECTIVES FOR SOIL 

The remedial objective for soil areas of concern is to remove and dispose of the contaminated 
soils in OU No. 1, AOCs 1 through 4 which have contaminants of concern exceeding the 
established remediation goals. The low levels of PCBs detected in the soils do not justify on- 
site treatment. Under this approach, removal and off-site disposal potential risks due to 
contaminated soil exposure will be reduced. 

The remediation goals for OU No. 1 were provided in the final design package Basis of 
Design Report by Baker Environmental dated November 11, 1994. Table 2.1 presents the 
applicable requirements for contaminated soil in AOC 1 through AOC 4. 

Table 2.1 

Remediation Goals for OU No. 1 -Soil Remediation 

Media 

Soil 

Contaminant of Concern Remediation Goal 

4,4’-DDD 12,000 
4,4’-DDT 8,400 
Chlordane (total) 2,200 
PCBS (total) 370 

Unit 

CLgflrg 
l-w% 
l%fu 
vg/kg 

The primary contaminants of concern for AOCs 1 and 2 are PCBs (Aroclor-1260) and for 
AOCs 3 and 4 pesticides including 4,4’-DDD, 4,4’DDT and chlordane. Although other 
Aroclors and metabolites of DDT were detected, the aforementioned PCB and pesticide 
compounds represent the primary constituents of concern. Soil in each of the AOCs will be 
excavated and disposed of off-site (incineration). Table 2.2 summarizes the estimated volumes 
of soil from each AOC, and the proposed method of management. 

AOC No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Table 2.2 
Summary of Soil Areas of Concern 

Area of Excavation Depth of Excavation Volume Method 
(sq. ft.) (ft.1 (C.Y.1 

3,070 1 115 Incineration 
610 1 25 Incineration 
5,660 1 210 Incineration 
1,300 1 50 Incineration 
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PLAN 

;- This Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) has been prepared in accordance with standard 
OHM policies and procedures. The EPP provides specific information relating to the scope of 
work under Delivery Order No. 0062 Removal of Contaminated Soil, Sites 21 and 78 
Operable Unit. No. 1 The plan will provide site-specific information for: 

l Land resources management 
l Water resources management 
l Air and noise pollution control 
l Non-compliance/corrective action 
l Post-evacuation cleanup 

The control of environmental pollution will consider air, water and land impacts, as well as 
noise and solid waste management. 

The land resources within the property of MCB Camp Lejeune, but outside the limits of 
permanent work, will be preserved in their condition or restored to a condition after completion 
of construction that does not detract from the appearance of the area. As much as is practical, 
construction activities will be limited to areas defined by the plans and specifications. 

3.1 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS 

Although the presence of historical artifacts is not anticipated, if a historical artifact is 
encountered during field operations, OHM will stop work and notify the NTR. The NTR will 
be responsible for contracting federal, state, and local authorities to determine if the site may 
contain other important historical artifacts, and whether this site qualifies for possible 
placement on the National Registrar of Historical Places. Field operations will not resume 
until the NTR issues a written authorization to proceed. 

3.2 TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION ROADS 

The construction of all temporary construction roads in and around the project site will be 
performed in a manner as to minimize the impact to the natural environment. Water will be 
used for dust control, as necessary. It is not expected that a significant number of construction 
roads will be necessary during removal action. 

3.3 PROTECTION OF TREES AND SHRUBS 

Prudent steps will be taken to protect trees and shrubs outside of the excavation zone as 
necessary. Those trees and shrubs within the excavation zone will be removed by the Forestry 
Division except for tree roots located in the excavation zone. All trees and shrubs removed as 
a result of the construction activities will be cut into manageable pieces and moved from the 
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project site so as not to interfere with operations. Precautions will be taken to minimize the 
construction activities’ impact on existing vegetation and will include but not be limited to: 

. 

. Utilization of equipment appropriately designed and sized for precise excavation 

3.4 

Utilization of existing or temporary construction roads only 

Closely supervised equipment operators with an emphasis placed on preservation of 
vegetation in non-work areas 

Proper guidance of heavy equipment and truck operators by site personnel to minimize 
damage to adjacent vegetation not directly affected by construction activities 

RESTORATION 

Upon completion of the field construction activities, disturbed areas will be seeded. Prior to 
seeding and fertilization, lime will be applied as a soil amendment for pH adjustment at a rate 
of approximately 40 pounds per acre. 

Any trees or other landscape features damaged by equipment will be restored if practical by 
trimming of damaged limbs and application of tree dressing. Damaged trees which cannot be 
restored will be felled, limbed and left on-site. Soil will be placed and compacted around any 
root systems exposed during excavation activities. 

3.5 WATER RESOURCES PROTECTION 

New River and Beaver Dam Creek are located near Sites 21 and 78 and could possibly be 
impacted by construction activities if proper sediment and erosion protection measures are not 
taken. To protect against damage, stormwater surface run-off leaving the site will be 
controlled by temporary erosion/sediment control techniques such as berms, silt fencing and 
grading. The area of bare soil exposed at any one time by construction activities will be held at 
a minimum. 

3.5.1 Erosion Sediment Control 
Prior to disturbance of native vegetation and soils, temporary erosion/sediment control will be 
established on the down gradient side of each excavation. Control techniques to be utilized 
will involve silt fencing. 

Silt fencing will be installed with the fabric a minimum of 6 inches below grade and extending 
36 inches above grade and fastened to posts no more than 6 feet apart. The posts will be 
installed with a minimum of 24 inches below grade and extend a minimum of 36 inches above 
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grade. Fabric will be attached to the upslope side of the posts using l-inch staples or tie wires. 
Silt fences will be inspected after every rain and daily during extended rain fall. Accumulated 
sediment will be removed before the depth reaches 12 inches. 

3.5.2 Spill Control 
Measures will be taken to prevent chemicals, fuels, oils, greases, bituminous materials and 
contaminated materials from entering streams, rivers or lakes. Absorbants will be available to 
solidify any leaks outside containment and any soil contaminated with fuel spills will be 
immediately removed and placed into appropriate containers and sampled to determine proper 
disposition. 

3.6 DUST AND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

3.6.1 Air and Noise Monitoring 
Personnel and ambient air monitoring will be conducted as necessary in order to determine 
airborne dust and contaminant levels. Ambient air monitoring will be conducted at working 
locations and on occasion at the perimeter of the project site. This ensures that respiratory 
protection is adequate to protect personnel against the contaminants that are encountered as 
well as ensuring that harmful levels of airborne contaminants are not leaving the site. 

OHM will only perform operations of heavy equipment during daylight hours to minimize the 
impact of noise pollution on off-site personnel. Noise exposure to off-site residents or 
personnel is expected to be minimal. Hearing protection will still be implemented if necessary 
as specified in the SHSP. 

3.6.2 Particulate Emission Controls 
Specific measures to be taken to minimize particle emissions for major activities during site 
construction include the following: 

Soil Excavation, Handling, Site Grading and Transportation 
l Apply water to work and traffic areas as necessary to minimize dust emissions 

. Cover stockpiles with sheeting to minimize wind and/or stormwater erosion 

l Move and load soil for transport within the site that limits freefall of material and is 
least likely to generate dust emissions 

l Halt dust-generating work when on-site wind conditions exceed 35 miles per hour 
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- 
r Movement of Equipment 

l Water traffic areas as required to minimize dust emissions 

l Designate equipment traffic patterns to minimize travel distance and vehicular dust 
emissions 

l Limit vehicle speed to minimize dust emissions 

3.6.3 Burning 
No burning will be performed on-site. In the event of an expected fire on-site, work will stop 
immediately and the MCB Camp Lejeune fire department will be notified. 

3.7 POST-EXCAVATION CLEANUP 

All excavation equipment will be decontaminated in a lined pad prior to demobilizing from the 
site. Decontamination will consist of scraping and pressure-washing to remove visible soil 
and debris from tires and undercarriage of vehicles and heavy equipment. Decontamination 
fluids will be containerized and samples procured and analysis prior to disposal. 

The site will then be turned over to the MCB prior to acceptance of site conditions. 

- . .  
E 
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4.0 SITE PREPARATION AND MOBILIZATION 

-- 
Prior to mobilization, OHM will arrange a pre-construction meeting at MCB Camp Lejeune 
with LAN’TDIV and other responsible parties. The purpose of this meeting will be to: 

l Confirm roles and responsibilities of key personnel and flow of communication for 
project execution 

l Review the project schedule, sequence of tasks and key milestones 

l Identify and discuss Base-specific issues relative to the upcoming mobilization and 
construction activities 

l Obtain the necessary security clearances for operations personnel 

l Obtain photographs of the sites for pre-construction documentation of existing site 
conditions 

OHM will submit the qualifications and licenses of subcontractors performing hazardous waste 
transportation and disposal. The qualifications of subcontractors including small and 
disadvantaged businesses proposed to perform work at the site will also be submitted. 
Additionally, other material/product submittals jointly identified as necessary will be submitted 
in accordance with the approved submittal register. 

OHM will obtain samples of soil from each of the AOCs for laboratory analysis to determine 
wastestream characterizations. Soil sampling procedures are described in Section 7.3.3. 
Waste profiles will be prepared and approved by both the generator and the disposal facility 
prior to initiation of mobilization activities. 

OHM will mobilize personnel and equipment from its Southern Region offices, including 
Morrisville, North Carolina; Covington, Georgia; and Gallatin, Tennessee offices. Prior to 
beginning work on site, a training meeting will be conducted to brief all site personnel on the 
Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan, construction drawings, and other relevant site-specific 
plans. Site hazards and conditions will be discussed and all personnel will acknowledge their 
understanding and compliance with the plan by signing an approved acceptance form. 

Project mobilization and site setup will consist of the following main activities: 

l Site Survey - A professional licensed surveyor will be subcontracted to provide the 
limits of excavation for each AOC, and location of other features such as construction 
roads and equipment laydown areas. 
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l Temporary Facilities Installation - OHM will utilize its office trailer already 
located at Lot 203 as an administrative area and command center. This area will serve 
as the control check point for contractor/subcontractor personnel entering the site. A 
decontamination trailer will also be mobilized and placed adjacent to the office trailer. 

. Excavation Limits - The areas to be excavated will be delineated and visibly marked 
for easy recognition using paint and/or wooden stakes. Visibly marking the excavation 
areas allows for better determination of the work/safety zones and clearly defines the 
work area for the equipment operator. 

l Clearing and Grubbing - Trees located within the excavation zones will be cut and 
staged in a convenient location for pickup by the Forestry Service. 

l Upgrade access roads - Roads leading to the project site will be graded and if 
necessary stone will be placed in low, soft or water accumulating areas. 

l Erosion and Sedimentation Control - OHM will establish controls to prevent 
erosion and sedimentation through the use of sediment fencing and diversion berms. 
In this manner, 0H.M will mitigate the spread of contamination to other areas and 
minimize the intrusion of rainwater into the active work area. Silt fencing will be 
placed along the down gradient sides of each excavations. Clean soil will be used to 
construct a berm on the up gradient side of the excavation areas to prevent the intrusion 
of surface water into the excavation prior to backfill. The Environmental Protection 
Plan included with this RAWP provides details on environmental controls. 

. Install Construction Fences - OHM personnel will erect safety fencing around 
the planned excavations in AOC 1 through AOC 4. Fencing will be 3 feet high, bright 
orange, polyethylene, mesh fence to prevent personnel from accidentally entering the 
open excavation. Additional fencing will be placed around monitoring wells located in 
close proximity to construction activities. 

l Decontamination Areas - Personnel and equipment decontamination areas will be 
provided within the Contamination Reduction Zones (CRZ) upon exiting the 
contaminated working areas. The Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan addresses these 
areas in detail. 

l Site Security - The OHM command trailer will serve as a security check point for 
the project site. All persons entering the site will be required to sign in and out daily. 
OHM reserves the right to deny access to any individual not showing proper 
identification. 
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l Health and Safety Zones - The site will be segregated into work areas on the basis 
of degree of hazard and PPE requirements. In general, the fenced area will comprise 
the contamination reduction zone (CRZ). Personnel working within the CR2 will be 
required to wear the appropriate PPE as outlined in the Site-Specific Health and Safety 
Plan. Excavation areas within the CR2 will be designated the exclusion zone and will 
be delineated by orange safety fencing. OHM health and safety personnel will provide 
continuous site air monitoring and will adjust work zone boundaries as appropriate. 

l Personnel Decontamination Facility - OHM will mobilize and setup a personnel 
decontamination trailer at the site. The trailer will be situated near the command trailer 
(Lot 203) and/or near construction areas depending on the phase of remediation 
activities. It will be furnished with showers and hand-basins. All decontamination and 
cleaning water generated from the decontamination trailer will be collected and stored 
prior to treatment. 
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5.0 MATERIAL EXCAVATION 
(AOCs 1 THROUGH4) 

AOCs 1 through 4 ira situ soils have been determined to be contaminated with either PCBs or 
Pesticide compounds in excess of the Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs) for site soils 
(Figures 2 through 5). The soils will be characterized in-place for disposal prior to excavation 
in accordance with the Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP). Areas will be excavated by OHM 
to the vertical and horizontal limits based on the figures and in-place sampling. Excavated soil 
will be directly loaded into transport vehicles, weighed, and transported to the selected 
treatment/disposal facility. Off-site incineration is planned for the soils from AOCs 1 through 
4 exceeding the RAOs. Confirmation sampling will verify that remaining soils meet RAOs 
prior to backfilling these areas. 

The approximate dimensions of each AOC will be marked prior to beginning excavation. The 
contaminated soils in each AOC will be removed to the pre-determined dimensions as 
identified from the in-place sampling effort. A tracked excavator equipped with a l/2 cubic 
yard bucket will carefully excavate soil. Excavation depths will be manually monitored with a 
tape measure or equivalent measuring device to avoid any over excavation of soil. After 
excavation to the specific limits, a visual inspection will be performed on the surrounding soil. 
If the visual inspections reveal evidence of contaminated soil, OHM will consult with the NTR 
to discuss and/or recommend the extent of additional excavation. Exposed excavation areas 
with no evidence of contaminated soil will undergo verification sampling and analysis utilizing 
an on-site laboratory equipped with a gas chromatograph (GC). Areas indicated clean will be 
resampled and samples routed to the designated off-site analytical laboratory for confirmatory 
analysis as discussed in the SAP (Section 7). 
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6.0 PREPARATION OF REQUIRED 
DOCUMENTATION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

All trucks used for transporting material will be decontaminated prior to leaving the project site 
to prevent the off-site spread of contaminants. When all contaminated soils have been loaded 
for transportation, OHM will remove residual soils from the excavator by scraping and 
brushing, prior to moving to the next AOC. Upon completion of excavation activities, the 
excavator will be moved to the decontamination pad for final decontamination by pressure 
washing. 

Personnel involved with excavation will be attired in Level C Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE). Used PPE will be placed in the trucks with the soil for disposal. 

All hazardous waste destined for off-site treatment/disposal will be transported by licensed 
hazardous waste haulers. All trucks will pre-weigh at the base scales to establish their tare 
weight prior to being loaded with contaminated soil. After loading and prior to exiting the 
controlled area, a pressure washer will be used to decontaminate the truck’s tires and trailer 
sides. The trailer will then be tarped and weighed at the base scales. Each load will be 
properly manifested for the designated hazardous waste disposal facility. LANTDIV, or 
designated MCB Camp Lejeune personnel, will be responsible for signing manifests as the 
generator for each off-Base shipment. 

6.2 WASTE DISPOSAL APPROVAL 

OHM will assign a Transportation and Disposal (T&D) Coordinator to this project acting as a 
single point-of-contact for all waste management activities. The individual assigned to this 
project will be familiar with all the applicable portions of RCRA, CERCLA, and SARA 
regulations--especially 40 CFR 261 (Identification and Listing of Hazardous Wastes). In 
addition this individual will be familiar with the North Carolina regulations relating to 
hazardous and solid waste handling, treatment, storage, disposal, and transportation. This 
individual will review the analytical data reported by Baker Environmental and by OHM and 
obtain pre-approval from the appropriate disposal facilities to allow direct load out of excavated 
soils. The T&D Coordinator will also be responsible for preparing waste profiles to the 
selected disposal facilities and coordinating disposal approvals. 

Based on the materials identified that will require off-site disposal, the T&D Coordinator, in 
consultation with the project management and procurement personnel, has reviewed potential 
vendors to prequalify transportation and disposal vendors based on: 

l Notice of Violation (NOV) status 
l Ability to handle the wastes identified 
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l Cost effectiveness of the available transportation and disposal options 
l Past experience 
l SB and SDB contract goals 

At this time OHM has identified the following qualified vendors to provide transportation and 
disposal of wastes from this site: 

Disposal 
l Aptus Environmental 

Coffeeville, KS 
l Browning-Ferris Industries 

Charlotte, North Carolina 
l Chemical Waste Management 

Port Authur, Texas 
l LWD 

Calvert City, Kentucky 

Transportation 
l A.R. Paquette & Company (SB) 

Glenwood, Florida 
l EPA Transportation Services (SDB, WBE) 

Rose City, TX 
l Chemical Development Corp. (SB, WBE) 

Tierra Verde, Florida 
l Hilco Transport Inc. (SB, WBE) 

Wilmington, North Carolina 
l Robbie D. Wood 

Dolomite, Alabama 
l TerraFirst 

Jacksonville, FL 

ALI bids will be obtained based on a written solicitation and all bid responses will be in writing. 
All bids will be made in conjunction with OHM’s procurement department: A condition of 
OHM’s purchase order will be that the selected vendors must provide OHM with addresses, 
the name of a single point of contact, EPA ID numbers, permit verification, insurance 
verification, NOV status, and any other qualifying data necessary. OHM has determined that 
the transportation portion of the T&D work is well suited as a task that could be performed by 
a small business or small disadvantaged business. The pesticide-contaminated soils have been 
tentatively schedule for disposal by incineration at LWD, Inc. located in Calvert City, 
Kentucky. The PCB-contaminated soils have been tentatively schedule for disposal at Aptus 
Inc. located in Coffeeville, Kansas. It is anticipated that decontamination liquids will be sent 
to the Base POTW for treatment. 

6.3 PREPARATION OF REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION 

OHM will prepare (or oversee the preparation of) all paperwork associated with off-site 
disposal for review and signature by LANTDIV and Camp Lejeune representatives. This will 
include TSDF waste profiles, hazardous waste manifests, land disposal restriction forms, 
labels and all other paperwork. The selected vendor(s) will be required to provide all labels, 
manifests, LDR forms, and other shipping paperwork. A completed example of these forms 
will be provided for OHM’s review and approval at least one week in advance of the scheduled 
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start of shipments. After these documents are reviewed by OHM, they will be provided to the 
Navy’s representative for review and signature. Final copies of all labels, manifests, LDR 
forms and other shipping paperwork will be received by OHM’s on-site personnel at least 5 
days in advance of the scheduled start of shipments. 

Written verification that the proposed disposal sites are permitted to accept the contaminated 
materials specified is required for the disposal vendors with their approvals.. A written 
verification that all vehicles and containers were decontaminated prior to leaving the disposal 
site will be provided within three days of receipt of the waste materials. A written verification 
that wastes were actually delivered to the disposal site will be provided within seven days of 
receipt of waste materials. A certificate of destruction will be provided within seven days of 
the date of actual waste disposal and for final payment of all invoices. 

6.4 WASTE PACKAGING 

OHM plans to excavate and load all soils directly into end-dumps. This will be a continuous 
operation and wastes will be transported directly to the disposal facility at that time. No 
provision will exist for on-site stockpiles or on-site storage for roll-offs or dumps. 

Non-hazardous materials will be accumulated on-site until sufficient quantities are available for 
shipment of a full load (-80 drums or 20-30 cubic yards). OHM will conduct weekly 
inspections of the waste storage areas. All temporary storage will be in compliance with 40 
CFR 262.34 and the applicable North Carolina regulations. 

6.5 SHIPPING 

The Site Supervisor will contact the selected vendor and schedule waste pick-ups in a timely 
manner to coordinate with the project schedule. Prior to shipment of wastes, OHM’s on-site 
personnel, in conjunction with the T&D coordinator, will complete the attached Waste 
Disposal Activities Checklist. This checklist is to be completed for each waste shipment 
leaving the site. A copy of the completed form will be provided to the CO prior to waste 
transportation and with the Final Report. 

OHM will maintain chronological organized files of weight tickets, manifest copies, LDR 
forms and other shipping paperwork for each shipment. OHM will also maintain a database of 
all pertinent information regarding each off-site shipment. Copies of the manifest file and 
database printouts will be provided to the LANTDIV and Camp Lejeune representatives upon 
request and at the completion of the project. 
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7.0 FIELD SAMPLING PLAN 

7.1 CONFIRMATION AND WASTE CHARACTERIZATION SAMPLING 

Subsequent to removal of contaminated soils, AOC-1 through AOC-4 will be sampled to 
determine if the R4Os for site soils have been met. Sampling will be based on the surface area 
of each AOC excavated, with approximately one sample collected for each 500 square feet of 
surface area and one sample for each 50 linear feet of sidewall. 

Verification analyses will be conducted in an on-site mobile laboratory. Unsatisfactory results 
may warrant a decision to continue excavation which will be made by the NTR based upon the 
analytical results and OHM’s recommendations. When results indicate satisfactory removal of 
the contaminants of concern, confirmation samples will then be collected at the floor and the 
walls of the excavation. Confirmatory analysis for this project will be performed by an off-site 
NEESA-certified laboratory. Data packages will include all forms required for NEESA Level 
C. Data validation will be performed on all confirmatory data by an independent qualified and 
experienced subcontractor. 

Waste characterization will be conducted on soil, debris and water matrix where required by 
the disposal facility. This disposal analysis will be performed by an off-site NEESA-certified 
laboratory. A Level C data package will not be required for this analysis. 

7.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

The project management organization is based on specific project requirements. The project 
team and their responsibilities are described in this section. The project manager is the primary 
contact for both the site supervisor and the Navy’s Remedial Project Manager (RPM). The 
PM will coordinate activities with other Camp Lejeune projects on-site and perform overall 
project management tasks. The Site supervisor is the primary contact for the NTR. He will be 
responsible for day-to-day control of the project activities. The project manager will be 
supported by the QA Management team which will provide reviews, guidance, and technical 
advice on project execution issues. Members of this staff will be available on an “as-needed” 
basis to assist in successful project execution. The project manager will be supported by a 
supervisory, health and safety, and QA/QC staff to ensure that the project is safely executed in 
compliance with applicable laws, regulations, statutes, and industry codes. 

Each specific project will be assigned to a project manager. Reporting to the project manager 
may be several individuals fulfilling as required the roles of site supervisor, project chemist, 
site safety officer, project engineer and QAIQC officers. These individuals are responsible for 
fulfilling appropriate portions of the project QA program in accordance with assignments made 
by the project manager. The project manager is responsible for satisfactory completion of the 
project QA program. Specific responsibilities may be assigned by the project manager to the 
site supervisor and other members of the project staff. 
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The responsibilities of the key members in the project organization are: 

Project Manager - James A. Dunn, Jr., P.E. 
The project manager is responsible for the overall direction of this project executed under 
his/her supervision. The project manager provides the managerial administrative skills to 
ensure that resource allocations, planning, execution, and reporting meet contract 
requirements. The project manager is ultimately accountable for all work activities undertaken 
on this project. The global quality-related responsibilities of the project manager can include, 
but are not limited to, the following: 

. Organization of the project staff and assignment of responsibilities 

l Understanding of contract and scope of work for a specific project 

l Communication to the project staff regarding client requirements and QA practices 

l Identification, documentation, and notification to the client and project staff of changes 
in the scope of work 

l Supervision of preparation and review and final approval of project-specific 
procedures, work plans, and other project plans 

l Approval of project design bases, design parameters, drawings, and reports 

l Approval of project remedial action/construction methodologies 

l Dissemination of project-related information from the client such as design bases, input 
parameters, and drawings 

l Liaison for communications with the RPM 

l Decision of whether or not drawings require independent review 

l Resolve nonconformances and changes in project documents and activities 

l Determination of the effect of nonconformances on the project and the appropriateness 
for reporting such items to the RPM/NTR, and providing appropriate documentation 
for reporting 

l Notification of project and QA personnel of nonconformances and changes 
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l Notification of the project staff and, as appropriate, QA personnel of void 
project-related documents and information 

. Determination that changes, revisions, and rework are subject to the same QC 
requirements as the original work 

. Serve as final reviewer prior to release of project information 

l Approve and sign outgoing correspondence 

Some of these responsibilities may be assigned by the project manager to the Site Supervisor, 
who will remain on site throughout project field activities. 

Site Supervisor - Randy E. Smith 
The site supervisor is responsible for the day-to-day management of this specific delivery 
order. The site supervisor will ensure sufficient resource allocations to maintain project 
schedule and budget. He will provide daily feedback to the Camp Lejeune OHM project 
manager on project progress, issues requiring resolution, etc. The quality-related 
responsibilities of the site supervisor can include, but are not limited to, the following: 

!== l Notification to the project manager if the project cannot be completed with regard to 
quality, schedule or cost 

l Oversight of subcontractor services 

l Liaison for communications with OHM project staff and other internal groups as well 
as with the NTR and on-site inspector 

l Supervising day-to-day site activities in accordance with project and program 
requirements 

l Preparing the Contractor Production Report 

l Initiating corrective actions for non-conformance identified on-site 

Project Chemist - Terence Whitt 
The project chemist is responsible for implementing the project plans and ensuring that the 
chemical quality assurance and data quality objectives are being met for the project. He/she is 
also responsible for informing the QC engineer of any site-specific problems and for 
coordination of QA efforts with the contracted laboratory. His/her specific responsibilities 
include, but is not limited to: 
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l Tracking validation data and ensuring adherence to published guidelines 

l Determining if the levels of QA are being met for the project in accordance with this 
plan 

l Certifying the level of QA that has been achieved during the generation of analytical 
data 

l Implementing QA/QC procedures 

l Assuring the continuity of chain-of-custody evidence 

l Initiating and overseeing alI audit functions 

l Work with the QC engineer to compile and submit required QA reports (QARs) 

l Compiling, revising, updating, and submitting SAPS 

l Implement corrective actions as required and ordered by the QC engineer or QC 
manager 

l Reviewing subcontractor’s QA Manuals and/or Laboratory Quality Management Plans 

(LQms) 

l Ongoing QA/QC training of new and current personnel 

l Stopping work if quality objectives are not being met. 

Field Chemist - Missy Art 
The field chemist will: 

l Oversee alI field sampling 

l Performing field analyses utilizing an on-site gas chromatograph 

l Fii out sample tracking forms and related analytical and QC forms and logbooks 

l Report QC data to the project chemist 

Sample Technician - To Be Determined 
The sample technician will be responsible for: 
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l Carrying out all sampling in accordance to approved procedures and methodologies as 
defined in the SAP 

l Generating trip blanks, field blanks, equipment blanks, and acquiring field duplicate 
samples as required by the SAP 

l Completing sampling logbooks, sampling forms, and chain-of-custody forms. 

7.3 SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS 

7.3.1 Types of Samples 
In general, two basic types of sampling techniques are recognized : composite samples and 
grab samples. 

--- 

Composite Samples 
Composite samples are combinations of more than one subsample collected at various 
sampling locations and/or different points in time. Area composites are samples cornposited 
from individual grab samples that are collected on an areal or cross-sectional basis. Area 
composites will be made up of equal volumes of grab samples; each grab sample will be 
collected in an identical manner. Examples of area composites include: sediment composites 
made up of quarter-point grab samples from a stream, soil samples from grid points on a grid 
system, water samples collected at various depths at the same point or from quarter-points in a 
stream, etc. 

Analyses of composites yield an average value and can, in certain instances, be used as an 
alternative to analyzing a number of individual grab samples and calculating an average value. 
It should be noted, however, that compositing of samples can mask problems by diluting 
isolated concentrations of some hazardous compounds to below detection limits. Cornpositing 
should not be performed when sampling for volatiles, oil and grease, or microbiological 
analysis. When compositing trace organics and/or metals, only stainless-steel, glass or Teflon 
bowls and spatulas should be used. 

Grab Samples 
A grab sample is defined as a single sample representative of the specific location at a given 
point in time. The sample is collected all at once and at one particular point in the sample 
medium. The representativeness of such samples is defined by the nature of the materials 
being sampled. In general, as sources vary over time and distance, the representativeness of 
grab samples decreases. 

7.3.2 Site-Specific Sampling Events 
The sampling events for this project include the following: 
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l Post-excavation soil sampling (verification samples) 
l Post-excavation soil sampling (confirmation samples) 
l Excavated materials to be shipped off-site (disposal characterization samples) 
l Decontamination water and PPE (disposal characterization samples) 

7.3.3 Soil Sampling 
Disposal Characterization Samples 
Waste characterization samples will be collected for the purpose of determining handling, 
transportation, and disposal requirements and for determining personal and environmental 
protection and monitoring requirements. 

Characterization samples will be collected from the soils from each AOC (1,2,3, and 4). One 
thoroughly mixed composite sample will be collected for each AOC. The composite sample 
will consist of six grab samples from the most soiled areas of the material being sampled. The 
grab samples will be thoroughly mixed to obtain a relatively homogenous mixture. 

Sampling equipment will be thoroughly cleaned between samples using the decontamination 
procedure described in Section 7.3.8. Field sampling personnel will wear disposable gloves 
during sampling and will change gloves between sample locations to minimize the potential for 
cross-contamination. 

Verification and Confirmation Samples 
After soils have been removed from the excavation at each AOC and on-site verification 
samples show levels below the cleanup criteria, confirmation samples will be taken from the 
excavation floor and sidewalls to determine if Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs) have been 
met. Samples will be taken at the rate of one sample per 500 sq. ft. of excavated surface area 
and one sample every 50 linear feet of side wall. 

All samples will be collected using stainless steel hand augers and will be cornposited using 
stainless steel spoons and stainless steel or glass bowls. Sampling equipment will be 
thoroughly cleaned between samples using a detergent water wash and distilled water rinse. 
Field sampling personnel will wear disposable gloves during sampling, and will change gloves 
between sample locations to minimize the potential for cross-contamination. 

Required analysis for each AOC, as well as sample volumes and field QC requirements are 
included in Table 7.1. 
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&ample 
Location 
~spos~ 
Characterization 

Table 7.1 
Soil Sampling and Analysis 

norganics (8240,8270, 
2x%owlceglassfor 
remaining te..sts/4’C 

rganics (6010,706O. 7471 

eristics: (Flashpoint. pH. 
e SuUi&. Reactive 

Notes: Notes: 
FB = Field Blank -to be analyzed for full required analysis FB = Field Blank -to be analyzed for full required analysis 
RB = Rinsate Blank - to be analyzed for fkll requkd analysis RB = Rinsate Blank - to be analyzed for fkll requkd analysis 
FD = Field Duplicate - to be analyzed for full required analysis FD = Field Duplicate - to be analyzed for full required analysis 
TB = Trip Blank - to be analyzed for vdatiles only TB = Trip Blank - to be analyzed for vdatiles only 

*Collect if equipment is field cleaned 

7.3.4 Sampte Identification 
All samples collected on-site will be provided with a unique sample designation. This will be 
comprised of a sample number along with the sample identification. The sample number 
format will appear as follows: 

Where: 
CLJXX-Y-NNN 

XX = D.O. for project (62) 
Y = Type of sample S = Soil, L = Liquid 
NNN = Sequential number starting at 001 

If the sample is a QA/QC sample, add the appropriate designations from below to the end of 
the sample number. 

FB = Field Blank 
TB = Trip Blank 
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RB = Rinsate Blank 
D = Duplicate 

Additional information will be required in the sample identification (ID) column. This will 
include operable unit, site designation, AOC number, and any grid coordinates associated with 
the sample. An example of the sample ID is: 

OU l/Site 2 l/AOC2/Grid X7, Y 19 

7.3.5 Sample Preservation 
All environmental samples, as well as QA/QC samples, will be preserved to a temperature of 
4°C prior to shipment to the analytical laboratory, using ice or refrigeration. This temperature 
should be maintained during shipment by placing ice in leak-proof containers, and placing it 
above and below the sample containers. This preservation method is in addition to any 
chemical preservation required by the analytical laboratory and is not intended, nor should it be 
used, in place of that type of preservation. All other shipping guidelines listed in the following 
sections will be utilized. 

7.3.6 QA/QC Samples 
The appropriate number of field QA/QC samples will be collected during this project. These 
samples will include field blanks, rinsate blanks and duplicate samples. These samples will be 
collected at the following frequencies: 

l Field Blanks - Field blanks consist of the source water used in decontamination and 
steam cleaning. At a minimum, one field blank from each sampling event and each 
source of water must be collected and analyzed for the same parameters as the related 
samples. . 

l Equipment Rinsate Blank - Equipment rinsate blanks are the final analyte-free water 
rinse from equipment cleaning collected daily during a sampling event. One equipment 
rinsate blank must be collected daily for NEESA Level C reporting. 

l Field Duplicate - Duplicates for soil samples are collected, homogenized, and split, 
except volatiles, which are not homogenized and split. Volatile samples are select 
segments of soil which are taken from the length of the core and placed in 4 oz glass 
jars. The duplicates for water samples should be collected simultaneously. Field 
duplicates must be collected at a frequency of 10% per sample matrix for Level C 
reporting. All the duplicates should be sent to the primary laboratory responsible for 
analysis, along with the samples. The field duplicates should be used by the laboratory 
to prepare the laboratory duplicate or matrix spikes. 
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l Trip Blank -- Trip blanks are defined as samples which originate from analyte-free 
water taken from the laboratory to the sampling site and returned to the laboratory with 
the volatile samples. One trip blank should accompany each cooler containing 
volatiles, should be stored at the laboratory with the samples, and analyzed by the 
laboratory. Trip blanks are only analyzed for volatile organic compounds. 

7.3.7 Personal ProteStion 
It has been anticipated that activities in AOC 1 through AOC 4 will be conducted in Level C. 
Level C will include tyvek overgarments, steel toe boots with tingley overboots, nitrile gloves, 
respiratory protection and hard hats. All soil sampling will be conducted in Level C. 

The Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan governs all personal protection levels and discusses 
these levels in detail. 

7.3.8 Equipment Decontamination 
All sampling equipment (hand augers, spoons, stainless steel/glass mixing bowls, etc.) will be 
decontaminated before sampling commences, between each sample location, and prior to 
leaving the site. The procedures for decontamination of equipment are described below. 

1) Remove gross contamination by scraping or brushing 

2) Clean with tap water and phosphate free laboratory detergent (liquinox), using a stiff 
brush to remove all surface contaminants 

3) Rinse thoroughly with tap water 

4) Rinse thoroughly with deionized water 

5) Rinse twice with pesticide grade isopropanol 

6) Rinse thoroughly with organic-free water and allow to air dry (Do not rinse with 
distilled/deionized water. If organic free water is not available, allow equipment to air 

dry.) 

7) Wrap equipment with aluminum foil prior to storage or transportation to sample 
locations 

Decontamination fluids will be stored in holding tanks for treatment through plant. 
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7.3.9 Sample Log Book 
It is necessary for the sampling crew to maintain daily field notes. Items that must be included 
are sampling protocol, any changes to the procedures, meetings, instructions, safety 
precautions, personnel protection, and activities pertaining to the samples. The person taking 
notes must be knowledgeable enough about these activities to know which details are 
important. 

Repetition of information recorded in other permanent logs should be avoided; but enough 
should be recorded to present a clear and accurate picture of technical activities. At a later date, 
should a question arise concerning a specific event or a procedure used, it will be answered 
from these notes. Some items that would be considered noteworthy are as follows: 

l Termination of a sample point or parameter and reasons 

l Unusual appearance or odor of a sample 

l Depth of groundwater, if encountered 

l Measurements, volume of flow, temperature, and weather conditions 

l Additional samples and reasons for obtaining them 

l Levels of protection used (with justification) 

l Meetings and telephone conversations held with LANTDIV, regulatory agencies, 
NTR, project manager, or supervisor. 

l Details concerning any samples split with another party 

l Details of QC samples obtained 

These notes must be dated and signed (each page) for validity in a court of law. All log book 
entries will be made with indelible ink and legibly written. The language will be factual and 
objective. No erasures will be permitted. If an incorrect entry is made, the error will be 
crossed out with a single strike mark, initialed, and dated. When audits are performed, the 
auditor’s remarks and decisions must also appear in these notes. These audits should be 
followed up by written report submitted by the auditor, including opinions and conclusions. A 
copy of this report should be placed in the project file and one copy kept in the sampling file 
for easy reference. 
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All samples should be logged in the logbooks. The following columns are standard for all 
projects: 

1) DATE -- Date sample was obtained 

2) SAMPLE NUMBER -- Consecutive series of numbers which are assigned to every 
sample. 

3) LOCATION -- Description of area sampled 

4) TIMI3 -- Military time sampled 

5) SAMPLERS -- Ktials of persons obtaining sample (usually two, at least witnessing if 
not involved in actual sampling task) 

6) DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE -- Physical description of sample (e.g., clear, cloudy, 
odor) 

7) WEIGHT OR VOLUME -- Size of sample (5OOrn.L lL, etc) 

8) DATE RESULTS ARE DUE -- Date analytical results should be reviewed 

9) LABORATORY -- Laboratory who performed analytical work 

10) RESULTS -- Will vary according to project requirements; should be in consistent units 
(ppm, ppb, etc.,) when possible 

11) CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY NUMBER-- For samples sent to laboratory or given to client 

12) ADDITIONAL COMMENTS -- Space reserved for any other information concerning 
particular sample or special procedure or analysis. 

13) PRESERVATIVES -- Preservatives used or included by the lab 

14) DATE SAMPLES SENT -- Date samples were sent to the lab 

15) AIRBILL NUMBER 

The following guidelines will be implemented for all log books: 

l Each page will be signed, dated, and numbered; 
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l Blank pages will be identified as such; 

l The time of each entry will be noted (24 hour clock); 

l Logbook extensions (field sheets, purge records, etc.) will be recorded in the logbook; 
and 

l Logbooks will be returned to the site supervisor upon completion, during periods of 
absence, and at the end of the investigation. 

This information will also be entered into the data base program that has been prepared for this 
site. It will be entered daily by the chemist or sample tech for the site. This person will be the 
point of contact for all sampling and analytical information. Report outputs from the database 
is an acceptable substitute for the sample log book. 

7.3.10 Sample Labeling 
Samples other than in situ measurements are identified by a sample label attached to the sample 
container. Included on the label is the following information: 

1) OHM PROJECT NUMBER 
2) DATE -- Month, day, year 
3) TIME -- Military time of sample collection 
4) SAMPLE NUMBER -- see Table 1 for designations 
5) SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
6) TAKEN BY -- Sampler name 
7) WITNESS 

The information described above should be printed neatly using an indelible marker. After the 
sample is taken and the label is securely attached, the sample is logged into the sample log 
book. 

7.3.11 Custody Seals 
Custody seals are narrow strips of adhesive tape of glass fiber used to demonstrate that no 
tampering has occurred. They may be used on sampling equipment, sample transport 
containers, and individual sample jars. They should be signed and dated by the sampler and 
placed from one side, across the top, and to the other side of the sample bottle or across the 
opening of the sample transport containers. An example custody seal is included in 
Appendix A. 

- 
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7.3.12 Chain-of-Custody (COC) Procedures 
Because of the evident&y nature of samples collected throughout the project, the possession 
of samples must be traceable from the time the samples are collected until they are introduced 
as evidence in legal proceedings. To maintain and document sample possession, chain-of- 
custody procedures are followed as described below: 

A sample is under your custody if: 

1) It is in your actual possession, or 

2) It is in your view, after being in your physical possession, or 

3) It was in your physical possession and then you locked it up to prevent tampering, or 

4) It is in a designated secure area. 

A COC form will include the following information: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

PROJECT NAME 

PROJECT LOCATION -- City and State in which the project is located 

JOB NUMBER 

PROJECT CONTACT -- OHM employee responsible for overseeing the sampling 
operation. This person should be the individual to whom questions are to be directed 
or verbal results given (Project Manager, Site Supervisor, or Project Chemist) 

PROJECT TELEPHONE NUMBER -- Telephone number of on-site office trailer or 
number where person responsible for samples can be contacted. 

DATE -- Month, Day, Year 

TIME -- Military time 

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION -- Sample number/location 

BOTTLE SIZE -- 12 ounces, 8 ounces, 1 liter, etc. 

10) ANALYSES REQUESTED 

- .+= 
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11) LABEL, TAG NO./ REMARKS 

12) AIRBILL NO 

13) LABORATORY -- Laboratory where samples are to be sent 

14) PHONE -- Telephone number of laboratory 

15) ATTN -- Contact for laboratory 

16) RELINQUISHED BY -- Signature of sender (OHM) 

17) DATE -- Date samples are sent 

18) TURNAROUND TIME -- Turnaround times requested or date the results are required 
from the lab. 

The COC needs to be sealed in a ziploc bag and taped in place on the underside of the top of 
the sample transport container (cooler). 

7.3.13 Shipment of Samples 
Samples will be shipped via Federal Express to the appropriate laboratory. Also, COCs have 
been prepared accordingly and are organized according to sampling events. 

The following instructions are for shipping samples with unknown or limited hazards. NO 
CHANGES OR SUBSTITUTIONS TO THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE ALLOWED - NO 
MATTER HOW INSIGNIFICANT THEY MAY SEEM. 

1) Samples must be shipped in “strong outer packaging”. A plastic cooler is acceptable. 

2) Both the shipper’s and receiver’s addresses must be on the container. 

3) The following shipping name must be printed on the container: 

OTHER REGULATED SUBSTANCES, 
ID # 8027 

4) A Class 9 hazardous material shipping label must appear on the top of the box. 

5) Inner packages cannot exceed 1 gallon each, and the entire shipment (cooler, samples, 
and absorbent) cannot exceed 66 lbs. 
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6) Coolers must be packed with absorbent such as vermiculite or kitty litter. 

7) Inner containers should have their lids secured with tape or wire. 

8) The materials must be shipped using a Federal Express Hazardous Materials Airbill 

9) Any questions regarding shipment of samples should be referred to OHM’s Norcross, 
Georgia, office. 

7.4 DATA MANAGEMENT 

Data management is the system by which data is reduced, reviewed, validated, reported, 
distributed, and finally archived. The criteria in this system are designed to meet the project 
objectives. 

7.4.1 Data Reduction 
Data reduction includes the identifications and calculations necessary to convert the raw 
instrument readings to the final reported compounds and their respective concentrations. 

-/--. The following paragraphs outline the data reduction plan for the collected, data criteria used to 
validate the data and the decision flow from raw data to the validated concentrations. 

These criteria will be used by the contracted analytical laboratory. More detailed procedures 
should be included in the laboratory’s Quality Assurance Plan (QAP), which will be in the 
laboratory files at the Norcross, Georgia, office. 

Responsibilities of Analyst 
Each analyst is responsible for converting raw data into reportable values. These specific 
duties include: 

l Proper identification of the analyte 

l Generation of calculations 

l Checking all calibrations to ensure support of data 

l Verifying that all QA/QC checks are supportive of data 

l Verifying that all documentation is complete and accurate in respective log books 
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l Verifying that all chromatograms and strip chart recordings are labeled with data, 
instrument number, run parameters and analyst 

Conventional Parameters 
Data calculation and reduction will be performed as described in the individual approved 
methods. 

Trace Metal Parameters 
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry is based upon the principle in which the amount of light 
of a particular wavelength absorbed by a specific metal will enable the percent absorption to be 
determined and then used to ultimately calculate the absorbance. Since absorbance is directly 
related to concentration, a plot of the two parameters is linear in certain operable ranges and 
allows for the determination of unknown concentrations in solutions (direct samples or 
extracts) after measurement of absorbance. The computer system controlling the instrument 
actually completes the calculations and reports the concentration in mg/l. The following 
equations show how the final sample concentration is calculated using the instrument 
calculated concentration. 

mg/l metal = AWi) (D) 
(Vf) 

Where: 
A = Concentration from instrument in mg/l 
Vi = Initial volume (before digestion) ml 
Vf = Final volume (after digestion) ml 
D = Dilution factor if necessary 

mg/kg metal = 
AWD 0 

w (I? 

Where: 
A = Concentration from instrument in mg/l 
Vf = initial volume (before digestion) ml 
D = Dilution factor if necessary 
W = Sample weight in g 
P = Percent solids in decimal (if results in dry weight are needed) 
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Organics 
Gas Chromatograph Results .- 

Calculations are performed for each analyte after its identification is determined. Identification 
is based upon the retention time of the suspect peak compared to the retention time of the 
external standard. The concentration of the analyte is determined by using the calibration curve 
and the peak area of the analyte. A calibration factor is determined from the calibration curve 
and used to calculate the concentration. 

Gas Chromatographlkiass Spectrometry Results 
Qualitative identification of an analyte is determined by obtaining the extracted ion current 
profiles (EICPs) for the three identifying mass ions and following the criteria listed below: 

l The intensity of the three characteristic masses of each analyte must maximize within 
one scan of one another 

l The relative peak height ratios of the three characteristic masses must be within +25 
percent when compared to the mass spectrum of the reference standard analyte 

l The relative retention time of the suspect peak must be with kO.06 of the standard 
reference peak 

In order to list structural isomers as separate analytes, they must have acceptable resolution. 
Acceptable resolution is achieved if the baseline to valley height between the isomers is less 
than 25 percent of the sum of the two peaks. Otherwise, structural isomers must be identified 
as unresolved isomeric pairs. 

The following equations demonstrate how the actual sample calculations are carried out. 

GC Volatiles 

Where: 
As = Area response of targeted analyte 
D = Dilution factor if necessary 
Vf = Final volume purged in ml or g 
CF = Calibration factor from standard analysis 
P = Percent solids in decimal (if results in dry weight are needed) 
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CF= A 

Ah4T 

Where: 
As = Area response of targeted analyte 
AMT = Amount of targeted analyte in ng 

GCIMS Volatiles 

ug/L (ug/k@ = 
As (AMT) 0) 
Ais (RF) (Vf) (PI 

Where: 
As = Area response for targeted analyte 
AM? = Amount of internal standard in ng 
D = Dilution factor if necessary 
Ais = Area of internal standard 
Vf = Final volume purged in ml or g 
P = Percent solids in decimal (if results in dry weight are needed) 
RF = Response factor from standard analysis calculated as 

RF _ As (AMTis) 
Ais (AMTs) 

Where: 
As = Area response for targeted analyte 
AMTis = Amount of internal standard in ng 
Ais = Area response of the internal standard 
AMTs = Amount of the targeted analyte in ng 

GC Extractable 

q/L tug/kg) = 
As (Vf) 

CF (Vi)(P) 

Where: 
AS = Area response for targeted analyte 
CF = Calibration factor as explained above 
Vf = Final extract volume in uL 
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Vi = Initial volume in ml or weight in g 
P = Percent solids in decimal (if results in dry weight are needed) 

To quantitate multicomponent mixtures (i.e., PCBs, chlordane) area summations are used. 
For PCBs at least five peaks where possible are included in the area summation for 
quantitation. The same relative peaks (based on pattern and retention times) are used to 
calculate the calibration factor from the standard. For toxaphene and chlordane total area 
summations are used for quantitation. 

GUMS Extractable 

ug/L (ug/kg) = 
As (AM’%) (Vf) (D) 

Ais (RF) (Vi) (P) 

Where: 
As = Area response for targeted analyte 
AMTis = Amount of internal standard in ng 
Vf = Final extract volume in uL 
D = Dilution factor if necessary 
Ais = Area of internal standard 
RF = Response factor as listed above 
Vi = Initial volume in ml or weight in g 
P = Percent solids in decimal (if results in dry weight are needed) 

7.4.2 Laboratory Data Validation 
All data generated within the laboratory will be extensively checked for accuracy and 
completeness. The data validation process consists of data generation, reduction, and three 
levels of review. 

The analyst who generates the raw data has the prime responsibility for the correctness and 
completeness of the data. All data generated and reduced follows protocols specified in the 
laboratory. Each analyst reviews the quality of his work based on an established set of 
guidelines. The guidelines are: 

l Sample preparation information is correct and complete 
l Analysis information is correct and complete 
l The appropriate Standard Operating Procedures (SOPS) have been followed 
l Analytical results are correct and complete 
l QC samples are within established control limits 
l Blanks are within appropriate QC limits 
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l Special sample preparation and analytical have been met 
l Documentation is complete 

The next level of review is performed by the section supervisor or data review specialist. The 
review is structured to ensure that: 

l Calibration data are scientifically sound, appropriate to method, and completely 
documented 

l QC samples are within established limits 

l Reporting units are consistent with the method and the matrix 

l Quantitative results are correct 

l Data results are consistent with information on the COC 

l Documentation is complete 

l The data is ready for incorporation into a final report 

l The data package is complete and ready for data archive 

The second level of review is structured to ensure all calibration data and QC sample results are 
reviewed and all of the analytical results from 10 percent of the samples are checked back to 
the bench sheet. If no problems are found with the data package, the review is complete. If 
problems exist, an additional 10 percent is reviewed, and the process continues until no errors 
are found or the package has been reviewed in its entirety. 

The final level of review by the laboratory comes from the program administrator or laboratory 
QA Officer. He/she reviews the report to ensure that the data meet the overall objectives of the 
project. 

Once the data have been validated, they are ready for report production. The report will 
contain: 

l Description of sample types 

l Tests performed, problems encountered during testing 

l Dates sampled 
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l Date received 

l Date extracted 

l Analytical results 

l Reportable limit 

l QC information: percent recovery, relative percent difference, control limits, blanks 
analyses, matrix spikes, and other additional special QC information 

l Qualifiers for data falling outside of QC limits 

l Methodology 

l Name of the analyst 

l Signature of laboratory representative 

l Dual column confirmation results 

l Calibrations (when requested) 

l Instrument performance checks (when requested) 

The report from the laboratory will also include a copy of the original COC for the samples 
analyzed. 

7.4.3 Project Data Review 
Project Chemist Data Review Responsibilities 
The field chemist is responsible for initial review of the data from the laboratory. This review 
includes: 

l Verifying that all requested data are reported 

l Verifying that samples are analyzed according to the contract specified method 

l Verifying that holding times are not exceeded 
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l Verifying that matrix spike, matrix spike duplicate, and surrogate recoveries fall within 
the laboratory’s acceptable criteria 

l Reviewing blank data for gross contamination 

l Reviewing field quality control results for gross inconsistencies 

The project chemist is then responsible for informing the Project Manager, Site Supervisor and 
QC Engineer of any laboratory and/or sampling deficiencies or issues. The project chemist 
alone should not make decisions on the acceptability of the data. These issues and subsequent 
decisions will be documented on a report to the Program QC Manager and Project Manager. 

QC Engineer Data Review Responsibilities 
The QC Engineer is responsible for interfacing with the project chemist, project manager, and 
the laboratory’s QA Officer to resolve any QA/QC issues affecting the data. He/she is also 
responsible for finalizing any QA/QC issues with the laboratory and/or the project chemist. 
This includes obtaining a corrective action from the parties involved. 

7.4.4 Project Data Validation 
Data validation is an extensive review of the data for technical and legal validity. This 
procedure will be performed only by qualified and experienced personnel of an independent 
consultant company. The NEESA 20-2-047B and Functional Guidelines for Evaluating Data 
prepared by USEPA Region IV will be used to review data to ensure that raw data are not 
altered and that an audit trail is developed for those data which require reduction. 

7.4.5 Data Reporting 
Generally, preliminary data is faxed to the project manager. This data may or may not have 
undergone the full laboratory review process and may contain errors and discrepancies. 
Approximately two days later, the hard and final copy will be received on-site and will be 
reviewed by the project chemist or scientist, the project manager, and the site QC engineer. 
Any discrepancies will be brought to the Program QC Manager’s attention, who will contact 
the laboratory regarding the issues. 

When QA issues have been satisfactorily settled and data validation has been completed, the 
project manager may release the data to the client and/or regulating agencies. 

7.4.6 Data Storage And Archive 
After OHM has completed its work for the project, all documents generated will be assembled 
in the project file. Individuals may retain clean (no handwritten comments) copies of 
documents for their personal files but only after personally verifying that the original or similar 
copy is in the project file. The project manager/supervisor is responsible for ensuring the 
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collection, assembly, and inventory of all documents relative to the project at the time the 
objectives are met. The file then becomes accountable. Any records leaving the file must be 
signed out. 

When a contractor has completed the project objectives, all file documents are reviewed and 
submitted to the general file. The project file contains the following document classes: 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 

Project logbooks 
Drum logs and other forms 
Sample identification documents 
Chain-of-custody records 
Analytical logbooks, laboratory data, calculations, graphs, etc. 
Correspondence 
- Intra-office 
- Client 
- Regulating agencies 
- Record of confidential material 
Report notes, calculations, drafts 
References, literature 
Sample (on-hand) inventory 
Check-out logs 
Litigation documents 
Miscellaneous - photographs, maps, drawings, etc. 

Once deposited in the file, documents must be checked out, 

The final report is usually generated by use of computer. A back-up copy of the report on 
diskette is filed along with the project file. The original report remains in the hard drive of the 
computer until such a time is required to download it on a diskette. This diskette is also 
archived. 

All information under the corresponding project number is maintained in the archive system for 
eight years. All archives are accessed by the archives file master list which is maintained in a 
separate location from the archives. 

7.5 DATA ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 

Reliability in analytical determination is maintained through strict adherence to quality control 
procedures. Procedures are designed to control both the accuracy and precision of analytical 
results. Depending ‘on the level of certification of the data, a known method spike is routinely 
analyzed to ensure the accuracy of results. The procedure is to run the standard QA/QC and 
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sample analysis with each lot of samples sent to the laboratory. If more than ten individual 
analyses are made, additional standards will be analyzed at a rate of one standard per ten 
analyses. Some procedures call for the use of either a surrogate spike or the standard addition 
of a known quantity of the analyte to a split of the sample being analyzed. 

Control charts will be prepared using an estimate of the spike recovery obtained from the 
literature or determined by repeated analyses run in the laboratory. Each time the analyst runs 
a method spike, the results are entered on the control table. If a standard addition technique is 
used, a plot of instrument response versus added analyte concentration is made in order to 
determine analyte concentration in the original sample. These are further explained in the 
laboratory’s Quality Assurance Manual. 

Replicate analyses will be performed on at least 10 percent of the samples processed by the 
laboratory. A record of the precision of most analyses is kept by calculating and plotting the 
industrial statistic I (which is equivalent to the coefficient of variation). Blanks are also run 
with each batch of samples or individual sample analyzed regardless of the level of certification 
of the data. 

The purpose of spikes, blanks, and replicates is to provide a sound scientific basis from which 
the degree of certification of the resultant data can be objectively concluded. These are not 
management decisions, but follow naturally from the results of the above QC procedures. 

7.5.1 Accuracy 
Data accuracy is a reflection of the efficiency of the analytical procedure. It is determined by 
use of spiked samples and standard reference materials or laboratory control samples 
performed at the rate of one set every 20 samples. A control chart is generated using historical 
laboratory data where warning and control limits are established to assess data accuracy. 

The accuracy (check standards) samples will have concentration values of the mid-standard. 
During analysis, a minimum of 10 percent of samples must be accuracy samples. The 
accuracy samples must be staggered through the analysis, not placed one after another. After a 
minimum of seven accuracy samples are analyzed, the percent recovery is calculated for each 
sample. 

The accuracy criteria is determined by calculating the standard deviation of seven or more 
percent recovery values and setting the upper and lower control limits using the following 
equations: 

Upper control limit = p + 3SD 
Lower control limit = p - 3SD 

.4- 
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Where: 
p = Average percent recovery 
SD = Standard deviation 

REMEDI’AL ACTION WORK PLAN 

After the standard deviation for the seven or more samples has been calculated, the accuracy 
control limits will be used to determine if the analysis is out of control. This is done by 
checking the results against the control limits. If any values are above the upper control limit 
or below the lower control limit, all sample results after the last qualifying accuracy sample 
must be repeated or discarded. If seven consecutive values fall below the lower control limit, 
new limits must be calculated using the new accuracy check values. If the values fall between 
the upper and lower limits, then conditions are reported as “within limits.” 

Recovery control is necessary to determine if the sample matrix is interfering with the 
constituent being analyzed. A minimum 5 percent of samples will be recovery check samples 
(matrix spikes). Samples involving different types of matrices must have at least one recovery 
check for each type. 

Control limits will be determined for each matrix, determining the deviation for seven or more 
percent recovery values. 

7.5.2 Precision 
Duplicate and replicate samples analyzed by the laboratory assess the precision of the sampling 
effort Control limits for duplicate/replicate RPDs is set at 0 to 20 percent to provide interim 
guidelines. Once a sufficient amount of replicate data becomes available, field precision 
control charts are constructed similar to the laboratory precision charts. For any given 
concentration, the mean and the standard deviation(s) of the replicates are calculated. The 
mean is the centerline of the control chart. Data from each sample set are pooled with the 
previous sample sets to generate control and warning limits for the next set. Warning and 
control limits for water samples are set at +2s and +3s, respectively. Control limits for solid 
samples are more liberally established due to matrix heterogeneity. Data outside any control 
limit are subject to QA review. 

Precision is based upon the results of the relative percent differences as calculated from the 
percent recoveries of the matrix spike and duplicate samples, The control limits for precision 
are based on historical laboratory data. 

Present practice is to include Matrix Spike (MS) and Matrix Spike Duplicate (MSD) samples 
on a per batch basis or a minimum frequency of 5 percent. Duplicate results are compared and 
the relative percent difference (RPD) is then determined. 
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The RPD will be entered into the laboratory’s data system and will be used to define the 
precision of the analysis. This value should be less than 20 percent. 

7.5.3 Completeness 
The field chemist is responsible for ensuring that all field instrumentation and equipment are 
functioning properly and calibrated according to set procedures, and that all data are recorded 
accurately and legibly. In addition, the field chemist must ensure all sites are sampled for all 
the specified analyses, that sufficient sample volume has been provided to complete those 
analyses, and that all of the QA samples have been included with each sample set. The goal 
for completeness for each sample set shipped to the laboratory is 100 percent. The minimum 
acceptable completeness limit is 95 percent. 

Completeness is expressed as the percentage of the amount of valid data obtained to the 
amount of data expected. For a set of data to be considered complete, it must include all QC 
data verifying its accuracy and precision. 

If samples analyzed do not meet all QC requirements in terms of accuracy and precision for 
any specific parameter, the sample preparation and analysis will be repeated pending adequate 
volume. 

7.5.4 Criteria for Rejection of Outlying Measurements 
There are many statistical tests for rejection of outlying data points obtained from a set of 
measurements from a single population. A test recommended in “Statistical Manual of the 
Associate of Official Analytical Chemists,” 2nd Edition, W. J. Youden and E. H. Steiner, 
1975, pg. 86, is the Dixon Test. This test is not dependent on the distribution of the data and 
can be used for as few as three measurements. A more complete description for this broadly 
applicable test can be found in the referenced text. 

Another reference is the USEPA National Functional Guidelines for Data Validation of 
Grganics and Inorganics. Also, specific programs may have quality objectives with criteria for 
rejection of outlying measurements. 

7.5.5 Method Detection Limits And Practical Quantitation Limits 
A number of terms have been used, by the EPA and other technical groups, to express the 
lowest concentration of an analyte which can be measured. Some of these terms, their 
definitions, and sources are listed in Table 7.2. 
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Detection 
Limit (DL) 

The concentration which is 
distinctly detectable above, 
but close to a blank 

Limit of 
Detection 
0-W 

The lowest concentration 
that can be determined to be 
statistically different from a 
blank 

Method 
Detection 
Limit (MDL) 

The minimum concentration 
of a substance that can be 
identified, measured and 
reported with 99% 
confidence that the analyte 
concentration is greater than 
zero 

Instrument 
Detection 
Limit (IDL) 

The smallest signal above 
background noise that an 
instrument can detect 
reliably 

Method 
Quantitation 
Limits (MQL) 

Limit of 
Quantitation 

The minimum concentration 
of a substance that can be 
measured and reported 

The level above which 
quantitative results may be 
obtained with specified 
degree of confidence 

Practical 
Quantitation 
Limit (PQL) 

The lowest level that can be 
reliably determined within 
specified limits of precision 
and accuracy during routine 
laboratory operating 
conditions 

Contract Reporting limit specified for 
Required laboratories under contract to 
Detection the EPA for Superfund 
Limit (CRDL) activities 

Definition 

Definition 

Table 7.2 
)f Detection Li 

Determination 

Analysis of 
replicate standards 

Analysis of 
replicate samples 

Analysis of a 
minimum of seven 
replicates spiked 
at 1 to 6 times the 
expected detection 
limit 

Analysis of 3 
replicate standards 
at concentrations 
of 3-6 times the 
detection limit 

Analysis of 
replicate samples 

Analysis of 
replicate samples 

Interlaboratory 
analysis of check 
samples 

Unknown 

it Terms 
Calculation 

Two times the 
standard deviation 
that is derived from 
procedures used to 
determine MDL 

Three times the 
standard deviation 

The standard deviation 
times the Student t- 
value of the desired 
confidence level (for 7 
replicates, the value is 
3.14) 

Three times the 
standard deviation 

Five times the 
standard deviation 

Ten times the standard 
deviation 

1) ten times the MDL 
2) Value where 86% of 
laboratories are 
within 20% of the true 
value 

Unknown 

Source 

Methods for 
Chemical Analysis 
of Water and Blank 

ACS Definition 

40 CFR 136 
Definition for PA 
Water Programs 

Contract Laboratory 
Program 

SW-g46 

ACS Definition 

RCRA SDWA 
Programs 

Contract Laboratory 
Program 

OHM takes very seriously its responsibility to report technically defensible data. Therefore, 
we have established a Reporting limit (RL) for each analyte in each method. The RL 
represents the value above which were believe reliable data can be routinely obtained. 
These Reporting Limits were established by collecting Method Detection Limit (MDL) data and 
Instrument Detection Limit (IDL) data for analyses from the laboratory. The MDL data were 
collected using the procedures described in 40 CFR 136 Appendix B. TDL data were 
calculated using the procedures outlined in the EPA Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) 
Statement of Work dated December 1987. The MDL/lDL data were then compared to various 
limits published in EPA methods and in the regulations. For example, for volatile organics, 
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the MDL data generated in OHM field laboratories were compared to the Practical Quantitation 
Limits (PQLs) published in SW-846 Method 8240; the PQLs contained in the July 9,1987 
Federal Register Final Rule-making on Appendix IX; the Contract Required Detection Limits 
(CRDLs) in the CLP Method for volatile organics; and the MDLs in Method 624. Then a 
Reporting Limit for each analyte, considering all of this information, was established. The RL 
was set at a level above which we were confident that our laboratories could detect and 
quantify the analyte consistently. Using this procedure, the Reporting Limits established are 
generally between 2 and 5 times the laboratory MDL/IDL. This range is consistent with the 
American Chemical Society definition for the Limit of Quantitation (LOQ). 

It is not always possible to use RLs because of the regulating body’s or client’s requirements. 
In this case, the MDLs required will be provided by the regulating body or by the client. 

7.5.6 Laboratory and Field Contamination 
It is not unusual to find the following analytes at trace levels in the samples: 

l Methylene chloride 
l Acetone 
l Freon (1,1,2-trichlorotrifluorethane) 
l Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 
l Hexane 
l Isopropanol 
l 2-Butanone 

These are common solvents used in the field and in the laboratory. 

In order to fully evaluate data containing trace levels of these contaminants, one must have data 
from trip blanks, field blanks, equipment blanks, and all applicable laboratory blanks for that 
batch of samples. 

The determination on the use of the data will be made during the data validation process. 

7.6 PERFORMANCE AND SYSTEM AUDITS 

An audit is defined as a systematic check to determine the quality of operation of field and 
laboratory activities. It is comprised of the following: 

l Performance audits 
l System audits 
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These include a detailed review of each operating component of the network. Auditing will 
ultimately assist in determinin g if each element within a system is functioning appropriately per 
the QA program requirements. 

7.6.1 Field Performance Audits 
Field performance audits are performed on an ongoing basis during the project as field data are 
generated, reduced, and analyzed. All numerical analyses, including manual calculations, are 
documented. All records of numerical analysis are legible, of reproduction quality, and 
supporting to complete permit logical reconstruction by a qualified individual other than the 
originator. 

Other indicators of the level of field performance are the analytical results of the blank, 
duplicate, and replicate samples. Each blank analysis is an indirect audit of effectiveness of 
measures taken in the field to ensure sample integrity. The results of the field duplicate and 
replicate analysis is an indirect audit of the ability of each field team to collect representative 
sample portions of each matrix type. 

7.6.2 Field System Audits 
System audits of site activities are accomplished by an inspection of all field activities by the 
QC Engineer. This audit is composed of comparisons between current field practices and 
standard procedures. The following is a list of criteria to be used in the evaluation of field 
activities: 

l Overall level of organization and professionalism 

l All activities conducted in accordance with work plan 

l All procedures and analyses conducted according to procedures outlined in this 
document 

l Sample collection techniques versus the site sampling and analysis plan 

l Level of activity and sample documentation 

l Working order of instruments and equipment 

l Level of QC conducted by each field team 

l Contingency plans in case of equipment failure or other event preventing the planned 
activity from proceeding 

- / 
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9 Decontamination procedures 

l Level of efficiency which each team conducts planned activities at the site 

l Sample packaging and shipment 

After the audit, any deficiencies are discussed with the field staff, and corrections are 
identified. If any of these deficiencies might affect the integrity of the samples being collected, 
the QC Engineer informs the field staff immediately, so corrections can be made. 

OHM will also submit to all requests by regulatory agencies, or other clients for external field 
systems audits. 

7.6.3 Laboratory Performance Audits 
The laboratory performance audit verifies the ability of the laboratory to correctly identify and 
quantitate compounds in blind check samples submitted by an auditing agency. If the 
laboratory participates in Performance Evaluation (PE) programs such as USEPA WS/WP 
studies, AMA, PAT studies, etc., results from these studies will be generally acceptable by 
OHM. However, during the course of the project, it may be necessary for the QC Engineer to 
send PE samples to the laboratory to evaluate specific parameters. 

The contracted laboratories will undergo performance audits throughout the project consisting 
of field QC samples. Occasionally PE samples will be supplied by the client or external 
organizations which will be spiked with the same analytical parameters that are being 
investigated on site. External laboratory performance audits by auditing agencies such as the 
USEPA, USACE-MRD, DOD, NEESA, etc, are not routinely scheduled. However OHM 
and its subcontracted laboratories will submit to any external audit upon request by the USEPA 
or LANTDIV. 

7.6.4 Laboratory System Audits 
The laboratory system audit is a review of analytical laboratory operations to verify that the 
facility has the necessary equipment, staff, and procedures in place to generate acceptable data 
It is also to determine that each element within an activity is functioning appropriately and 
within the guidelines of applicable methodology, approved procedures, and the SAP. An on- 
site inspection is routinely performed by the laboratory’s QA Manager and may also be 
frequently performed by the OHM QC Engineer. If the laboratory participates in certification 
programs, audits performed by the certifying agencies may satisfy the criteria of systems 
audits for the project. 

If the laboratory is in question, a system audit can be directed by the client and performed by 
OHM or the client’s representative. Any recommendations made will be considered for 
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implementation and any corrective actions will be taken to correct any deficiencies found. 
Project-specific audit reports will be placed in the project files and laboratory audit reports will 
be kept by the laboratory for future reference. 

7.7 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

Corrective actions may be necessary as a result of the following QA activities: 

l Field and laboratory performance audits 
l Field and laboratory system audits 
l Inter-laboratory comparison studies 
l Calibration data fall out of specified limits 
l Failure to adhere to the site SAP 
l Failure to adhere to standard operating procedures and methods 
l Data completeness below required limits 
l Control limits are exceeded for QC samples 

If, during system and performance audits, deficiencies or problems are discovered, corrective 
action will be initiated immediately. The appropriate field and laboratory personnel will be 
notified immediately and an investigative process will be implemented to find solutions to these 
issues. The investigative process will consist, but is not limited to, the following: 

Determining when the problem occurred 

Determining which systems were affected by the problem 

Determining the cause of the problem 

Determining a corrective action to eliminate the problem 

Assigning the responsibility for implementing the corrective action 

Implementing the corrective action 

Evaluating the effectiveness of the corrective action 

Investigating alternative corrective actions if the original action was not sufficient in 
eliminating the problem 

Documenting that the corrective action has eliminated the problem 
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The QC Engineer has the authority to require that all site activities threatened by the problem be 
stopped or limited until the corrective action has been implemented and satisfactorily verified to 
eliminate the problem. 

Corrective actions may include, but are not limited to: 

l Modifications to procedures 
l Recalibration of instruments 
l Replacement of solvents, reagents, and/or standards 
l Additional training of personnel 
l Reassignment of personnel 

7.7.1 Corrective Action Report 
A Corrective Action Report (CAR) is necessary documentation of the investigative process. 
Depending on the issues, the CAR may be generated by the laboratory or the field personnel. 
Copies of the CAR will be given to the QC Engineer and project manager, who will distribute 
it to the client. A copy of the CAR will be placed in the project files for future reference. 

The CAR will include, but is not limited to: 

l A description of the problem, deficiency, or issue 
l Proposed resolutions 
l Resulting actions 
l Effectiveness of the resolutions 
l Personnel responsible for implementation of the corrective actions 
l Personnel responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of the actions. 

7.7.2 Quality Assurance Report 
The project manager, QC Engineer, and project chemist will converse on a regular basis to 
review possible and potential problem areas and to ensure that all QA/QC procedures are being 
carried out. It is important that all data abnormalities be investigated to ensure that they are not 
a result of operator or instrument deviation but are a true reflection of the methodology or task 
function. The project final report will contain a separate section that covers the data quality and 
validity. At a minimum, the following information will be included in the report: 

l Assessment of measurement data precision, accuracy, and completeness 
l System and performance audit results 
l Significant QA problems and corrective actions implemented 
l Copies of documentation such as memos, reports, etc. 
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The QC Engineer will be responsible for preparing this report weekly or daily, as well as 
monthly written QA reports to OHM QA management. The Program QC Manager will be 
responsible for reviewing and approving these monthly reports. Verbal reports will be made 
on a more frequent basis. All reports will be made available to the Project Manager and 
LANTDIV. If no project audits were performed and no significant QA/QC problems occurred, 
a letter stating these facts will be submitted to the referenced parties in lieu of a QA Report 

S== 
r 
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8.0 SITE RESTORATION 

Once the contaminated materials have been removed from the site and the verification sampling 
has confirmed sufficient removal, OHM will begin site restoration activities. 

8.1 BACKFILL 

Backfilling operations will be implemented as soon as possible after analytical confirmation 
that the area is clean, in order to mitigate collection of stormwater within open excavations. 
The excavated areas will be backfilled with suitable backfill material from the borrow area at 
Camp Lejeune and regraded to the original contours. 

Fill will be spread evenly above the approved subgrade in lifts not exceeding 12 inches and 
compacted in horizontal layers as nearly even as possible. 

8.2 GRAVEL 

Upon completion of backfill placement, areas which had previously been graveled will be 
paved with gravel material meeting NCDOT Standard Specifications For Roads And 
Structures, Section 905. Material size will be No. 4. Paving thickness will match existing 
thickness of adjacent areas. Gravel will be completed to 95 percent of maximurn density by 
ASTM D 698 Method D. 

8.3 TOPSOIL 

After placement of the fill layers in areas not to be graveled, OHM will place and grade 4 
inches of topsoil over the excavated area Topsoil will be placed in such a manner that will 
control erosion and allow quick germination of vegetation. 

8.4 SEEDING 

Grass seed matching existing vegetation will be placed at the rate of 5 pounds per 1,000 square 
feet over topsoil areas. Fertilizer, Type I, Class 2, lo- lo- 10 analysis will be applied at the rate 
of 25 pounds per 1,000 square feet. Mulch and water will be applied as required to obtain an 
acceptable stand of grass. 
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9.0 DEMOBILIZATION AND FINAL REPORT 

All equipment, support trailers and personnel will be demobilized from the project site. A 
Contractor Close-out Report will be completed and submitted for review and comment. 
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10.0 SCHEDULE 

The project schedule depicts the major tasks and durations to perform the remediation of AOCs 
1 through 4. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

- 
OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM), a subsidiary of OHM Corporation, will provide 
and maintain an effective Contractor Quality Control (QC) Program as required by contract 
clauses. This program will be performed in conjunction with the Program Quality Control 
Plan (OHM, 1993) as applicable and in accordance with the requirements of Contract No. 
N62470-930D-3032, Atlantic Division (LANTDIV), Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
(NAVFAC), dated August 1993. OHM will perform the inspections and tests required to 
ensure that materials, workmanship and construction conform to the LANTDIV-approved 
drawings and specifications and contract requirements. OHM will perform the tests or 
inspections specified, unless the required inspection and/or test is specifically designated to be 
performed by the Government. 

The Government, defined as the United States Navy (USN), will perform the quality 
assurance (QA) role. Supporting the Navy Technical Representative (NTR) is OHM’s QC 
Engineer who will serve to provide quality control. 
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2.0 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND 
PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES 

OHM will implement the Quality Control Plan (QCP) by establishing a Quality Control (QC) 
organization which reports directly to the Program QC Manager. The QC organization will 
consist of not less than one QC person who will be responsible for the job site while work is 
in progress to verify compliance with the contract requirements. The QC organization will be 
supplemented by additional QC personnel as may be necessary. OHM recognizes that the 
NTR reserves the right to replace a member of the QC staff who, in the opinion of the NTR, is 
not accomplishing their assigned duties. 

The QCP includes an inspection system, which will be available for review prior to the start of 
construction and throughout the life of the project. The inspection and testing processes will 
monitor the overall quality of work, and project controls will be instituted to assure correction 
of deficiencies identified during the inspections and testing. Project scheduling will be 
instituted to assure proper sequence and performance of work activities. 

The NTR will be notified in writing prior to proposed changes to the QCP, and the proposed 
changes will be subject to the NTR’s approval prior to implementation. 

OHM’s QC organization chart for Delivery Order No. 0062 is included as Figure 2.1. 
Professional profiles of OHM’s project team and QC organization are provided in Appendix A. 
The responsibilities of each person identified in the QC organization are presented below. 

2.1 PROGRAM MANAGER, GEORGE E. KRAUTER, P.E. 

The Program Manager has ultimate responsibility for QC of project deliverables. Specific 
responsibilities include: 

l Reviewing all deliverables prior to submittal to LANTDIV 

l Communicating with the Project Manager to ensure project schedule and scope 
compliance 

l Interfacing with the Contracting Officer (CO), Contracting Officer’s Technical 
Representative (COTR), and /or NTR on a regular basis to review project progress and 
contract compliance 

l Reviewing program QC procedures 

l Providing cost accounting updates to verify project is within budget 
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2.2 PROJECT MANAGER, JAMES DUNN, P.E. 

The project manager is responsible for the overall direction of this project executed under his 
supervision. The project manager provides the managerial administrative skills to ensure that 
planning, execution, and reporting meet contract requirements. The project manager is 
ultimately accountable to the program manager for all work activities undertaken on this 
project. The global quality-related responsibilities of the project manager can include, but are 
not limited to the following: 

. 

-0 

. 

. 

Organization of the project staff and assignment of responsibilities 

Understanding of contract and scope of work for a specific project 

Participating in the coordination and mutual understanding meeting 

Communication to the project staff regarding client requirements and QA practices 

Identification, documentation and notification to the client and project staff of changes 
in the scope of work 

Review and approve of project-specific procedures, work plans, and other project 
plans 

Approval of project design bases, design parameters, drawings, and reports 

Approval of project remedial action/construction methodologies 

Dissemination of project-related information from the client such as design bases, input 
parameters, and drawings 

Liaison for communications with the RPM 

Decision of whether or not drawings require independent review 

Resolve nonconformances and changes in project documents and activities 

Determination of the effect of nonconformances on the project and the need for 
reporting such items to the RPM/NTR 

Notification of project and QA personnel of nonconformances and changes 
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l Notification of the project staff and, as appropriate, QA personnel of void project- 
related documents and information 

. Determination that changes, revisions, and rework are subject to the same QC 
requirements as the original work 

l Serve as final reviewer prior to release of project information 

l Approve and sign outgoing correspondence 

Some of these responsibilities may be assigned by the project manager to the Delivery Order 
Manager and/or the Site Supervisor, who will remain on-site throughout project field activities. 

2.3 SITE SUPERVISOR, RANDY E. SMITH 

The site supervisor is responsible for: 

l Participating in the coordination and mutual understanding meeting 

l Supervising all day-to-day site activities in accordance with project and program 
requirements 

l Oversight of subcontractor services 

l Preparing the Contractor Production Report 

l Initiating corrective actions for non-conformances identified on site 

l Communicating with the Project Manager on project progress in all areas 

l Maintaining the latest applicable drawings and specifications with amendments and/or 
approved modifications at the job site and assuring that they are used for shop 
drawings, fabrication, construction, inspections and testing 

2.4 PROGRAM QC MANAGER, MICHAEL I. GILMAN 

The Program QC Manager is responsible for: 

l Managing implementation of program quality requirements 

l Conducting independent audits of site activities 
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l Overseeing the work of the Project Quality Engineer 

l Monitoring non-conformances and corrective actions 

2.5 QC ENGINEER, CHUCK LAWRENCE 

The QC Engineer is responsible for implementing the project QC Plan to ensure compliance 
with program requirements and to monitor on-site QC activities. The QC Engineer may also 
serve as the site QC representative referenced throughout this document. 

l Drafting the project CQC Plan 

l Reviewing the laboratory QC program for conformance with contract requirements 

+ Participating in the coordination and mutual understanding meeting 

l Interfacing with project technical staff to ensure compliance with program quality 
requirements 

l Conducting periodic independent QA/QC reviews, surveillances, and/or audits of 
engineering/design/construction activities 

l Performing, or causing to be performed, daily inspections and tests in accordance with 
Section 3.1 of this plan 

l Conducting, or causing to be conducted, biweekly QC meetings in accordance With 
Section 8.2 of this plan 

l Coordinating with the site supervisor to ensure that corrective actions are implemented 
for all non-conformances 

l Reviewing the LANTDIV-approved submittal register for the duration of the contract. 
Appropriate actions wilI be undertaken should delays or other changes so necessitate 

l Authorization to reject materials to be used if they are not in compliance 

l Monitoring Rework Items List program 

l Accompanying and assisting Government representatives at the prefmal inspection and 
the final acceptance inspection 
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l Preparing the daily Contractor QC Report 
-h- 

l Monitoring the Testing Plan and Log for field activities 

The QC Engineer is authorized to: 

l Temporarily shut down a portion of work if work practices or procedures are 
determined to be incorrect or out of compliance with the specifications 

l Stop a work task or series of tasks after consultation with the site supervisor and NTR 
in the event that severe weather conditions interfere with the quality of work 

2.6 PROJECT ENGINEER, TO BE NAMED 

The project engineer is responsible for: 

l Providing technical direction and expertise for daily work on-site 

l Ensuring the engineering activities on-site are performed in compliance with project 
drawings and specifications 

l Interfacing the site supervisor and QC engineer concerning any technical or engineering 
issues concerning subcontractors. 

l Inspecting major equipment for conformance to the project specifications upon delivery 
to the site 

-- 
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3.0 METHOD OF INSPECTIONAND REWORK 

A three phase quality control system will be implemented for each definable feature of work 
and will include preparatory, initial and follow-up inspections. A definable feature of work is 
a separate and distinct task that requires separate control requirements. The QC Engineer will 
ensure that no work proceeds until the appropriate inspection phase has been completed. In 
addition to and independent of the QC Engineer, the Site Safety Officer (SSO) and Site 
Supervisor will implement this same control system as a part of their normal duties and 
responsibilities. The inspection phases are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

3.1 THREE PHASES OF CONTROL 

The QC Engineer shall perform the three phases of control to ensure that work complies with 
contract requirements. The three phases of control shall adequately cover both on-site and off- 
site work and shall include the following for each definable feature of work. 

3.1.1 Preparatory Phase 
Conduct the preparatory phase with the site supervisor and the person responsible for the 
definable feature of work. Document the results of the preparatory phase actions in the daily 
Contractor QC Report. Perform the following prior to beginning work on each definable 
feature of work: 

a) Notify the NTR at least two working days in advance of each preparatory phase; 

b) Review each paragraph of the applicable specification sections; 

c) Review the contract drawings; 

d) Review the inspection schedule 

e) Verify that appropriate shop drawings and submittals for materials and equipment have 
been received and approved in accordance with the Submittal Register. Verify receipt 
of approved factory test results, when required; 

f) Review the testing plan and ensure that provisions have been made to provide the 
required QC testing; 

g) Examine the work area to ensure that the required preliminary work has been 
completed, 

h) Examine the required materials, equipment and sample work to ensure that they are on 
hand and conform to the approved shop drawings and submitted data; 
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i) Review the safety plan and appropriate activity hazard analysis to ensure that applicable 
safety requirements are met, and that required Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) are 
on hand; and 

j) Discuss construction methods. 

As a part of this preparatory work, the QC Engineer will review shop drawings, certificates 
and other submittal data prior to submission to the NTR. The Project Engineer will also assist 
with this effort. Each submittal presented to the NTR will bear the date and the signature of 
the QC Engineer indicating that the submittal has been reviewed and is in compliance with 
plans and specifications, or show the changes required to meet the specifications. The NTR 
will be notified a minimum of 24 hours prior to the beginning of each preparatory inspection. 

3.1.2 Initial Phase 
When crews are ready to start work on a definable feature of work, the QC Engineer will 
conduct the initial phase with the personnel responsible for that definable feature of work. 
Observe the initial segment of the definable feature of work to ensure that the work complies 
with contract requirements. Document the results of the initial phase for each new crew to 
work on-site, or when acceptable levels of specified quality are not being met. Perform the 
following for each definable feature of work: 

--. - a) Notify the NTR at least two working days in advance of each initial phase; 

b) Establish the quality of workmanship required; 

c) Resolve conflicts; 

d) Review the Safety Plan and the appropriate activity hazard analysis to ensure that 
applicable safety requirements are met; and 

e) Ensure that testing is performed. 

3.1.3 Follow-Up Phase 
Perform the following for on-going work daily, or more frequently as necessary until the 
completion of each definable feature of work and document results in the daily Contractor QC 
Report: 

a) Ensure the work is in compliance with contract requirements: 

b) Maintain the quality of workmanship required; 
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c) Ensure that testing is performed; and 

d) Ensure that rework items are being corrected. 

3.1.4 Notification of Three Phases of Control for Off-Site Work 
Notify the NTR at least two weeks prior to the start of the preparatory and initial phases. 

3.2 SPECIAL INSPECTIONS 

In addition to this three phase inspection control system, special inspections or testing may be 
conducted in the event of an approved change or modification to work plans or field 
operations. The QC Engineer will coordinate scheduling of special inspections with the NTR 
at the time when a change or modification in work operations has been approved. 

3.3 REWORK 

It is OHM’s responsibility to identify and correct deficiencies in the work. To ensure that 
defective work is corrected and not built upon, a Rework Items System will be initiated and 
monitored by the QC Engineer. Rework items identified in the work during any inspections or 
tests by a party to this contract will be corrected as soon as practicable and recorded on a 
Rework Items List. The list will be issued to the site supervisor and a copy attached to the 
inspection report. The Site Supervisor will be responsible for ensuring correction by the 
responsible party and will return a report upon correction with a description of the action taken 
and date completed. The Rework Items List will be updated accordingly. Rework items will 
be corrected prior to the final inspection. 
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4.0 SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

- / 

OHM sampling procedures will meet the requirements of the project scope of work. The 
protocol for performing the analytical work on the site water and subsurface soil prior to and 
during the remediation work is presented in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) for this 
project. 
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5.0 ANALYTICAL TESTING 

-. r 
OHM will employ the services of a fully qualified laboratory to perform the program’s 
analytical testing. The tests and/or services to be performed by the testing laboratory are 
presented in the Sampling and Analysis Plan for this project. The work to be performed in this 
section deals with chemical analyses of the water and soil on site prior to and during 
remediation activities. 
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6.0 FIELD VERIFICATION TESTING 

The following procedures will be used by the QC Engineer to verify compliance with the 
contract requirements. Additions or modifications to these procedures may be necessary to 
address changing circumstances. During field implementation of delivery order tasks, the 
Navy will provide an inspector to perform QA checks. The responsibilities of the QC 
Engineer are fully described in Section 2.0. 

6.1 GEOTECHNICAL QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES 

6.1.1 Field Verification Testing 
Specific field verification testing will be performed in accordance with this plan. OHM is 

responsible to perform the required field soils testing, per contract specifications. The 
Geotechnical Technician will maintain a QA program to which equipment is calibrated on 
regular intervals. All measurements will be traceable to National Bureau of Standards. The 
laboratory test capabilities include field control; specifically, water content (Nuclear Density 
Gauge), and density (Nuclear Density Gauge). 

Field tests are developed from accepted test procedures (e.g. ASTM). Each test is an approved 
procedure to test for specific characteristics. Some tests are less comprehensive than others 
and require periodic verification by more detailed tests. Field tests of this type do not usually 
determine the primary characteristic of interest, but instead are used to correlate results. In the 
event that any single test fails to meet specification requirements, a second test will be 
performed. Should the second test fail, the appropriate corrective action will be taken in the 
field. If the second test meets the specification requirements, then the corresponding 
verification test will be conducted. The results of that test will then be used to determine the 
acceptance or rejection of the task being monitored. 

Field tests will be performed by trained testing personnel and performed on a timely basis to 
provide prompt confirmation or rejection of material or work. 

6.1.2 Field Sampling 
Samples of excavated materials and constructed work will be obtained in the field for 
verification testing. The site technician will collect the specified samples, as appropriate, as 
specified in the Sampling and Analysis Plan or when a portion of the constructed work is 
completed. 

6.2 INSPECTIONS 

In addition to inspections directed by the QC Engineer, standard inspections will be performed 
during the course of remediation to verify the quality of the final constructed work. There ~$1. 
be visual inspections performed by the site supervisor, a qualified general foreman, or other 
appropriate personnel. These inspections are supplemental to the QC inspections and are 

-- _-_- 
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intended to enhance the QC inspections by identifying problem areas that may require more 
stringent QC inspection. In the event of a discrepancy between one of these visual inspections 
and the field verification tests, the field verification test results will take precedence. 

Inspections will be performed in accordance with this plan or checklists developed for use at 
the site. Inspections performed to a guide procedure will be documented in the daily field log, 
while inspections performed to a checklist will be documented on the checklist and on the daily 
Contractor QC Report. 

6.3 PERFORMANCE DOCUMENTATION 

To provide evidence of satisfactory work performance, verification test data, data reduction 
and the results of field inspections and sampling will be completely documented. Whenever 
possible, information will be recorded on a standardized form or in a bound filed logbook. 
Documentation will include a daily log of construction activities; appropriate field test, 
laboratory test, and survey data forms; photographs; and field collection and sampling custody 
forms. 

Construction inspection personnel (e.g., site supervisor and foreman) will maintain a daily log 
of project activities. Copies of the daily logs will be sent to the Project Manager on a daily 
basis. After this review, the logs will be routed to other members of the project team, as 
needed. 

As part of the remediation control activities, a photographic record will be maintained. As 
examples, photographs should be taken of initial conditions, sampling locations, remediation 
processes, and final constructed features. Photographs will be identified by the project 
number, date taken, and a brief description. This will be done individually on the back of the 
photographs. In addition, album photographs must be provided with individual descriptions 
and dates taken. 

Appropriate remediation control test, survey, and material installation data forms will be 
prepared and each form will include the applicable location (e.g., station, elevation, and field 
coordinates). All requested information on the form will be addressed. If not applicable, 
requested information will be designated “N/A.” Results of field and laboratory tests will be 
sent to the NTR, the project manager, site supervisor and QC Engineer as soon as they are 
available. 

Field construction verification records will be collected and maintained by the Site supervisor 
until they are submitted to the project central file. 
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6.4 REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION CONTROL DATA 

The QC Engineer will review the QC data to verify that remediation specifications are met, to 
determine when defective material or work may require removal and/or reconstruction, and to 
determine when additional tests may be required to confirm the quality of material or work. 
The results of field tests, field inspections, receiving inspections, and surveys will be reviewed 
by the QC Engineer. This review will be performed to prevent the construction of new work 
over defective material or work which is later found to be defective. 

6.5 AS-BUILT DOCUMENTATION 

All appropriate documentation will be retained in the project records system. Final as-built 
drawings and specifications will be prepared from this information in accordance with the 
Submittal Register and will be retained as a permanent record of the project. 

At contract closeout, record documents will be delivered to the NTR. A transmittal letter in 
duplicate accompanying the submittal will contain: 

l Date 
l Contract name and number 
l Contractor’s name, address, and telephone number 
l Number and title of each record document 
l Signature of contractor or his authorized representative 
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7.0 INSPECTION AND TESTING 
DOCUMENTATION 

Records of inspections and tests performed for each shift or subcontractor operation will be 
signed by the QC Engineer. The original and one copy will be provided to the Government no 
later than the next working day. 

Contractor QC reports will include, as a minimum, the following: 

l Project identification 

l Data on weather and any delays attributable to such weather 

l Number of personnel on site (OHM and subcontractors) 

l A listing of construction equipment and indication of equipment usage on the report 

day 

l Factual evidence that continuous QC inspections and tests have been performed. This 
includes, but is not limited to the following data: 
- Type and number of inspections or tests performed 
- Results of inspections or tests, including computations 
- Evaluation of test results -- accept or reject work 
- Nature of defects, if present 
- Causes for rejection 
- Safety inspections/violations 
- Proposed remedial action 
- Corrective actions taken 

l The records will cover both conforming and nonconforming work 

l A statement that supplies and materials incorporated into the work are in full 
compliance with the requirements of the contract 
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8.0 MEETINGS/COORDINATION 

8.1 COORDINATION AND MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING MEETING 

g=- 
After submission of the Construction QC Plan and prior to the start of construction, the OHM 
Project Manager, QC Engineer and Site Supervisor will meet with the COTR and NTR to 
discuss the QC program required by this delivery order. The purpose of this meeting is to 
develop a mutual understanding of the QC details, including forms to be used, administration 
of on-site and off-site work, and coordination of the OHM management, production and the 
Quality Representatives’ duties with the NTR. Minutes of the meeting will be prepared by the 
Project Manager and signed by both OHM and the NTR. 

8.2 QC MEETINGS 

After the start of construction, the QC Engineer, or his designee, will conduct QC meetings 
once every two weeks or as required by the NTR at the work site (or where specified, with the 
site supervisor). The QC Engineer, or his designee, will prepare the minutes of the meeting 
and provide a copy to the NTR within two working days after the meeting. The COTR may 
attend any of these meetings. The QC Engineer will notify the NTR at least 48 hours in 
advance of each meeting. As a minimum, the following will be accomplished at each meeting: 

l Review the minutes of the previous meeting 

l Review the schedule and the status of work: 
- Work or testing accomplished since last meeting 
- Rework items identified since last meeting 
- Rework items completed since last meeting 

l Review the status of submittals: 
- Submittals reviewed and approved since last meeting 
- Submittals required iri the near future 

l Review the work to be accomplished in the next two weeks and documentation 
required. Schedule the three phases of control and testing: 
- Establish completion dates for rework items 
- Preparatory phases required 
- Initial phases required 
- Follow-up phases required 
- Testing required 
- Status of off-site work or testing 
- Documentation required 

l Resolve QC and production problems 
. Address items that may require a revision of the QC plan (i.e., changes in procedures) 
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GEORGE E. KRAUTER, P.E. 
Program Manager 

EXPERIENCE 

As Program Manager for OHM’s LANT DIV RAC, Mr. Krauter has total responsibility and 
accountability for the successful operation of the contract. Specifically, this includes ensuring 
effective program communications, committing company resources to accomplish program and project 
order objectives, receiving task orders, providing program-wide continuity for the technical 
direction of projects, planning and scheduling work activities, resolving workload conflicts on a 
program-wide basis, managing program-wide costs and contractual requirements, QA/QC, and 
fulfilling administrative and financial contractual reporting requirements. 

Stone & Webster Environmental Technology & Services (1991- Present) 

Project Sponsor/Director, USACE - Norfolk district, Radford Army Ammunition Plant - Directs 15 
personnel performing more than 25 tasks on five different FFP contract, including PA/SI, RI/FS, 
Remedial Design, Title II Services , public participation, NEPA compliance, and federal/state 
permitting. Manages technical/contractual oversight, QA/QC, and health and safety. 

. Provides accountability to USACE by serving as principal point of contact for $40 million in 
remediation services and capital expenditures. 

. Ensures effective cost and quality control by interpreting, planning, and forecasting work using 
proven corporate management systems and procedures. 

.- 

Task Manager, CPFF Contract, DOE Savannah River - Provided management/technical expertise to 
complete tasks related to two CPFF contracts for DOE Savannah River (DOE-SR). 

l Ensured effective planning and tracking of decommissioning tasks by developing management 
systems in accordance with client requirements. 

. . Satisfied DOE-SR’s regulatory concerns by directing 20 environmental professionals in 
performing environmental audits to ensure compliance with RCRA, CERCLA, Clean Air Act, 
Clean Water Act, and NESHAP. 

Project Manager, HTRW Projects - managed 25 engineers spread across five teams in developing 
Independent Cost Estimates for HTRW projects at three major DOE sites in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

ICF-Kaisor (1989 - 1991) 

Program Manager, DOE Richland - Directed detailed engineering, design, and construction of more 
than $200 million of waste management facilities for the tank farm upgrade at the Hanford 
reservation. Managed 40 professional and 150 craft labor, providing overall technical and 
administrative responsibility for a CPAF contract involving seven major tasks valued at $30 
million per year. 

Project Manager, DOE Feed Materials Production Center Fernald - Managed independent reviews of 
RI/FS reports for five operable units involving remediation of radioactive and hazardous wastes 
including pits, ponds, lagoons, and drum storage areas containing uranium, thorium, arsenic, 

mercury, TEC, waste oils, PCBs, and spent solvents. 
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EXPERIENCE - CONTINUED 

IT Corporation (1985 - 1989) 

Program Manager, Hazardous Waste Remedial Action Program (HAZWRAP) - Directed a CPFF 
$10 million per year contact involving more than 60 professionals and six subcontractors, including 
SB/SDBs, in performing SI and RI/FS at various military bases. Oversaw field investigations, 
drilling/laboratory subcontracts, and preparation of remedial investigation reports for 
contaminants including petroleum, solvents, VOCs, and PCBs. Improved project health and safety 
by effectively managing the implementation of a comprehensive Health and Safety Program. 

Project Manager, Feed Materials Production Center Fernald - Managed the efforts of approximately 
30 force account personnel in directing the construction of an automated handling system for the 
removal of more than 50,000 cubic feet of thorium containing dry sludges from three elevated storage 
silos. 

l Reduced potential exposure to personnel by building the system into a standard 20-foot shipping 
container operated under negative pressure. 

l Demonstrated strong management skills by accomplishing this $3 million project on schedule 
and within budget. 

Project Manager, Shipping Port Atomic Power Station - Managed the efforts of 35 force account 
personnel in removing asbestos from radioactively contaminated areas. Removed 430 cubic yards of 
asbestos insulation from tanks, vessels, piping, ducting, and equipment. Identified uncertainties and 
critical path activities of this $3 million contract by developing detailed work procedures in 
accordance with OSHA and state regulations. 

Project Manager, Nuclear Source Fabrication Facility - Directed 15 force account personnel in site 
planing and restoration. Developed the survey plan, removal plan, sampling plan, health and 
safety plan, detailed work procedures, and the final release of the site by the nuclear Regulatory 
commission. Met schedule and budget requirements. 

l Supported site restoration by decontaminating equipment and facilities, removing and 
packaging radioactive materials, and overseeing facility demolition. 

. Provided significant storage/disposal cost savings by developing an innovative method for 
reducing the volume of transuranic waste, yet achieving a 100 percent acceptance of 
“repackaged” drums. 

l Managed final site restoration including backfilling and landscaping after NRC acceptance. 

Program Manager, 3M Company - Managed 85 subcontractor and force account personnel in the 
characterization of 250 site s nationwide, including sites in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
Seventy of these sites required cleanup of polonium which had been released from faulty static 
eliminators. 

. Effectively controlled mobilization, materials handling, and subcontractors in supporting up to 
eight site throughout the U.S. for this $3 million project. 
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. Satisfied 100 percent of client’s goals by successfully completing the project under extremely 
tight schedule requirements. 

l Met regulatory concerns by working closely with the nuclear Regulatory commission and state 
representatives to ensure cleanup; developed health and safety plans. 

Quadrox (1981- 1985) 

Manager of Projects - Directed a staff of 30 involved in engineering, design, and instaIIation 
activities in support of numerous nuclear power plant modification projects for various utility 
clients. These projects ranged in size up to $4 million and involved both force account and 
subcontractor personnel. Planned and tracked major projects by developing a management controls 
system (MIS) and providing training to project managers. 

TRW (1979 - 1981) 

Project Manager, DOE’s Remedial Action Program - Managed 30 professionals to review plans for 
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action program (FUSRAP) projects, and prepared other Program 
Documents for DOE. Determined remedial approach, developed schedules/estimates for 
remediation, and planned specialty subcontractor activities. 

U.S. Naval Civil Engineers Corps (1958 - 1979) 

Deputy Oflicer in Charge of Construction, Europe - Directed the construction of projects annually 
averaging $26 million and provided the design of new facilities and modifications. Held full 
contract authority and was senior member for seIection and negotiation contract boards. 

l Restructured and organized resources to accommodate an unexpected 30 percent increase in 
workload without requiring additional resources. 

l Received Meritorious Service medal for accomplishments in design and construction. 

Officer in Charge, Naval Nuclear Power Unit - Managed 25 professionals and 35 craft who directed 
the development of the Environmental Impact Assessment, the Safety Analysis Report, and the 
Removal Plan for the PM-3A reactor decommissioning. 

l Completed project on schedule and within budget by managing the preparation of detailed 
critical path schedules an detailed work procedures. 

l Ensured effective remediation by directing the removal of 5,000 square yards of contaminated 
soil. 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

M.S., Physics, Naval Postgraduate School 
B.S., Civil Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
B.S., Engineering, U.S. Naval Academy 
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SPECIALIZED TRAINING 

OSHA 40-hour Safety Training 
OSHA &hour Refresher Training 

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS 

Registered Professional Engineer, State of Pennsylvania 



MICHAEL I. GILMAN 
Program Quality Control Manager 

EXPERIENCE 

As Program Quality Control Manager for OHM’s LANT DIV RAC, Mr. Gilman is responsible for the 
enforcement of corporate QA/QC policies and contract provisions. He works closely with the 
Program Manager to coordinate QA/QC activities at each site to ensure they are conducted 
properly. Mr. Gilman’s role and responsibilities at the Program level include: 

. 

. 

. 

c-.. . . 

. 

. 

. Preparing required QC certifications and documentation 

Establishing and administering all quality matters for OHM for the LANT DIV RAC 

Designating a project QC Manager for each Delivery Order 

Reviewing and approving Delivery Order QA plans 

Authorizing stop work if work activities or planning activities violate OHM quality 
guidelines of LANT DIV RAC contract requirements 

Developing and implementing a Delivery Order specific quality control plan 

Interfacing directly with government Quality Assurance personnel 

Conducting daily QC meetings 

Supervising performances of site QC activities 

Ensuring that QC testing is performed in accordance with specifications, and in a timely manner 

Requiring corrective actions for any item or activity which does not meet specifications or 
quality standards 

Stone & Webster Environmental Technology & Services (1991- Present) 

Section Manger, QC Department - Responsible for providing guidance in the implementation of all 
phases of the QA program for nuclear and fossil power plants, environmental assessment, 
management, and remediation, and government projects. These projects include: 

l Department of the Navy - Newport News shipbuilding 
. Department of the Navy - North Div Naval Facilities Engineering Command BRAC 
l Delmarva Power & Light 
l New Jersey Turnpike 
l Salem Generating Station - Units 1 and 2 
l Hope Creek Generating Station 
l River Bend Station 
. Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station - Unit 2 
l Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant 
. Limerick Generating Station 
l Fort Calhoun 

.--_- . 
.- . ..- 
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EXPERIENCE - CONTINUED 

Mr. Gilman has served as the Project Manager responsible for QA and other supporting department 
activities for services provided to a major shipyard involved in the construction and overhaul of naval 
vessels. 

Since joining Stone & Webster, he has been assigned to the Cherry Hill office as Supervisor, QA 
Department Representative, QA Engineer, and Lead Engineer, and to the Boston office as an Engineer in 
the Reports Group of the Quality Systems Division. 

Prior to joining Stone and Webster, Mr. Gilman worked in manufacturing engineering on several 
government projects for GTE Sylvania, the Foxboro Company, and a plastic molding manufacturer for 
which his responsibilities were to provide industrial engineering support for the assembly of electronic 
equipment, and quality control inspection and testing. 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

M.S., Business Administration, Drexel University 
B.S., Industrial Engineering, Northeastern University 

SPECIALIZED TRAINING 

OSHA 40-hour Safety Training 
OSHA &hour Refresher Training 

PROFESSIONAL LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS 

American Society for Quality Control - Certified Quality Engineer 
American Society for Quality Control - Member 
American Nuclear Society - Delaware Valley Section - Member 
.berican Institute of Industrial Engineers - Member 



JAMES A. DUNN, JR., P.E. 
Senior Project Manager 

EXPERTISE 

Major project and program management; municipal, industrial and hazardous waste management; 
design, permitting and construction of solid waste landfill facilities; underground storage tank 
assessment and remediation; onsite remediation technologies including sludge dewatering, 
stabilization/solidification 

EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Dunn joined OHM in 1994 with over 25 years experience in civil, structural, and environmental 
engineering design, estimating, supervision, and management. He has served as project manager, 
operations manager and construction manager for both government and private clients on projects 
involving solid and hazardous waste management, remedial investigations and risk assessments, 
environmental and geotechnical soils and groundwater investigations; implementation/construction 
of remedial activities at hazardous waste sites; construction of Subtitle D solid waste landfill 
facilities; and implementation of closure activities for RCRA hazardous waste facilities. In 
addition, Mr. Dunn has provided construction engineering and management services for natural gas, 
oil, and product pipelines (on land and offshore), pumping stations, compression facilities, and tugs 
and barges on an international, intrastate, and interstate basis. 

As a project manager, Mr. DUM’S responsibilities include project scoping and estimating, proposal 
preparation and presentation, project negotiations, cost and schedule tracking and control, problem 
solving, project reporting, subcontractor management, and overall project profitability. 

The following projects are representative of Mr. Dunn’s experience: 

. Project Director, Subtitle D Land Construction and Closure, Nassau County, Florida. 
Independent third party oversight of construction of a state-of-the-art solid waste facility and 
closure of three existing unpermitted sites. Assumed duties of interim County Solid Waste 
Director for a one-year term. Landfill construction included provision of quality assurance 
services for a slurry wall system, the composite liner system including natural and synthetic 
materials and installation of dewatering ponds. Negotiated permit variances with the state 
agency to allow inclusion of a major industrial wastestream into the municipal landfill 
facility. Siting, permitting, design and construction of a mulching composing facility for yard 
wastes. 

l Product Director, PCB Remediation, Enron Gas Producing Company,Texas. Site investigations 
soil sampling and analyses, work plan development, removal of contaminated soils and debris, 
transport and disposal and site restoration for three facilities in Texas. Activities at one site 
involved decontamination and demolition of a gas conditioning/compression plant which 
included removal and disposal of asbestos pipe and vessel insulation. Project guidance 
activities included client liaison at head office and onsite participation in negotiating 
transportation and disposal subcontracts and assistance in scheduling of personnel. 

_. 
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EXPERIENCE - CONTINUED 

. Project Manager, Groundwater Remediation, Cabot Carbon Super Site, Florida. Initial 
activities included development of Remedial Design Plan, review of Record of Decision and 
Consent Decree, subsurface explorations and preparation of Field Sampling Plan, Quality 
Assurance Project Plan, and Health and Safety Plan. Subsequent tasks included evaluation of 
necessity for treatability studies, preparation of project schedule, groundwater flow modeling, 
remedial design including cleanup goals and ARARs, complete engineering drawings, equipment 
specifications, assistance with regulatory reviews, bid solicitation for remedial design 
implementation, oversight of construction, and operation and maintenance oversight of the 
completed treatment system. 

. Project Director, Underground Storage Tank Assessment and Remediation, Various Locations, 
Georgia. Contamination evaluation for four sites involving soils and groundwater 
contamination. Initial activities included soil sample procurement and analyses, monitor well 
installations, groundwater sampling and analyses, aquifer slug and specific capacitance testing, 
generation of plume maps and performance of risk assessment. Initial site characterization 
reports were prepared and submitted to Georgia EPD followed by preparation and submission of 
Corrective Action Plans. Subsequent activities included design and implementation of 
groundwater remediation systems and remediation of contaminated soils. 

. Project Director, LCH Reclamation, Louisiana. Installation of pumping facilities, loading pad, 
and fixed air monitoring stations to permit pumping, transportation, and recycle/reclamation of 
more than 1.6 million gallons of product, while maintaining a water blanket for odor 
suppression. Follow-up activities included the removal, transportation and incineration 
disposal of pumpable sludges while continuing to maintain water blanket. Subsequent 
activities will include soil treatment (stabilization, fixation and/or removal) and design and 
implementation of a groundwater remedy., 

l Project Director, Remediation of Power Plant Site, Texas. Cleanup activities at the site of a 
former power plant included formulation of work plan, health and safety plans and design 
specifications and implementation of remedial methods for PCB and asbestos contaminated 
soils and debris. Closure of a large diameter wet well included contaminated debris removal 
and water treatment and excavation and demobilization of underground storage tanks. 

l Project Director, Closure of Wood Products Treatment Facility, Oklahoma. Overall project 
direction and guidance for decontamination and demolition of process equipment and attendant 
structures, chemical fixation of various sludges contained within lagoon. 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

B. S. Civil Engineering, University of Texas at Arlington, 1968 

SPECIALIZED TRAINING 

OSHA 40-hour Health and Safety Training 
OSHA B-hour Refresher Training 
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PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS AND AFFILIATIONS 

Registered Professional Engineer, Louisiana (15901) and Texas (70647) 
National Society of Professional Engineers 
Louisiana Engineering Society 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
Georgia Society of Professional Engineers 
American Welding Society 
American Petroleum Institute 
Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry 
American Society of Testing Materials 

PUBLICATIONS 

Dunn, Jr., J. A., “A Guide to UST Regulations,” Acadiana Safety Association, Lafayette, Louisiana, 
1990. 

Dunn, Jr., J. A., “An Offshore Pipeline,” American Welding Society Chapter Meeting, Lafayette, 
Louisiana, 1985. 

DUM, Jr., J. A., “Riser Installation,” presented at the Offshore Pipeline Contractors Association 
Conference, Lafayette, Louisiana, 1984. 

: . . 
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QC ENGINEER 

CHARLES D. LAWRENCE, JR. 

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY 

Mr. hwencz has significant experience in quality control operations in engineering and 
manufacturing f!rms serving both government and commerciai clients. His experience inciudes 
in-process audits, inspection and test, quality planning, work package preparation and review, 
root cause analysis, corrective action development, and reporting. He also sexes in the Corps 
of Engineers, Army Reserve, and has implemented environmental quality improvement programs 
for numerous facilities in Kentucky and Tennessee. Prior to his work as a quality engineer, he 
served eight years on active duty with the U.S. Army. This setice inciuded company command 
and overseas service in a peacekeeping force in the Middle East. 

EDUCATION 

IINTTED STATES MXLITARY ACADEMY BA-R OF SCIENCE, 1979 
West Point, NY 10996 General Engineering 

IJNWERSXTY OF DALLAS MBA, 1992 
-g, TX 75248 Engineering Management 

- .~ 

CERTIFICATIONS 

Engineer-In-Training, Pennsylvania, 1979 
OSHA, 29 CFR 1910.120, Hazardous Waste Operations Training, 1994 
OSHA, 29 CFR 1910.120, Hazardous Waste Operations Supervisor Training, 1994 
U.S. Army Environmental Center, Environmental Compliance Assessment Course, 1993 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Engineering and Housing Management Course, 1993 
Process Examiner, U.S. Naval Weapons Center, 1989 

EXPEIEUENCE HISTORY 

Established and managed a detailed program of environmental quality assessments for Army 
Reserve facilities in T~M~SSX and Kentucky. Evaluated compliance with code requirements, 
presented training, and drafted waste management and spill contingency plans. 

Selected as Procurement Quality Representative for international avionics tirm serving the prime 
contractor for the Harpoon and Tomahawk missile programs. Performed hardware inspections, 
evaluated test data, and audited contracts prior to system purchases. DeveLoped and implemented 
procedures to StreamLine product evaluation, final shipment, and invoicing. 



Implemented Total Quality initiatives for engineering offices and project sites in the Southeast. 
Participated in Corporate IS0 9004 certifkation piarming. Wrote project quality plans, developed 
business plans, facilitated client inter&-e, performed process assessments, and conducted 
mining. 

Researched and communicated design requirements for an Army intelligence analysis facility. 
Supervised Directorate of Engineering drafting specialists in preparing construction plans. 

Introduced assembly and test improvements in a commercial electronics manufacturing operation. 
Reduced defects by 90% in 1990. Presented results at Nippon Electric Corporation North 
American Quality Conference. 

Analyzed and resolved quality issues affecting eiectronic components, printed circuit boards, test 

operations, hardware configuration, and mass soldering process ccniroi. Present& quality 

&ends, root cause analysis, and corrective 
representatives. 

actions to senior management and government 

Led two hardware audits of the Harpoon radar seeker and 
Consolidated improvement recommendations for future designs. 

EMJ?LOYMENT HISTORY 

STOW & WEBSTER ENGINEERIN G, Chattanooga, TN 
Senior Qudiq Engineer 

NEC i4MERICA, INC., Dallas, -IX 
Tar Supervisor 

TEXAS INSTRTJMENTS, INC., Dallas, TX 
Manufaruring Supervisor 
Quuhy Assurance Engineer 

major ancillary components. 

1992-PRESENT 

MO-to92 

1987 - 1990 
1989 - 1990 
1987 - 1989 

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Major, United States &my Reserve, Corps of Engineers 
Graduate, United States &my Command and General Staff College 

Trained in Total Quality and Statistical Process Control 
MIL-STD 2000, MIL-Q 9858, and IS0 9000 proficient. 
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-_Contract Number: 62470-94-B-4827 1 Project Title: Remediation of Pesticide/PCS cOnta,minated c 

SPEC 
SECTION 

NO. 

SD NO, AND TYPE OF SUBMITTAL 

MATERIAL OR PRODUCT 

CUSSIF/ 
SPEC APPR 
PARA BY 

NO. co 

I l 

1 

GOVT 

OR A/E 

7EVIEWER 

TRANS PLANNED 
CONTROL SUBMITThL 

NO. DATE 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(a) I I w 1 W 1 W 1 (0 1 w 

1) 01010 I SD-09, Reports 

I Work Plan 

3) 01010 1 SD-la, Records 
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- 

4) I As-Built Records l-3.1.1 I G I I I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5) I Environmental Condition Report I 1.3.1.2 I I I I 
6) I MIS Required Sorts I 1.3.1.3 I I I I 
7) I Network Analysis Diagram I 1.3.1.3 I I I I 

, 
8) I Status Reporrs I 1.3.1.3 I I I I 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

9) I QC Meeting Minutes I 1.3.1.4 I I I I 

10) I Test Result8 Summary Report I 1.3.1.5 I I I I 
11) I Contractor Production Report 1 1.3.1.6 I I I I 
_--_---~---~ ~~ 

12) I QC Report I 1.3.1.7 I I I I ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13) I Rework Items List I 1.3.1.8 I I I I 
_--__-----~~~ ~~ 

14) I Permits I 1.3.1.9 I I I I _-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
15) I Contractor's Closeout Report I 1.3.1.10 I I I I 
_------~--- 

16) 01430 I SD-08, statements I 1.2.1 I I I I ---------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
17) I Sample Log I 1.2.1.1 I I I I --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ 
la) 01430 I SD-12, Field Test Reports I 1.2.2 I I I I ------------------------------------------------- ““““““-‘-““‘“-““““““““‘---- 
191 I Confirmatory Sample Analyses I 1.2.2-l I I I I ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- 
20) I Results 

n,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--,----,,-------------------- ------------------------------------------ -M--v-- 

* Navy Notes: * NASA Notes : l Army Notes: 

Approved by: Approved by: Classification: 
G: Contracting Officer Blank: Contracting Officer GA: Gov't Approval 
Blank: CQC Manager FIO: For Information On: 
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-Contract Number: 62470-94-B-4827 1 Project Title: Remediatian of Pesticide/PCB contaminated 

SPEC 
SECTION 

NO. 

SD NO, AND TYPE OF SUBMITTAL 

MATERIAL OR PRODUCT 

SPEC 
PARA 

NO. 

CLASSIF/ 
APPR 

BY 
co 
* 

GOVT 
OR A/E 

REVIEWER 

TRANS 
CONTROL 

NO. 

PLANNED 
SUBMITTAL 

DATE 
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(a) I (b) I (CI 1 (d) I (e) 1 W 1 (g) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1) I Waste Characterization Sample I 1.2.2.2 I I I I 
2) I Analyses Results 

3) 01560 I ~~-08, Statements 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I Class I ODS prohibition I G I 
_____---_----- -~~ ~~~ 

5) I Safety program I 1.6 I G I I I ---------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6) I HSDS I G I 

q--w------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

7) I Health and safety plan I 1.6.4 I = I I I --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
=z- 8) 01560 1 SD-12, Field Test Reports I 1.3.2 I I I I ----------------------- -----------------_---------------------------------------------------- 

9) 01560 1 SD-la, Records I 1.3.3 I I I I 
10) I Solid waste disposal permit 1 1.3.3.1 I I I I -------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------- 
il.) I Disposal permit for hazardous I 1.3.3.2 I G I I I -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- m--s- 
12) I waste 
_____-__----~~-~ 

13) 02220 1 SD-12, Field Test Reports I 1.3.1 I I I I ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------~------------- 
14) I Fill and backfill I 3.9.2.1 I I I I 

15) I Density tests I 3.9.2.2 I I I I -------------------- ----------------_---------------- -------------_-------------------------- 
16) 02223 1 SD-08, Statements I 1.2.1 I I I I -_-___--_------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- 
17) I Disposal Facility Permit I 1.2.1.1 I I I I ---_------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- 
18) 02223 [ SD-IS, Records I 1.2.2 I I I- I ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- 
19) I Shipment manifests 1 1.2.2.1 I I I I ---_---_--_--------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -m-e--- 
20) I Delivery and disposal I 1.2.2.2 I I I I _/m-y ------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* Navy Notes: l NASA Notes: * Army Notes: 
Approved by: Approved by: Classification: 

G: Contracting Officer Blank: Contracting Officer GA: Gov't Approval 
Blank: CQC Manager FIO: For Information On 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------o--------~---- ----WV-- 

SPEC 
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NO. 

SD NO, AND TYPE OF SUBXITTAL 

XATERIAL OR PRODUCT 

SPEC 
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APPR 
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co 
* 

GOVT TRAPjS PLANNED 
OR A/E CONTROL SUBMITTAL 

REVIEWER NO. DATE 

_---____-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(a) I (b) I (cl 1 W 1 W 1 W 1 w 1 
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1) I certificates I -----------------111---------------------------~---------------------------------------------- 

2) I Disposal Site Decontamination 1 1.2.2.3 1 I I I I -__-_------_---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3) I certificate I 

L_------_--------_--------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------w--------- 

4) I Work Site Decontamination 1 1.2.2.4 1 I I I I -----------_-------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------- 
5) I certificate I 

_--------___~ _~~~ 

6) 02610 1 SD-13, Certificates I 1.3.1 I I I I I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7) I Gravel I 2.1.1 I I I I I ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -. I 

* Navy Notes: * NASA Notes: * Army Notes: 
Approved by: Approved by: Classification: 

G: Contracting Officer Blank: Contracting Officer GA: Gov't Approval 
Blank: CQC Manager FIO: For Information Onl: 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Health and Safety Plan (HASP) has been developed for United States Navy, LANTDIV, 
Delivery Order entitled, Soil Remediation at the MCB Camp Lejeune Operable Unit No. 1, 
Sites 21 and 78. The Delivery Order will be executed per the requirements stated in the Final 
Statement of Work (SOW) for Service Delivery Order per Contract No. N62470-93-D-3032, 
Delivery Order 0062, in cooperation with the Navy. This Delivery Order will also be executed 
in accordance with Naval Facilities Control Plan (NAVFAC) Specification No. 05-93-3124 
dated September 27, 1994. 

This HASP documents the policies and procedures which protect workers and the public from 
potential hazards posed by work at this site. OHM considers safety the highest priority during 
work at a site containing potentially hazardous materials and has established a goal of zero 
accidents for all projects. All projects will be conducted in a manner which minimizes the 
probability of injury, accident, or incident occurrence. This HASP is a key element in the 
proper planning of project work which is necessary to assure the goal of zero accidents. The 
HASP Certification (Appendix A) will be signed by all who actively participate at this project. 

Although this plan focuses on the specific work activities planned for this site, it must remain 
flexible because of the nature of this work. Conditions may change and unforeseen situations 
may arise that require deviations from the original plan. This flexibility allows modification by 
the OHM supervisors and health and safety officials with approval from the project CM. 

This plan has been prepared in accordance with OSHA’s “Hazardous Waste Operations and 
Emergency Response” standard contained in 29 CFR 1910.120 and the U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers’s (USACE’s) Safety and Health Requirements Manual (COE EM-385-1-1, 
October 1992). 

1.1 SITE DESCRIPTION 

Camp Lejeune is a training base for the U.S. Marine Corps, located in Onslow County, North 
Carolina. The base covers approximately 170 square miles and includes 14 miles of coast line. 
MCB Camp Lejeune is bounded to the southeast by the Atlantic Ocean, to the northeast by 
State Route 24, and to the west by U.S. Route 17. The town of Jacksonville, North Carolina 
is located north of the Base. The remedial action area, OU No. 1, is one of 13 operable units 
within Camp Lejeune. An “operable unit” as defined by the National Contingency Plan (NCP) 
is a discrete action that comprises an incremental step toward comprehensively addressing site 
problems. OU No. 1, which covers an area of approximately 690 acres, is comprised of three 
sites: Sites 21, 24 and 78. OU No. 1 is located approximately 1 mile east of the New River 
and two miles south of State Route 24. The Operable Unit is bordered to the northwest by 
Holcomb Boulevard, to the northeast by Sneads Ferry Road, to the southwest by Main Service 
Road, and to the southeast by Cogdels Creek. 

OHM Project 16866SSHSP Health and Safety Plan March 1995 
Information herein is proprietary and confidential and to be used or released to othen only with explicit written permission of OHM Ranediation 
Scwices Corp. 
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Site 21 is located within the northwest section of Site 78. The site is bordered by Ash Street to 
the southwest, Center Road to the southeast, and a wooded area to the northwest. A dirt road 
surrounds most of the site along with surface drainage ditches. The southern and central 
portions of the site (approximately 220 feet by 900 feet) include several fenced-in areas, while 
the northern section (approximately 500 feet long) is an open area. A water tower is located in 
the fenced portion of the site. Surface cover within the site consists of gravel, sandy soil, and 
concrete with a few vegetated areas. The southern portion of the site is periodically utilized for 
storage by Marine Corps reserve units. Currently this portion of the site is being used for 
storage of military vehicles. 

Three primary AOCs were identified at Site 21. They are the Former PCB Transformer 
Disposal Area (AOC 1) and the Former Pesticide Mixing/Disposal Area (AOCs 2 and 3). 
Figure 1 shows the location of these three AOCs. The Former Transformer PCB Disposal 
Area is located in the northeastern portion of the site, and the Former Pesticide 
Mixing/Disposal Area is located in the southwestern portion of the site. With the exception of 
a small, slightly depressed area at the northern portion of the site, which may have been the 
former transformer oil disposal pit, there are no visual signs of waste disposal throughout the 
site. The contaminants of concern (COCs) at AOC 1 and AOC 2 are PCBs. The COCs at 
AOC 3 are pesticides, including 4,4’-DDD, 4,4’-DDT, and chlordane. 

Site 78 encompasses the industrial area of MCB, Camp Lejeune and is bordered by Holcomb 
Boulevard, Sneads Ferry Road, Duncan Street, and Main Service Road. This area is 
comprised of maintenance shops, warehouses, painting shops, printing shops, automobile 
body shops, and other similar industrial facilities. Site 78 covers approximately 590 acres. 
With the exception of buildings, the majority of the site area is paved (e.g., roadways, parking 
lots, loading dock areas, and storage lots), however, there are many small lawn areas 
associated with individual buildings within the site and along lengthy stretches of roadways. 
In addition, there are several acres of woods in the southern portion of the site. Recreational 
ball fields and a parade ground are located in the southwest comer of the site. 

One soil AOC has been identified within Site 78, a grassed area on the northeast side of 
Building 1502 (AOC 4). 

1.2 SITE HISTORY 

Site 21 has had a history of pesticide usage and reported transformer oil disposal. The site was 
used as a pesticide mixing area and as a cleaning area for pesticide application equipment from 
1958 to 1977. This area, the Former Pesticide Mixing/Disposal Area, was reported to be 
located in the southeast comer of the lot (the exact location is not documented). Chemicals 
reportedly stored and handled at this site included diazinon, chlordane, lindane, DDT, 
malathion (46 percent solution), mirex, 2,4-D, silvex, dalapon and dursban. Small spills,. 
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discharge of washout fluids, and indiscriminate disposal are believed to have occurred in this 
area. In 1977, before these mixing/cleaning activities were moved to a different location, 
overland discharge of washout fluids was estimated to be approximately 350 gallons per week. 
It is not clear for how long this discharge of washout fluids occurred. 

The Former Transformer Oil Disposal Pit was located in the northeastern portion of the site. 
The pit was reportedly used as a disposal area for transformer oil during a one year period 
between 1950 and 1951. The pit reportedly measured 25 to30 feet long by 6 feet wide by 
8 feet deep. Sand was occasionally placed in the pit when oil was found standing in the 
bottom of the pit. The total quantity of oil disposed in this pit is unknown. A small area, 
slightly depressed in elevation, which may be the former oil pit, is evident in the northern 
portion of Site 21. 

Site 78, constructed in the late 193Os, was the first developed area at MCB, Camp Lejeune. It 
was comprised of approximately 75 buildings and facilities including maintenance shops, gas 
stations, administrative offices, commissaries, snack bars, warehouses, and storage yards. 
There is presently no known uncontrolled disposal of wastes related to the various industrial 
activities at the site. Due to the industrial nature of the site, many spills and leaks have 
occurred over the years. Most of these spills and leaks have consisted of petroleum-related 
products and solvents from underground storage tanks (USTs), drums, and uncontained waste 
storage areas. It appears that several general building areas within Site 78 may be potential 
source areas of contamination. 

Upon completion of the Remedial Action Work Plan @AWP), OHM will implement the plan 
through performance of the following major tasks: 

l Mobilization and Site Preparation which will include construction and 
installation of an office facility; personnel and equipment decontamination facilities; 
utilities installation; access road construction and grading; establishment of erosion 
control and installation of berms; installation of fencing; and delineation of work zones. 

l Perform Site Survey to establish excavation limits. 

l Contaminated Soil Excavation including PCB- and pesticide-contaminated soils 
to be excavated from AOCs 1 through 4 and directly loaded for transport and the trucks 
decontaminated prior to departure. Excavation depths are anticipated to be 1 foot. 
Each proposed excavation area will be handled in this manner. 

l Verification and Confirmation Sampling for on-site and off-site analytical 
procedures. 
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l Heavy Equipment Decontamination will be performed at the heavy equipment 
decontamination station using high pressure washing and manual scraping methods. 
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The Project Manager (PM), Site Supervisor (SS), Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and 
Site Safety Officer (SSO) are responsible for formulating and enforcing health and safety 
requirements, and implementing the HASP. 

2.1 PROJECT MANAGER 

The PM has the overall responsibility for the project and to assure that the goals of the 
construction remedial action are attained in a manner consistent with the HASP requirements. 
The PM will coordinate with the SS and the SSO to assure that the remedial action goals are 
completed in a manner consistent with the HASP. The PM will identify contacts and telephone 
numbers, with assistance from LANTDIV, of local health care providers, the 
NOSC/NOSCDR, the LEPC and other agencies that may be asked to provide emergency 
support during project activities. The PM will conduct a monthly health and safety audit of the 
project using the Management Health and Safety Report Form. 

2.2 SITE SUPERVISOR 

The SS is responsible for field implementation of the HASP. The SS will coordinate with the 
SSO to establish communications with local health care providers, the NOSQNOSCDR, the 
LEPC and other outside organizations and agencies that may be asked to provide emergency 
support during project activities. The SS will be the main contact in any on-site emergency 
situation. The SS will conduct periodic inspection of the work site to confirm compliance with 
all health and safety requirements. The SS is also responsible for coordinating remedial 
actions for all deficiencies and for enforcing the OHM “Cardinal Safety Rules” (included in 
Appendix E) and the site specific health and safety procedures (included in Appendix B). 

2.3 SITE SAFETY OFFICER 

The SSO has responsibility for administering the HASP relative to site activities, and will be in 
the field full-time while site activities are in progress. The SSO’s primary operational 
responsibilities include personal and environmental monitoring, coordination of job safety 
analyses, personal protective equipment maintenance, and assignment of protection levels. The 
SSO will direct all field activities involved with safety and is authorized to stop work when an 
imminent health or safety risk exists. The SSO is responsible for assuring that all on-site 
personnel understand all safety requirements. 

2.4 CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST 

The CIH is responsible for the contents of the HASP and ensures that the HASP complies 
with all federal, state and local health and safety requirements. If necessary, the CIH can 
modify specific aspects of the HASP to adjust for on-site changes that affect safety. The CM 
will coordinate with the SSO on all modifications to the HASP and will be available for 
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consultation when required. The CIH will not necessarily be on site during OHM activities; 
however, he may perform site safety audits to confii field compliance with the HASP. 

2.5 EMPLOYEE SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY 

Each employee is responsible for personal safety as well as the safety of others in the area. 
The employee will use all equipment provided in a safe and responsible manner as directed by 
the SS. All OHM personnel will follow the policies set forth in OHM’s Health and Safety 
Procedures Manual, with particular emphasis on the OHM “Cardinal Safety Rules.” which 
will be maintained on-site by the site safety offker. Specific health and safety procedures 
applicable to this project are provided in Appendix D of this plan. 

2.6 KEY SAFETY PERSONNEL 

The following individuals share responsibility for health and safety at the site. 

Project Manager James Dunn 
(404)453-8072 (office) 

Site Supervisor Randy E. Smith 
(910) 451-1809 

Site Safety Officer Steven K. Grant 
((10) 451-1809 

Program Manager for George Krauter, P.E. 
LANTDIV (609) 588-6477 (office) 

SR Health and Safety 
Director/Project CM 

J. Angelo Liberatore, CM 
(404) 453-767 1 (office) 
l-800-999-67 10 PIN 997-6 102 (pager) 

Vice President, Health 
and Safety 

Fred Halvorsen, Ph.D., PE, CJH 
800-23 l-703 1 (office) 
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3.0 JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS 

This section outlines the potential chemical and physical hazards which workers may be 
exposed to during work on this project. Table 3.1 lists significant contaminants identified at 
the site and their respective published occupational exposure limits. The OSHA permissible 
exposure limits (PELs) and the ACGIH threshold limit values (TLVs) were reviewed for these 
contaminants, evaluated, and the more stringent value of the two selected as exposure 
guidelines. An MSDS list is included in Appendix C. 

3.1 CHEMICAL HAZARDS 

II Chemical Hazards 

II Chemical b-P osure Routes 1 PEUTLV 1 Symptoms of Overexposure 

Chlordane Inhalation; ingestion; 
dermal contact/ 
absorption 

05 mg/m3 Tremors, excitement, loss of muscle control; 
gastritis; convulsions; and anorexia; liver and 
kidney damage 

Chlorinated Inhalation, ingestion, 
pesticides (DDT, dermal contact 
DDE) 

0.05 mg/m3’ Tremor, dizziness, confusion; headache, 
(DDT) fatigue; convulsions; liver and kidney damage 

PCBs (Arochlor Inhalation, ingestion, 0.5 mg/m3 Irritation to the eyes; chlor acne; Dermatitis; 
1254) dermal contact and Liver damage; Cancer 

absorption 

*In this instance, the OSHA PEL was selected as the more stringent guideline for exposure. 

Chlorinated pesticides @DT, DDD, DDE), chlordane and polychlorinated byphenyls (PCBs) 
have been identified in soils at Sites 21 and 78. Soil concentrations of these contaminants 
were generally in ppb concentrations. The maximum soil concentration for specific 
contaminants were as follows: 

l DDE at 36 ppm 
l DDT at 16 ppm 
l Chlordane at 2.2 ppm 
l PCBs at 4.8 ppm 

Considering the low concentration of contaminants in soil, the potential for personnel exposure 
during site activities is correspondingly low. Personnel will initially wear Level C protection 
during excavation/load-out operations and downgrade to Modified Level D based on airborne 
particulate air monitoring results obtained in personnel breathing using a direct reading aerosol 
monitor (i.e., Miniram). 

Chlorinated Pesticides (DDT, DDD) were identified in soils at AOCs 3 and 4. DDT has 
an OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) of 0.5 mg./m3. DDT is a poison by ingestion and 
is known to cause cancer in humans. It can also be absorbed through skin. Symptoms of 
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overexposure include tremor, dizziness, confusion, headache, fatigue, and convulsions. Liver 
and kidney damage may also occur as a result of overexposure. 

Chlordane has also been identified in soils and groundwater at AOCs 3 and 4. Chlordane 
has an OSHA PEL of 0.5 mg/ms. Chlordane is a suspected human carcinogen which is 
poisonous by ingestion, and by inhalation. It is readily absorbed through the skin on dermal 
contact, and overexposure may produce tremors, excitement, loss of muscle coordination 
(alexia), gastritis, convulsions, and anorexia. Lung, liver and kidney damage may result from 
chronic overexposure. 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) have been identified in soils at AOCs 1 and 2. 
PCBs have a PEL of 0.5 mg/ms (54 percent chlorine). PCBs are potent liver toxins which 
may be readily absorbed through skin on dermal contact. A characteristic skin rash is evident 
after prolonged skin contact with PCBs. Potentially chronic or delayed toxicity is significant 
because PCBs accumulate in fatty tissues and may reasonably be anticipated to be 
carcinogenic. Overexposure may also cause chronic eye, nose, throat and upper respiratory 
irritation, as well as a variety of neurological effects. 

Personnel will be removed from the work site and placed under observation immediately if the 
following symptoms occur: 

l Dizziness or stupor 
l Nausea, headaches, or cramps 
l Irritation of the eyes, nose, or throat 
l Euphoria 
l Chest pains and coughing 
l Rashes or burns 

3.2 PHYSICAL HAZARDS 

To minimize physical hazards, OHM has developed standard safety protocols which will be 
followed at all times. Failure to follow safety protocols will result in expulsion of an employee 
from the site and appropriate disciplinary actions. 

The SS and SSO will observe the general work practices of each crew member and equipment 
operator, and enforce safe procedures to minimize physical hazards. Hard hats, safety glasses, 
and steel-toe safety boots are required in all areas of the site. Site-specific hazards and all 
necessary precautions will be discussed at the daily safety meetings. The Health and Safety 
Procedures Manual for LANTDIV will be maintained at the project site as a reference 
document. 
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3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 

Environmental factors such as weather, wild animals, insects, and irritant plants pose a hazard 
when performing outdoor work. The SSO and SS will take all necessary measures to alleviate 
these hazards should they arise. 

3.3.1 Heat Stress 
The combination of warm ambient temperature and protective clothing result in the potential for 
heat stress. Heat stress disorders include: 

l Heat rash 
l Heat cramps 
l Heat exhaustion 
l Heat stroke 

Heat stress prevention is outlined in procedure No. 22 of the OHM Corp. Health and Safety 
Procedures manual. This information will be reviewed during safety meetings. Workers will 
be encouraged to increase consumption of water and electrolyte-containing beverages (eg, 
Gatorade). 

The following is a summary of the signs and symptoms of heat stress disorders. 

l Heat rash - characteristic rash which may develop on the skin in areas which may be 
chapped by clothing. Frequent clothing changes help to prevent chapping from contact 
with wet clothes. 

l Heat cramps - caused by heavy sweating and inadequate electrolyte replacement. 
Provide frequent breaks with fluid replacement. Cramps are usually relieved when 
victim is moved to a cool resting place and provided fluids every 15 minutes for 
approximately 1 hour. Symptoms include: 
- Muscle spasms 
- Pain in the hands, feet, abdomen 

l Heat exhaustion - caused by increased stress of various body organs including 
inadequate blood circulation due to cardiovascular insufficiency or dehydration, 
Immediately remove the victim from the hot environment and provide rest while lying 
the victim down with feet elevated, and care for shock. Attempt to cool the victim by 
fanning or applying wet towels. Provide fluid replacement every 15 minutes and refer 
for medical evaluation if not improved within 30 minutes. Symptoms include: 
- Pale, cool, moist skin 
- Heavy sweating 
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- Dizziness 
- Nausea 
- Fainting 

HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN 

. Heat stroke - temperature regulation fails and the body core temperature rises to critical 
levels. Immediate action must be taken to cool the body. Competent medical care must 
be obtained immediately since this is a life threatening disorder. Symptoms include: 
- Hot, dry skin, usually red, mottled or cyanotic 
- 104” temperature 
- Confusion, dizziness 
- Loss of consciousness 
- Convulsions 
- Strong, rapid pulse 

It is recommended that workers break at least every two hours for 10 to 15 minute rest periods 
when temperatures rise above 72.5 degrees F and protective clothing is worn. Ambient 
temperatures will be determined from a Hg/glass thermometer shielded from radiant heat. In 
addition, workers are encouraged to take rests whenever they feel any adverse effects that may 
be heat-related. The frequency of breaks may need to be increased upon worker recom- 
mendation to the SSO and SS. Heat stress can be prevented by assuring an adequate work/rest 
schedule; guidelines are printed below. 

AMBIENT 
TEMPERATURE LEVEL D PPE 

I 900 F or above I After 45 minutes of work 

I-- 87.5 F-90 F I After 60 minutes of work 

I 82.5-87.5 F I After 90 minutes of work 

77.5-82.5 F 

72.5-77.5 F 

After 120 minutes of work 

After 150 minutes of work 

LEVEL C PPE/ 
MODIFIED LEVEL D 

After 60 minutes of work -1 

The work/rest schedule can be calculated based on heat stress monitoring results. Monitoring 
consists of taking the radial pulse of a worker for 30 seconds immediately after exiting the 
work area. If the heart rate exceeds 110 beats per minute at the beginning of the rest period, 
shorten the next work cycle by l/3 and keep the rest period the same. If the heart rate still 
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exceeds 110 beats per minute at the next rest period, decrease the work period by l/3. The 
initial rest period should be at least 10 minutes. 

Monitoring for heat stress will begin when the ambient temperature reaches or exceeds 70 
degrees Fahrenheit when wearing Level C PPE, or 80 degrees Fahrenheit for site activities 
performed in Level D. Monitoring will include pulse rate,weight loss, oral temperature and 
signs and symptoms of heat stress. The employees radial pulse will be monitored for 30 
seconds to determine heart rate. When monitored, oral temperatures (OT) will be obtained 
utilizing a clinical thermometer or equivalent. If the employees’ OT exceeds 99.6”F, the work 
period will be reduced by l/3. If after this work period, the oral temperature still exceeds 
99.6”F, the work period will again be shortened by l/3. If the employee’s OT exceeds 
100.6”F, the employee will not be permitted to wear PPE. See Procedure 22 LANTDIV 
Health and Safety Procedures Manual. 

3.3.2 Exposure to Cold 
With outdoor work in the winter months, the potential exists for hypothermia and frostbite. 
Protective clothing greatly reduces the possibility of hypothermia in workers. However, 
personnel will be instructed to wear warm clothing and to stop work to obtain more clothing if 
they become too cold. Employees will also be advised to change into dry clothes if their 
clothing becomes wet from perspiration or from exposure to precipitation. Since wind chill 
temperature takes into account the potential for loss of body heat through convection, the 
wind-chill adjusted temperature will be used to evaluate for potential cold stress occurrence, 

In cold weather, the potential for frostbite exists, especially in body extremities. Personnel 
will be instructed to pay particular attention to hands, feet, and any exposed skin when 
dressing. Personnel will be advised to obtain more clothing if they begin to experience loss of 
sensation due to cold exposure. 

Employees will be encouraged to use the heated shelters on site at regular intervals depending 
upon the severity of ambient temperatures. When temperatures are less than 20°F (actual or 
wind chill) workers should break regularly to the heated shelter to warm up (every 45 minutes 
at a minimum). Since cold weather does cause significant water loss as a result of the dryness 
of the air, fluid intake will be encouraged to prevent dehydration which directly affects blood 
volumes and flow to the extremities. Warm, sweet, caffeine-free, nonalcoholic drinks and 
soup offer the best fluid replacement and provide calorie energy. Symptoms of cold stress, 
including heavy shivering, excessive fatigue, drowsiness, irritability, or euphoria necessitate 
immediate return to the shelter. 

3.3.3 Project Hazard Communication 
The purpose of hazard communication (Employee Right-to-Know) is to ensure that the hazards 
of all chemicals located at this field project site are transmitted (communicated) according to 29 
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CFR 1926.59 to all OHM personnel and OHM subcontractors. OHM’s Corporate Hazard 
Communication Program is included in Appendix B for reference. Hazard communication will 
include the following: 

l Container Labeling 
OHM personnel will ensure that all drums and containers are labeled according to 
contents. These drums and containers will include those from manufacturers and those 
produced on site by operations. All incoming and outgoing labels shall be checked for 
identity, hazard warning, and name and address of responsible party. 

l Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) 
There will be an MSDS located on site for each hazardous chemical known to be used 
on site. All MSDSs will be located in Appendix C of the SHSP. The site safety plan 
can be found in the project office trailer. 

l Employee Information and Training 
Training employees on chemical hazards is accomplished through on ongoing 
corporate training program. Additionally, chemical hazards are communicated to 
employees through daily safety meetings held at OHM field projects and by an initial 
site orientation program. 

At a minimum, OHM and related subcontractor employees will be instructed on the following: 

l Chemicals and their hazards in the work area 

l How to prevent exposure to these hazardous chemicals 

l What the company has done to prevent workers’ exposure to these chemicals 

l Procedures to follow if they are exposed to these chemicals. 

l How to read and interpret labels and MSDSs for hazardous substances found on OHM 
sites 

l Emergency spill procedures 

l Proper storage and labeling 

Before any new hazardous chemical is introduced on site, each OHM and related subcontractor 
employee will be given information in the same manner as during the safety class. The site 
supervisor will be responsible for seeing that the MSDS on the new chemical is available for 
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review by on site personnel. The information pertinent to the chemical hazards will be 
communicated to project personnel. 

Morning safety meetings will be held and the hazardous materials used on site will be 
discussed. Attendance is mandatory for all on site employees. 

Refer to Appendix C of the site safety plan to find a list of hazardous chemicals anticipated to 
be brought to the site and the corresponding MSDSs for these chemicals. 

3.3.4 Noise 
Hearing protection is required for workers operating or working near heavy equipment, where 
the noise level is greater than 85 dbA (Time Weighted Average) as well as personnel working 
around heavy equipment. The SSO will determine the need and appropriate testing procedures, 
(i.e., sound level meter and/or dosimeter) for noise measurement. 

3.4 TASK-SPECIFIC RISK ASSESSMENT/ACTIVITY HAZARD 
ANALYSIS 

Prior to beginning each major phase of work, an activity hazard analysis (form included in 
Appendix E) will be performed. The analysis will define the activity being performed, identify 
the sequence of work, the specific hazards anticipated and the control measures to be 
implemented to eliminate or reduce each hazard to an acceptable level. 

Work will not proceed on that project phase until the activity hazard analysis has been accepted 
by the designated on-site authority, as well as being discussed with all site personnel that will 
perform the activity. The following Task-Specific Risk Assessment/Activity Hazard Analysis 
identifies the major project phases and anticipated hazards to be encountered and control 
measures that will be instituted during the execution of the scope of work, previously 
approved by LANTDIV for this project. 
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ask Breakdown 

&bilization and Site Preparation 

Potential 
Hazards 

Stmck by, Against 
Heavy Equipment, 
Flying Debris, 
Protruding Objects 

Handling Heavy 
Objects 

Electrical Shock 

Slips, Ttips, Falls 

rask 
Breakdown 
iceess clcalance 
Aility verification and 
itc survey operations 

Potential Hazards 

Sharp Objects 

Handling Heavy Objects 

Electrical Shock 

-I- 
Slips, Trips, Falls 

Inhalation and Contact with 
Hazardous Substances 

Hazard Control Measures 

. Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 

. Isolate equipment swing areas 

. Make eye contact with operators before approaching equipment 

. Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 

. Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and 
steel-toe safety boots at all times 

. Understand and review posted hand signals 

. Observe proper lifting techniques 

. Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maximum per person manual lifting) 

. Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 

. Do not exceed equipment/crane load specifications when hoisting loads 

. Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 

. De-energize or shut off utility lines at their source before work begins 

. Use double insulated or properly grounded electric power-operated tools 

. Provide an equipment-grounding conductor program or employ ground-fault circuit 
interrupters 

. Use qualified electricians to hook up electrical circuits 

. Inspect all extension cords daily for StNChd integrity, ground continuity, and damaged 
insulation 

. Cover or elevate electric wire or flexible cord passing through work areas to protect 
from damage 

. Keep all plugs, cords, and receptacles out of water 

. Use approved water-proof, weather-proof type if exposure is likely 

. Inspect all electrical power circuits prior to commencing work 

. Follow Lockoutflagout procedures in accordance with OHM Health and Safety 
Procedures Manual 

. Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 

. Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 

. Use body harness and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 

. Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

Hazard Control Measures 

. Wear cut resistant work gloves when the possibility of lacerations or other injury may be caused by sharp 
edges or objects 

. Maintain all hand and power tools in a safe condition 

. Keep guards in place during use 

. Observe proper lifting techniques 

. Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maximum per person manual lifting) 

. Use mechanical lifting quipment f&td cans, tmcks) to move large awkwatd loads 

. De-energize or shut off utility lines at their source before work begins 

. Use double insulated or properly grounded electric power-operated tools 
. Pmvide an equipment-grounding conductor program or employ ground-fault circuit intcrmpten 
. Use qualified electricians to hook up electrIcal circuits 
. Inspect all extension cords daily for structural integrity, ground continuity. and damaged insulation 
. Cover or elevate electtic wite or flexible cord passing through wok areas to protect from damage 
. Keep all plugs, cords. and reccptaclca out of water 
. Use approved water-proof. weather-pmof type if exposure is likely 
. Inspect all elccttical power circuits prior to ccmmencing wotk 
. Follow LockoutRagout pmcedures in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Proceders Manual 

. Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 

. Mark. identify or barricade other obstructions 

. Use body harness and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the gmund 

. Use appmved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Ptoccdures Manual 

. Provide wotken proper skin. eye and respiratory protection baaed on exposure hazards preaenr 

. Review hazardous propcties of site contaminants and water treatment chemicals with wotkcrs before operation! 
begin 
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ial Hazards Hazard Control Measures Task Breakdown r Potenti 
Multi-Media Sampling 

Operations 

Struck by, Against Heavy 
Equipment, Flying Debris, 

Protruding Objects 

I  

Slips. Trips, Falls 

Inhalation and Contact with 
Hazardous Substances 

I Contact Dermatitis 

Potential Hazards 
%uCk by, Against Heavy 
Equipment, Flying Debris, 
Protruding Objects 

Slips, Trips, Falls 

F”lre/Explosion 

Excavation/Cave-in 

Insect/Snake Bites 

Underground/Overhead Utilities 

. Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 

. Isolate equipment swing areas 

. Make eye contact with operators before approaching equipment 
. Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 
. Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and 

steel-toe safety boots at all times 

. Understand and review posted hand sirnals 

. Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 

. Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 

. Provide workers proper ski, eye and respiratory protection based on the exposure hazards 
present 

. Review hazardous properties of site contaminants with workers before operations begin 

. Wear splash protection when sampling liquids, sludges 

. Wear PPE to avoid skin contact with contaminated surfaces or other skin irritants when 
sampling water treatment influent. effluent, or treatment chemicals 

Hazard Control Measures 
. Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 
. Isolate equipment swing areas 
. Make eye contract with operators before approaching equipment 
. Barricade or enclose the work area 
. Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 
. Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, 

steel-toe safety boots at all times 
. Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 

. Clear walkways of equipment, constmction debris and other materials 

. Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 

. Barricade excavation perimeter 

. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

Eliminate sources of ignition from the work ama 
Prohibit smoking in fuel dispensing area 
Provide ABC (or equivalent) fire extinguishers in all work areas, flammable storage areas, 

H 
enerator and compressor facilities 
tom flammable Ii uids in well ventilated areas 

Post “NO SMOKI 
.& 

G stgns m fuel dispensing areas and storage 
Store combustible materials away from flammables 

Barricade or enclose the work areaS 
Slope/shore excavations 5 feet deep or greater l-1/2:1 (horizontal to vertical) where 
~IXOM+ must enter excavations 

cavatton must be supemsed by OHM competent person 
Restrict entry to authorized penonnel only during work activities 
Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, and steel-toe safety boots 

. Review injury potential and types of snakes with workers 

. Avoid insect nests areas, likely habitats of snakes outside work areas 
. Use the Buddy System where such injury potential exists 
. Use insect repellant. wear PPE to protect against sting/bit injuries 

. Identify ail underground utilities around the excavation site before work ccmmences 

. Cease work immediately if unknown utility mat-ken are uncovered 

. Maintain trash a minimum 15-foot buffer between the trackhoe stick and overhead 
electrical lines or de-energize overhead lines ????? 
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[ask Breakdown Potential Hazards Hazard Control Measures 

II 
Equipment Sharp Objects . 
Decontamination 

Wear cut resistant work gloves when the possibility of lacerations or other injury may be 
caused by sharp edges or objects 

High Noise Levels 

Handling Heavy Objects 

Slips. Trips, Falls 

Inhalation and Contact with 
Hazardous Substances 

Burns 

. Use hearing protection when using high pressure washer 

. Observe proper lifting techniques 

. Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maximum per person manual lifting) 

. Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 

. Do not exceed equipment load specifications 

. Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 

. Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 

. Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 

* Provide workers proper skin, eye and respiratory protection based on the exposure hazards 

. rent evtew hazardous properties of site contaminants with workers before operations begin 

. Wear splash shield and satan coveralls when soaking, handling wet materials, pressure 
washing 

. Collect and contain spent wash water for proper disposal 

. Use proper gloves, face shield/safety goggles, shin and toe guards, and splash suits to proteo 
workers from skin bums and injury when operating hot water/steam laser (high pressure 
washers) 

Task Breakdown 

Demobilization 

Potential Hazards Hazard Control Measures 

Struck by, Against Heavy 
Equipment, Flying Debris, 
Protruding Objects 

. Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 

. Isolate equipment swing areas 

. Make eye contact with opetators before approaching equipment 

. Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 

. Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and steel-toe 
safety boots at all times 

Handling Heavy Objects 

Electrical Shock 

Slips, Trips, Falls 

. Observe proper lifting techniques 

. Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maximum per person manual lifting) 

. Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand carts, tmcks) to move large awkward loads 

. Do not exceed equipment/crane load specifications when hoisting loads 

. Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 

. De-energize or shut off utility lines at their source before work begins 

. Use double insulated or pmperly grounded electric power-operated tools 

. Provide an equipment-grounding conductor pmgtarn or employ ground-fault circuit intemrpten 

. Use qualified electricians to hook up electrical circuits 

. Inspect all extension cords daily for structural integrity, ground continuity, and damaged insulation 

. Cover or elevate electric wire or flexible cord passing through work areas to protect from damage 

. Keep all plugs, cords, and receptacles out of water 

. Use approved water-proof, weather-proof type if exposure is likely 

. Inspect all electrical power circuits prior to commencing work 

. Follow LockouuTagout procedures in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

. Clear walkways of equipment. construction debris and other materials 

. Mark. identify or barricade other obstructions 

. Use body harness and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 

. Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 
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4.0 WORK AND SUPPORT AREAS 

To prevent migration of contamination caused through tracking by personnel or equipment, 
work areas and personal protective equipment will be clearly specified prior to beginning 
operations. OHM has designated work areas or zones as suggested by the NIOSH/OSHA/ 
USCG/EPA’S document titled, “Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual for 
Hazardous Waste Site Activities.” Each work area will be divided into three zones as follows: 

l An Exclusion or “hot” Zone (EZ) 
l A Contamination Reduction Zone (CRZ) 
l A Support Zone (SZ) 

4.1 EXCLUSION ZONE 

The EZ is the area suspected of contamination and presents the greatest potential for worker 
exposure. Personnel entering the area must wear the mandated level of protection for that area. 
In certain instances, different levels of protection will be required depending on the tasks and 
monitoring performed within that zone. 

4.2 CONTAMINATION REDUCTION ZONE 

The CRZ or transition zone will be established between the EZ and SZ. In this area, personnel 
will begin the sequential decontamination process required to exit the EZ. To prevent off-site 
migration of contamination and for personnel accountability, all personnel will enter and exit 
the EZ through the CRZ. 

4.3 SUPPORT ZONE 

The SZ serves as a clean, control area. Operational support facilities are located within the SZ. 
Normal work clothing and support equipment are appropriate in this zone. Contaminated 
equipment or clothing will not be allowed in the SZ. The support facilities should be located 
upwind of site activities. There will be a clearly marked controlled access point from the SZ 
into the CRZ and EZ that is monitored closely by the SSO and the SS to ensure proper safety 
protocols are followed. 

4.4 SITE CONTROL LOG 

A log of all personnel visiting, entering or working on the site shall be maintained in the main 
office trailer location. The log will record the date, name, company or agency, and time 
entering or exiting the site. 
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No visitor will be allowed in the EZ without showing proof of training and medical 
certification. Visitors will supply their own boots and respiratory equipment, if required. 
Visitors will attend a site orientation given by the SSO and sign the HASP. 

4.5 GENERAL 

The following items are requirements to protect the health and safety of workers and will be 
discussed in the safety briefing prior to initiating work on the site. 

l Eating, drinking, chewing gum or tobacco, smoking, or any practice that 
increases the probability of hand to mouth transfer and ingestion of 
contamination is prohibited in the EZ and CRZs. 

. All personnel exiting the exclusion zone or the contamination reduction zone, 
must at a minimum, thoroughly wash their face and hands. 

l A buddy system will be used. Hand signals will be established to maintain 
communication. 

l During site operations, each worker will consider himself as a safety backup to 
his partner. Off-site personnel provide emergency assistance. All personnel 
will be aware of dangerous situations that may develop. 

l Visual contact will be maintained between buddies on site when performing 
hazardous duties. 

. No personnel will be admitted to the site without the proper safety equipment, 
training, and medical surveillance certification. 

9 All personnel must comply with established safety procedures. Any staff 
member who does not comply with safety policy, as established by the SSO or 
the SS, will be immediately dismissed from the site. 

. Proper decontamination procedures must be followed before leaving the site. 

l AU employees and visitors must sign in and out of the site. 
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5.0 PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

This section addresses the various levels of personal protective equipment (PPE) which are or 
may be required at this job site. OHM personnel are trained in the use of all PPE utilized. 

5.1 ANTICIPATED PROTECTION LEVELS 

Task 

Site Preparation and 
Mobilization 

Protection Level 

Level D 

Comments/Modifications 

Multi-Media Sampling Modified Level D/ 
Level C with tyvek 

Access Clearance, Utility 
Verification, Site Survey 

Modified Level D/C 
with tyvek 

Soil Excavation/Direct 
Loadout 

Level C/Mod&d 
Level D with tyvek 

Potential for downgrade to Modified Level D with 
adequate air monitoring documentation 

Equipment 
Decontamination 

Demobilization 

Level C with sarans 

Level D 

Pressure washing requires face shield and hearing 
protection 

5.2 PROTECTION LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS 
.f- 

This sections lists the minimum requirements for each protection level. Modification to these 
requirements will be noted above. 

5.2.1 Level D 
Level D consists of the following: 

l Safety glasses with side shields 
l Hard hat 
l Steel-toed work boots 
. Work clothing as prescribed by weather 

5.2.2 Modified Level D 
Modified Level D consists of the following: 

l Safety glasses with side shields 

l Hard hat 

l Steel-toed work boots 
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l Nitrile, neoprene, latex or PVC overboots 

. Outer nitrile, neoprene, or PVC gloves over latex sample gloves 

l Face shield (when projectiles or splashes pose a hazard) 

. Tyvek coverall [Polyethylene-coated Tyveks required when workers have a 
potential to be exposed to contaminated Liquids or sludges.] 

5.2.3 Level C 
Level C consists of the following: 

l Full-face, air-purifying respirator with appropriate cartridges 

l Hooded Tyvek Coveralls [Polyethylene- or Saran-coated Tyveks required when 
workers have a potential to be exposed to contaminated liquids or sludges]. 

l Hard hat 

l Steel-toed work boots 

l Nitrile, neoprene, latex or PVC overboots 

l Nitrile, neoprene, or PVC gloves over latex sample gloves 

l Face shield (when projectiles or splashes pose a hazard) 

5.3 AIR-PURIFYING RESPIRATORS 

A NIOSH-approved full-face respirator with appropriate air-purifying cartridges will be used 
for Level C work. 

5.4 RESPIRATOR CARTRIDGES 

The crew members working in Level C will wear respirators equipped with air-purifying 
cartridges approved for the following contaminants. 

l Organic vapors < 1,000 ppm 
l Chlorine gas cl0 ppm 
l Hydrogen chloride 40 ppm 
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l Sulfur dioxide 40 ppm 
l Dusts, fumes and mists with a TWA co.05 mum3 
. Asbestos-containing dusts and mists 
. Radionuclides 

5.5 CARTRIDGE CHANGES 

All cartridges will be changed a minimum of once daily, or more frequently if personnel begin 
to experience increased inhalation resistance or breakthrough of a chemical warning property. 
Cartridges will be labeled with the date service began. 

5.6 INSPECTION AND CLEANING 

Respirators are checked periodically by a qualified individual and inspected before each use by 
the wearer. All respirators and associated equipment will be decontaminated and hygienically 
cleaned after each use. 

5.7 FIT TESTING 

All personnel required to wear an air-purifying respirator as part of their employment will be 
fit-tested at the time of assignment and a minimum of annually thereafter. The test will use 
isoamyl acetate or irritant smoke. The fit test must be for the style and size of the respirator to 
be used. 

5.8 FACIAL HAIR 

Personnel who have facial hair which interferes with the respirator’s sealing surface will not be 
permitted to wear a respirator and will not be permitted to work in areas requiring respirator 
use. 

5.9 CORRECTIVE LENSES 

Normal eyeglasses cannot be worn under full-face respirators because the temple bars interfere 
with the respirator’s sealing surfaces. For workers requiring corrective lenses, special 
spectacles designed for use with respirators will be provided. 

5.10 CONTACT LENSES 

Contact lenses will not be worn with any type of respirator. 
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5.11 MEDICAL CERTIFICATION 

Only workers who have been certified by a physician as being physically capable of respirator 
usage will be issued a respirator. Personnel unable to pass a respiratory fit test or without 
medical clearance for respirator use will not be permitted to enter or work in areas on site that 
require respiratory protection. Employees receive a written physicians opinion that they are fit 
for general hazardous waste operations as per 29 CFR 1910.120(f)(7). 

5.12 SITE-SPECIFIC RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM 

The primary objective of respiratory protection is to prevent employee exposure to atmospheric 
contamination. When engineering measures to control contamination are not feasible, or while 
they are being implemented, personal respiratory protective devices will be used. 

The criteria for determining respirator need have been evaluated based on the site contaminants 
and expected levels of protection are outlined in Section 5.1. Air monitoring will be conducted 
to confirm that respiratory protection levels are adequate (Section 7.0). All respirator users are 
OSHA trained in proper respirator use and maintenance. The SS and SSO will observe 
workers during respirator use for signs of stress. The SS, CIH, and SSO will also evaluate 
this HASP periodically to determine its continued effectiveness with regard to respiratory 
protection. All persons assigned to use respirators will have medical clearance to do so. 
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6.0 DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES 

This section describes the procedures necessary to ensure that both personnel and equipment 
are free from contamination when they leave the work site. 

6.1 PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION 

Decontamination procedures will ensure that material which workers may have contacted in the 
EZ does not result in personal exposure and is not spread to clean areas of the site. This 
sequence describes the general decontamination procedure. The specific stages will vary 
depending on the work area, the task, the protection level, etc. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

Go to end of EZ 
Wash outer boots and gloves in detergent solution 
Rinse outer boots and gloves in water 
Remove outer boots and let dry 
Remove outer gloves and let dry 
Cross into CRZ 
Remove first pair sample gloves 
Remove outer Saran or tyvek 
Remove and wash respirator 
Rinse respirator and hang to dry 
Remove second pair sample gloves and discard 

6.1.1 Suspected Contamination 
Any employee suspected of sustaining skin contact with chemical materials will fist use the 
emergency shower. Following a thorough drenching, the worker will proceed to the 
decontamination facility. Here the worker will remove clothing, shower, don clean clothing, 
and immediately be taken to the first-aid station. Medical attention will be provided as 
determined by the degree of injury. 

6.1.2 Personal Hygiene 
Before any eating, smoking, or drinking, personnel will wash hands, arms, neck and face. A 
personnel decontamination facility will be provided for site operations consisting of showers, 
change rooms, and separate lockers for street clothes and work clothes. Site personnel are 
required to shower daily at the completion of that day’s work. Also, eye wash facilities and 
emergency showers will be provided at personnel decontamination facilities and at the water 
treatment system where hazardous chemicals are handled. 
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6.2 EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION 

All contaminated equipment will be decontaminated before leaving the site. Decontamination 
procedures will vary depending upon the contaminant involved, but may include sweeping, 
wiping, scraping, hosing, or steaming the exterior of the equipment. Personnel performing 
this task will wear the proper PPE as prescribed by the SSO. 

Trucks being directly loaded at the excavation area will be placed on polyethylene (PE) 
sheeting and draped along the truck sides when loading. Truck tires and wheels will be 
scraped of any visual contamination and inspected before tar-ping and leaving the site. The 
trackhoe will not enter the excavation area and the bucket will be decontaminated using high 
pressure washing and manual removal methods between excavations and at project 
demobilization. 

6.3 DISPOSAL 

All decontamination liquids and disposable clothing will be collected, containerized and treated 
as contaminated waste, unless determined otherwise by accepted testing methods. Wastes will 
be disposed of according to state and federal regulations. 
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7.0 AIR MONITORING 

Air monitoring will be conducted in order to determine airborne contamination levels. This 
ensures that respiratory protection is adequate to protect personnel against the chemicals that 
are encountered. The following air monitoring efforts will be used at this site. Additional air 
monitoring may be conducted at the discretion of the $80. 

The following chart describes the air monitoring required and appropriate action levels. 

Monitoring 
Device 

LEL/Q (work area) 
To be performed during soil 
excavation and direct loadout 
operations 

Action 
Level 

>lO% LEL 
~20.8% O2 

Action 

Evacuate area, ventilate to less than 
10% LEL before continuing 

PID (Breathing Zone) 
To be performed during soil 
excavation and direct loadout 
operations 

Mini-Ram (Breathing Zone) 
To be performed during soil 
excavation and direct loadout 
operations 

l-5 ppm for 5 min. 

>5 ppm for 5 min. 

~2.5 mg/m3 for 5 min. 
>5.0 mg/m3 for 5 min 

Level C 

Stop operations and allow vapors to 
dissipate to less than 5 ppm 

Level C 
Stop operations and institute dust 
control measures 

7.1 LOWER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT/OXYGEN (LEL/02) METER 

Prior to entering a confined-space area or performing hot work involving welding, cutting, or 
other high heat-producing operations where flammable or combustible vapors may be present, 
LEL/02 measurements will be taken. 

7.2 PHOTOIONIZATION DETECTOR (PID) 

A PID will be used to monitor total ionizable organic content of the ambient air. A PID will 
prove useful as a direct reading instrument to aid in determining if respiratory protection needs 
to be upgraded and to define the EZ. 

For known contaminants only, to determine a protection level from PID data, the SSO will 
multiply the TLV of the known compound by 25. This will be the limit for Level C protection 
for that compound. If PID readings exceed 25 times the TLV, Level B protection will be 
required. Also, regardless of the TLV, a PID reading of 1,000 ppm or more will indicate that 
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F the GMC-H cartridges may become overloaded and will necessitate Level B protection. (Note: 

PlD readings do not always indicate the actual air concentration of a compound. Consult the 
manual, HNU, or the CM for clarification.) 

The SSO will take measurements before operations begin in an area to determine the amount of 
organic compounds naturally occurring in the air. This is referred to as a background level. 

Levels of volatile organic compounds will be measured in the air at active work sites once 
every hour and at the support zone once every hour when levels are detected above back- 
ground in the exclusion zone. If levels exceed background at any time in the support zone, 
work in the exclusion zone will cease and corrective actions will be taken, e.g., cover soil with 
polyethylene sheeting. Work will not resume until levels reach background in the support 
zone. 

7.3 REAL-TIME AEROSOL MONITOR (MINIRAM) 

A real-time aerosol monitor (miniram) will be used to measure airborne particulate in personnel 
breathing zones and site work area locations. A breathing zone action level has been specified 
that requires upgrading to Level C protection based on sustained (5minute average) miniram 
results of 2.5 mgJm3. The miniram will also be used to monitor personnel breathing zone 
when wearing Modified Level D protection and to determine when an upgrade to Level C is 
warranted. 

7.4 AIR MONITORING LOG 

The SSO will ensure that all air-monitoring data is logged into a monitoring notebook. Data 
will include all information identified in Procedure 12 of the ER Safety Procedures Manual. 
The Project CM will periodically review this data 

7.5 CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS 

The PID, LEL/O:! meter and sampling pumps required with fixed-media air sampling will be 
calibrated daily prior to and after each use. A separate log will be kept detailing date, time, 
span gas, or other standard, and name of person performing the calibration. 

7.6 AIR MONITORING RESULTS 

Air monitoring results will be posted for personnel inspection, and will be discussed during 
morning safety meetings. 
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8.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSE 

Prior to engaging in construction/remediation activities at the site, OHM will plan for possible 
emergency situations and have available adequate supplies and manpower to respond. The PM 
will coordinate this plan with the NOSUNOSCDR prior to commencing work. In addition 
site personnel will receive training during the site orientation concerning proper emergency 
response procedures. This training will include review of the elements of this plan and all 
action procedures described herein. 

The following situations would warrant implementation of the Emergency Response and 
Contingency Plan (ERCP): 

Fire/Explosion *The potential for human injury exists 
*Toxic fumes or vapors are released 
*The fire could spread on site or off site and possibly ignite other 
flammable materials or cause heat-induced explosions 

*The use of water and/or chemical fue suppressants could result in 
contaminated runoff 
*An imminent danger of explosion exists 

Spill or Release of Hazardous Materials *The spill could result in the release of flammable liquids or vapors, 
thus causing a fire or gas explosion hazard 

*The spill could cause the release of toxic liquids or fumes in 
sufficient quantities or in a manner that is hazardous to or could 
endanger human health 

Spill or Release of High Temperature *The spill can be contained on site, but the potential exists for 
Liquid or Vapor ground-water contamination 

*The spill cannot be contained on site, resulting in off-site soil 
contamination and/or ground-water or surface water pollution 
*The spill quantity is greater than the reportable quantity limit for 
the material 

Nahual Disaster *A rain storm exceeds the flash flood level 
*The facility is in a projected tornado path or a tornado has damaged 
facility property 

*Severe wind gusts are forecasted or have occurred and have caused 
damage to the facility 

Medical Emergency *Overexposure to hazardous materials 
*Trauma injuries (broken bones, severe lacerations/bleeding, burns) 
*Eye/skin contact with hazardous materials 
*Loss of consciousness 
*Heat stress (Heat stroke) 
*Cold stress (Hypothermia) 
*Heartattack 
*Respiratory failure 
4llergic reaction 
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The following measures will be taken to assure the availability of adequate equipment and 
manpower resources: 

l Sufficient equipment and materials will be kept on site and dedicated for emergencies 
only. The inventory will be replenished after each use. 

l On-site emergency responders will be current in regards to training and medical 
surveillance programs. Copies of all applicable certificates will be kept on file for on- 
site personnel required to respond. 

l It will be the responsibility of the emergency coordinator to brief the on-site response 
team on anticipated hazards at the site. The emergency coordinator shall also be 
responsible for anticipating and requesting equipment that will be needed for response 
activities. 

l Emergency response activities will be coordinated with the Local Emergency Planning 
Committee (LEPC) in compliance with SARA Title Ill requirements. 

Communications will be established prior to commencement of any activities at the remediation 
site. Communication will be established so that all responders on site have availability to all 
pertinent information to allow them to conduct their activities in a safe and healthful manner. 
The primary communication device will be two-way radios. Air horns may be used to alert 
personnel of emergency conditions. A telephone will be located at the command post to 
summon assistance in an emergency. 

Primary communication with local responders in the event of an emergency will be 
accomplished using commercial telephone lines. 

8.2 EMERGENCY RECOGNITION AND PREVENTION 

Because unrecognized hazards may result in emergency incidents, it will be the responsibility 
of the Site Supervisor and Site Safety Officer, through daily site inspections and employee 
feedback (Safety Observation Program, daily safety meetings, and activity hazard analyses) to 
recognize and identify all hazards that are found at the site. These may include: 
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Chemical Hazards 

Physical Hazards 

Mechanical Hazards 

Environmental Hazards 

. Materials at the site 

. Materials browht to the site 

. Fire/explosion 

. Slipnrifltlll 

. Electrazution 

. Confined space 

. IDLH atmospheres 

. Excessive noise 

. Heavy equipment 

. Stored energy system 

. Pindlpoints 

. 

. 
f$G$$grpment 

. Electrical Storms 

. High winds 

. Heavy Rain/Snow 

. Temperature Extremes (Heat/Cold Stress) 

. Poisonous plants/Animals 

Once a hazard has been recognized, the Site Supervisor and/or the SSO will take immediate 
action to prevent the hazard from becoming an emergency. This may be accomplished by the 
following: 

Daily safety meeting 
Task-specific training prior to commencement of activity 
Lockout/tagout 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) selection/use 
Written and approved permits for hot work, confined space 
Trenching/shoring procedure 
Air monitoring 
Following all OHM standard operating procedures 
Practice drills for fire, medical emergency, and hazardous substances spills 
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Table 8.1 

Emergency Telephone Numbers 

Local APencies All services 
Police Dept. 

Fire Department 
Ambulance 

911 on-base (910) 451-3855 (off-base) 
9 11 on-base 
9 11 on-base (9 10) 455-9119 (off-base) 

Hospital 
Onslow County Hospital 

On-Base Facilities 
USMC Hospital 

Regional Poison Control Center 

Federal Agencies 

(9 10) 577-2240 

(9 10) 4514840 

800-382-9097 

EPA Region Branch Response Center 
National Response Center 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 

Navv ROICC I NTR 
National Response Center 

Project Manager 
James Dunn 
Director, Health and Safety, Angelo Liberatore, CIH 

OHM Corporation (24 hour) 

Note: 
Additional Phone Nos’s irt Section 2.0 this HASP 

(404) 347-393 1 
800424-8802 
(404) 639-0615 (24 HR) 

800X4-8802 

(404) 453-8072 
(404) 453-767 1 

800-537-9540 

Routes to Hospital: 
On-Base 
1. Proceed north on Holcomb Boulevard and turn left. 
2. Base hospital is approximately l/2 mile ahead on right. 
3. Follow signs to the emergency room entrance. 
Off-Base 
1. Proceed north on Holcomb Boulevard and exit MCB Camp Lejeune through the main gate. 
2. Follow Highway 24 West (approximately 2.5 miles) to Western Boulevard and turn right 

(north). 
3. Continue on Western Boulevard (approximately 1.5 miles) to the fifth stoplight and the 

hospital is on the left side of the street. 
4. Follow signs to the emergency room entrance. 
A map depicting the route to the Onslow County Memorial Hospital and the Base Naval 
Hospital will be posted in each trailer. 
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8.3 PERSONNEL ROLES, LINES OF AUTHORITY, AND 

COMMUNICATIONS 

This section of the ERCP describes the various roles, responsibilities, and communication 
procedures that will be followed by personnel involved in emergency responses. 

The primary emergency coordinator for this site is the Site Supervisor. In the event an 
emergency occurs and the emergency coordinator is not on site, the Site Safety Officer or the 
highest ranking employee on site will serve as the emergency coordinator until he arrives, The 
emergency coordinator will determine the nature of the emergency and take appropriate action 
as defined by this ERCP. 

The emergency coordinator will implement the ERCP immediately as required. The decision 
to implement the plan will depend upon whether the actual incident threatens human health or 
the environment. Immediately after being notified of an emergency incident, the emergency 
coordinator or his designee will evaluate the situation to determine the appropriate action. 

8.3.1 Responsibilities and Duties 
This section describes the responsibilities and duties assigned to the emergency coordinator. 

It is recognized that the structure of the “Incident Command System” will change as additional 
response organizations are added. OHM will follow procedures as directed by the fire 
department, LEPC, State and Federal Agencies as required. OHM will defer to the local Fire 
Department chief to assume the role of Incident Commander upon arriving on site. Additional 
on-site personnel may be added to the Site Emergency Response Team as required to respond 
effectively. 

8.3.2 On-site Emergency Coordinator Duties 
The on-site emergency coordinator is responsible for implementing and directing the 
emergency procedures. All emergency personnel and their communications will be 
coordinated through the emergency coordinator. Specific duties are as follows: 

l Identify the source and character of the incident, type and quantity of any release. 
Assess possible hazards to human health or the environment that may result directly 
from the problem or its control. 

l Discontinue operations in the vicinity of the incident if necessary to ensure that fires, 
explosions, or spills do not recur or spread to other parts of the site. While operations 
are dormant, monitor for leaks, pressure build-up, gas generation, or ruptures in 
valves, pipes, or other equipment, where appropriate. 
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l Notify the NOSQNOSCDR if outside emergency response help is necessary to control 
the incident. Table 8.1 provides telephone numbers for emergency assistance. 

l Direct on-site personnel to control the incident until, if necessary, outside help arrives. 

l Ensure that the building or area where the incident occurred and the surrounding area 
are evacuated and shut off possible ignition sources, if appropriate. The Emergency 
Response Team is responsible for directing site personnel such that they avoid the area 
of the incident and leave emergency control procedures unobstructed. 

l If fire or explosion is involved, notify Base Fire Department. 

l Notify LANTDIV ROICC 

l Notify OHM Project Manager 

l Have protected personnel, in appropriate PPE, on standby for rescue. 

If the incident may threaten human health or the environment outside of the site, the emergency 
coordinator should immediately determine whether evacuation of area outside of the site may 
be necessary and, if so, notify the Police Department and the Office of Emergency 
Management. 

When required (as determined by the NOSUNOSCDR), notify the National Response Center. 
The following information should be provided to the National Response Center: 

l Name and telephone number 
l Name and address of facility 
l Time and type of incident 
l Name and quantity of materials involved, if known 
l Extent of injuries 
l Possible hazards to human health or the environment outside of the facility. 

The emergency telephone number for the National Response Center is 800-424-8802. 

If hazardous waste has been released or produced through control of the incident, ensure that: 

l Waste is collected and contained. 

l Containers of waste are removed or isolated from the immediate site of the emergency. 
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l Treatment or storage of the recovered waste, contaminated soil or surface water, or any 
other material that results from the incident or its control is provided. 

l Ensure that no waste that is incompatible with released material is treated or stored in 
the facility until cleanup procedures are completed 

l Ensure that all emergency equipment used is decontaminated, recharged, and fit for its 
intended use before operations are resumed. 

. Notify the USEPA Regional Administrator that cleanup procedures have been 
completed and that all emergency equipment is fit for its intended use before resuming 
operations in the affected area of the facility. The USEPA Regional Administrator’s 
telephone number is included in the Emergency Contacts. 

l Record time, date, and details of the incident, and submit a written report to the 
USEPA Regional Administrator. Report is due to USEPA within 15 days of the 
incident. 

l Perform post incident evaluation and response critique and submit a written report to 
the Regional Health and Safety Director within 30 days of the incident conclusion. 

8.4 SAFE DISTANCES AND PLACES OF REFUGE 

The emergency coordinator for all activities will be the SS. No single recommendation can be 
made for evacuation or safe distances because of the wide variety of emergencies which could 
occur. Safe distances can only be determined at the time of an emergency based on a 
combination of site and incident-specific criteria. However, the following measures are 
established to serve as general guidelines. 

In the event of minor hazardous materials releases (small spills of low toxicity), workers in the 
affected area will report initially to the contamination reduction zone. Small spills or leaks 
(generally less than 55 gallons) will require initial evacuation of at least 50 feet in all directions 
to allow for cleanup and to prevent exposure. After initial assessment of the extent of the 
release and potential hazards, the emergency coordinator or his designee will determine the 
specific boundaries for evacuation. Appropriate steps such as caution tape, rope, traffic cones, 
barricades, or personal monitors will be used to secure the boundaries. 

In the event of a major hazardous material release (large spills of high toxicity/greater than 55 
gallons), workers will be evacuated from the building/site. Workers will assemble at the 
entrance to the site for a head count by their foremen and to await further instruction. 
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If an incident may threaten the health or safety of the surrounding community, the public will 
be informed and, if necessary, evacuated from the area. The emergency coordinator, or his 
designee will inform the proper agencies in the event that this is necessary. Telephone 
numbers are listed in Table 8.1. 

Places of refuge will be established prior to the commencement of activities. These areas must 
be identified for the following incidents: 

l Chemical release 
l Fire/explosion 
l Power loss 
l Medical emergency 
l Hazardous weather 

In general, evacuation will be made to the crew trailers, unless the emergency coordinator 
determines otherwise. It is the responsibility of the emergency coordinator to determine when 
it is necessary to evacuate personnel to off-site locations. 

In the event of an emergency evacuation, all the employees will gather at the entrance to the site 
until a head count establishes that all are present and accounted for. No one is to leave the site 
without notifying the emergency coordinator. 

8.5 EVACUATION ROUTES AND PROCEDURES 

All emergencies require prompt and deliberate action. In the event of an emergency, it will be 
necessary to follow an established set of procedures. Such established procedures will be 
followed as closely as possible. However, in specific emergency situations, the emergency 
coordinator may deviate from the procedures to provide a more effective plan for bringing the 
situation under control. The emergency coordinator is responsible for determining which 
situations require site evacuation. 

8.5.1 Evacuation Signals and Routes 
Two-way radio communication and an air horn will be used to notify employees of the 
necessity to evacuate an area or building involved in a release/spill of a hazardous material. 
Each crew supervisor will have a two way radio. A base station will be installed in the OHM 
office trailer to monitor for emergencies. Total site evacuation will be initiated only by the 
emergency coordinator; however, in his absence, decision to preserve the health and safety of 
employees will take precedence. Evacuation routes will be posted in each outside work area. 
Signs inside buildings will be posted on walls or other structural element of a building. 
Periodic drills will be conducted to familiarize each employee with the proper routes and 
procedures. 
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8.5.2 Evacuation Procedures 
In the event evacuation is necessary, the following actions will be taken: 

l The emergency signal will be activated. 

l No further entry of visitors, contractors, or trucks will be permitted. Vehicle traffic 
within the site will cease in order to allow safe exit of personnel and movement of 
emergency equipment. 

l Shut off all machinery if safe to do so. 

l ALL on-site personnel, visitors, and contractors in the support zone will assemble at 
the entrance to the site for a head count and await further instruction from the 
emergency coordinator. 

l ALL persons in the exclusion zone and contamination reduction zone will be accounted 
for by their immediate crew leaders (e.g., foreman). Leaders will determine the safest 
exits for employees and will also choose an alternate exit if the first choice is 
inaccessible. 

. During exit, the crew leader should try to keep the group together. Immediately upon 
exit, the crew leader will account for all employees in his crew. 

l Upon completion of the head count, the crew leader will provide the information to the 
emergency coordinator. 

l Contract personnel and visitors will also be accounted for. 

l The names of emergency response team members involved will be reported to the 
emergency spill control coordinator. 

l A final tally of persons will be made by the emergency coordinator or designee. No 
attempt to find persons not accounted for will involve endangering lives of OHM or 
other employees by reentry into emergency areas. 

l In all questions of accountability, immediate crew leaders will be held responsible for 
those persons reporting to them. Visitors will be the responsibility of those employees 
they are seeing. Contractors and truck drivers are the responsibility of the Site 
Supervisor. The security guard will aid in accounting for visitors, contractors, and 
truckers by reference to sign-in sheets available from the guard shack. 
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l Personnel will be assigned by the emergency coordinator to be available at the main 
gate to direct and brief emergency responders. 

l Reentry into the site will be made only after clearance is given by the emergency 
coordinator. At his direction, a signal or other notification will be given for reentry 
into the facility. 

l Drills will be held periodically to practice all of these procedures and will be treated 
with the same seriousness as an actual emergency. 

8.6 EMERGENCY SPILL RESPONSE PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT 

In the event of an emergency involving a hazardous material spill or release, the following 
general procedures will be used for rapid and safe response and control of the situation. 
Emergency contacts found in Table 8.1 provide a quick reference guide to follow in the event 
of a major spill. 

8.6.1 Notification Procedures 
If an employee discovers a chemical spill or process upset resulting in a vapor or material 
release, he or she will immediately notify the on-site emergency coordinator. 

The on-site Emergency Coordinator will obtain information pertaining to the following: 

l The material spilled or released. 
l Location of the release or spillage of hazardous material. 
l An estimate of quantity released and the rate at which it is being released. 
l The direction in which the spill, vapor or smoke release is heading. 
l Any injuries involved. 
l Fire and/or explosion or possibility of these events. 
l The area and materials involved and the intensity of the fire or explosion. 

This information will help the on-site emergency coordinator to assess the magnitude and 
potential seriousness of the spill or release. 

8.6.2 Procedure for Containing/Collecting Spills 
The initial response to any spill or discharge will be to protect human health and safety, and 
then the environment. Identification, containment, treatment, and disposal assessment will be 
the secondary response. 

If for some reason a chemical spill is not contained within a dike or sump area, an area of 
isolation will be established around the spill. The size of the area will generally depend on the 
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size of the spill and the materials involved. If the spill is large (greater than 55 gallons) and 
involves a tank or a pipeline rupture, an initial isolation of at least 100 ft. in all directions will 
be used. Small spills (less than or equal to 55 gallons) or leaks from a tank or pipe will require 
evacuation of at least 50 ft. in all directions to allow cleanup and repair and to prevent 
exposure. When any spill occurs, only those persons involved in overseeing or performing 
emergency operations will be allowed within the designated hazard area. If possible the area 
will be roped or otherwise blocked off. 

If the spill results in the formation of a toxic vapor cloud (by reaction with surrounding 
materials or by outbreak of fire) and its release (due to high vapor pressures under ambient 
conditions), further evacuation will be enforced. In general an area at least 500 feet wide and 
1,000 feet long will be evacuated downwind if volatile materials are spilled. (Consult the DOT 
Emergency Response Guide for isolation distances for listed hazardous materials.) 

If an incident may threaten the health or safety of the surrounding community, the public will 
be informed and possibly evacuated from the area. The on-site emergency coordinator will 
inform the proper agencies in the event this is necessary. (Refer to Table 8.1) 

As called for in regulations developed under the Comprehensive Environmental Response 
Compensation Liability Act of 1980 (Super-fund), OHM’s practice is to report a spill of a 
pound or more of any hazardous material for which a reportable quantity has not been 
established and which is listed under the Solid Waste Disposal Act, Clean Air Act, Clean 
Water Act, or TSCA. OHM also follows the same practice for any substances not listed in the 
Acts noted above but which can be classified as a hazardous waste under RCRA. 

Clean up personnel will take the following measures: 

Make sure all unnecessary persons are removed from the hazard area. 

Put on protective clothing and equipment. 

If a flammable material is involved, remove all ignition sources, and use spark and 
explosion proof equipment for recovery of material. 

Remove all surrounding materials that could be especially reactive with materials in the 
waste. Determine the major components in the waste at the time of the spill. 

If wastes reach a storm sewer, try to dam the outfall by using sand, earth, sandbags, 
etc. If this is done, pump this material out into a temporary holding tank or drums as 
soon as possible. 
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l Place all small quantities of recovered liquid wastes (55 gallons or less) and 
contaminated soil into drums for incineration or removal to an approved disposal site. 

l Spray the spill area with foam, if available, if volatile emissions may occur. 

l Apply appropriate spill control media (e.g. clay, sand, lime, etc.) to absorb discharged 
liquids. 

l For large spills, establish diking around leading edge of spill using booms, sand, clay 
or other appropriate material. If possible, use diaphragm pump to transfer discharged 
liquid to drums or holding tank. 

8.6.3 Emergency Response Equipment 
The following equipment will be staged in the support zone and throughout the site, as needed, 
to provide for safety and first aid during emergency responses: 

l ABC-type fire extinguisher 
l First-aid kit, industrial size 
l Eyewash/safety shower (This equipment will be in conformance with ANSI 2358-l- 

1990.) 
l Emergency oxygen unit 
l Emergency signal horn 
l Self contained breathing apparatus (two) 
l Stretcher/backboard 

In addition to the equipment listed above, OHM maintains direct reading instrumentation that 
may be used in emergency situations to assess the degree of environmental hazard. This 
equipment will only be used by the Site Safety Officer or other specially trained personnel. 
This equipment will be stored, charged and ready for immediate use in evaluating hazardous 
chemical concentrations. The equipment will be located at the OHM office trailer. 

EQUIPMENT NAME 

Portable H-NU Photoionization Meter 

APPLICATION 

Measures selected inorganic and organic chemical 

concenhations 

MSA Oxygen and Combustible Gas Meter 

Drager Detector Tubes 

Measures oxygen and combustible gas levels 

Assorted detector tubes to measure specific chemical 

concentrations 
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8.6.4 Personal Protective Equipment 
A supply of two (minimum) SCBAs will be located in the support zone for use in emergency 
response to hazardous materials releases. They will be inspected at least monthly, according to 
OSHA requirements. In addition, all emergency response personnel will have respirators 
available for use with cartridge selection determined by the Site Safety Officer based on the 
results of direct reading instruments. Emergency response personnel will also be provided 
with protective clothing as warranted by the nature of the hazardous material and as directed by 
the Site Safety Officer. All OHM personnel who may be expected to wear SCBAs are trained 
at assignment and annually thereafter on the proper use and maintenance of SCBAs and airline 
respirators. 

8.6.5 Emergency Spill Response Clean-Up Materials and Equipment 
A sufficient supply of appropriate emergency response clean-up and personal protective 
equipment will be inventoried and inspected, visually, on a weekly basis. 

The materials listed below will be kept on site for spill control, depending on the types of 
hazardous materials present on site. The majority of this material will be located in the support 
zone, in a supply trailer or storage area. Small amounts will be placed on pallets and located in 
the active work areas. 

l Sand or clay to solidify/absorb liquid spills. 

l Lime (calcium oxide), soda ash (sodium carbonate), or baking soda (sodium 
bicarbonate) for neutralizing acid (pH (7) spills. 

l Activated charcoal (carbon) to adsorb organic solvents (hydrocarbons) and to reduce 
flammable vapors. 

l Citric acid for neutralizing caustic (pH >7) spills. 

. Vapor-suppressing foam, if required by the Client, for controlling the release of 
volatile organic compounds. 

l Appropriate solvents e.g. CITRIKLEEN, for decontamination of structures or 
equipment. 

The following equipment wiIl be kept on site and dedicated for spill cleanup: 

l Plastic shovels for recovering corrosive and flammable materials. 
l Sausage-shaped absorbent booms for diking liquid spills, drains, or sewers. 
l Sorbent sheets (diapers) for absorbing liquid spills. 
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. Overpack drums for containerizing leaking drums. 
l %-gallon open-top drums for containerization of waste materials. 

*NOTE: All contaminated soils, absorbent materials, solvents and other materials 
resulting from the clean-up of spilled or discharged substances shall be 
properly stored, labelled, and disposed of off-site. 

8.7 EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY PLAN 

This section of the ERCP details the contingency measures OHM will take to prepare for and 
respond to fires, explosions, spills and releases of hazardous materials, hazardous weather, 
and medical emergencies. 

8.7.1 Medical Emergency Contingency Measures 
The procedures listed below will be used to respond to medical emergencies. The SSO will 
contact the local hospital and inform them of the site hazards and potential emergency 
situations. A minimum of two First-Aid/CPR trained personnel will be maintained on site. All 
OHM first aid and CPR Responders have received training as required by 29 CFR 1910.1030 
Bloodborne Pathogen Standard. A copy of the OHM exposure control plan may be obtained 
from the Site Safety Officer or Regional Health and Safety Director. 

8.7.1.1 Response 
The nearest workers will immediately assist a person who shows signs of medical distress or 
who is involved in an accident. The crew foreman will be summoned. 

The crew foreman will immediately make radio contact with the on-site emergency coordinator 
to alert him of a medical emergency situation. The foreman will advise the following 
information: 

l Location of the victim at the work site 
l Nature of the emergency 
l Whether the victim is conscious 
l Specific conditions contributing to the emergency, if known 

The Emergency Coordinator will notify the Site Safety Officer. The following actions will then 
be taken depending on the severity of the incident: 

. Life-Threatening Incident--If an apparent life-threatening condition exists, the crew 
foreman will inform the emergency coordinator by radio, and the local Emergency 
Response Services (EMS) will be immediately called. An on-site person will be 
appointed who will meet the EMS and have him/her quickly taken to the victim. Any 
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injury within the EZ will be evacuated by OHM personnel to a clean area for treatment 
by EMS personnel. No one will be able to enter the EZ without showing proof of 
training, medical surveillance and site orientation. 

. Non Life-Threatening Incident--If it is determined that no threat to life is present, the 
Site Safety Officer will direct the injured person through decontamination procedures 
(see below) appropriate to the nature of the illness or accident. Appropriate first aid or 
medical attention will then be administered. 

*NOTE: The area surrounding an accident site must not be disturbed until the scene has 
been cleared by the Site Safety Officer. 

Any personnel requiring emergency medical attention will be evacuated from exclusion and 
contamination reduction zones if doing so would not endanger the life of the injured person or 
otherwise aggravate the injury. Personnel will not enter the area to attempt a rescue if their 
own lives would be threatened. The decision whether or not to decontaminate a victim prior to 
evacuation is based on the type and severity of the illness or injury and the nature of the 
contaminant. For some emergency victims, immediate decontamination may be an essential 
part of life-saving fist aid. For others, decontamination may aggravate the injury or delay life- 
saving first aid. Decontamination will be performed if it does not interfere with essential 
treatment. 

If decontamination can be performed, observe the following procedures: 

l Wash external clothing and cut it away. 

If decontamination cannot be performed, observe the following procedures: 

l Wrap the victim in blankets or plastic to reduce contamination of other personnel. 

l Alert emergency and off-site medical personnel to potential contamination, instruct 
them about specific decontamination procedures. 

. Send site personnel familiar with the incident and chemical safety information, e.g. 
MSDS, with the affected person. 

All injuries, no matter how small, will be reported to the SSO or the Site Supervisor. An 
accident/injury/illness report will be completely and properly filled out and submitted to the 
Regional Health and Safety Director/Project CIH, in accordance with OHM’s reporting 
procedures. 
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A list of emergency telephone numbers is given in Table 8.1. 

8.7.1.2 Notification 
The following personnel/agencies will be notified in the event of a medical emergency: 

l Local Fire Department or EMS 
l On-site Emergency Coordinator 
l Workers in the affected areas 
l Client Representative 

8.7.1.3 Directions To Hospital 
Written directions to the hospital and a map will be posted in all trailers in the staging area. 

8.7.2 Fire Contingency Measures 
OHM personnel and subcontractors are not trained professional firefighters. Therefore, if 
there is any doubt that a fire can be quickly contained and extinguished, personnel will notify 
the emergency coordinator by radio and vacate the structure or area. The emergency 
coordinator will immediately notify the local Fire Department. 

The following procedures will be used to prevent the possibility of fires and resulting injuries: 

l Sources of ignition will be kept away from where flammable materials are handled or 
stored. 

l The air will be monitored for explosivity before and during hot work and periodically 
where flammable materials are present. Hot work permits will be required for all such 
work. 

. “No smoking” signs will be conspicuously posted in areas where flammable materials 
are present. 

l Fiie extinguishers will be placed in all areas where a fire hazard may exist. 

l Before workers begin operations in an area the foreman will give instruction on egress 
procedures and assembly points. Egress routes will be posted in work areas and exit 
points clearly marked. 

The following procedures will be used in the event of a fire: 
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l Anyone who sees a fire will notify their supervisor who will then contact the 
Emergency Coordinator by radio. The emergency coordinator will activate the 
emergency air horns and contact the local Piie Department. 

l When the emergency siren sounds, workers will disconnect electrical equipment in use 
(if possible) and proceed to the nearest fire exit, 

l Work crews will be comprised of pairs of workers (buddy system) who join each other 
immediately after hearing the fue alarm and remain together throughout the emergency. 
Workers will assemble at a predetermined rally point for a head count. 

l When a small fire has been extinguished by a worker, the emergency coordinator will 
be notified. 

8.7.3 HAZARDOUS WEATHER CONTINGENCY MEASURES 
Operations will not be started or continued when the following hazardous weather conditions 
are present: 

l Lightning 
l Heavy Rains/Snow 
l High Winds 

8.7.3.1 Response 
. Excavation/soil stock piles will be covered with plastic liner. 

l All equipment will be shut down and secured to prevent damage. 

l Personnel will be moved to safe refuge, initially crew trailers. The emergency 
coordinator will determine when it is necessary to evacuate personnel to off-site 
locations and will coordinate efforts with fire, police and other agencies. 

8.7.3.2 Notification 
The emergency coordinator will be responsible for assessing hazardous weather conditions 
and notifying personnel of specific contingency measures. Notifications will include: 

l OHM employees and subcontractors 
l Client Representative 
l Local Civil Defense Organization 

8.7.4 Spill/Release Contingency Measures 
In the event of release or spill of a hazardous material the following measures will be taken. 
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Any person observing a spill or release will act to remove and/or protect injured/contaminated 
persons from any life-threatening situation. Fist aid and/or decontamination procedures will 
be implemented as appropriate. 

First aid will be administered to injured/contaminated personnel. Unsuspecting 
persons/vehicles will be warned of the hazard. All personnel will act to prevent any 
unsuspecting persons from coming in contact with spilled materials by alerting other nearby 
persons. Without taking unnecessary risks, personnel will attempt to stop the spill at the 
source. This may involve activities such as uprighting a drum, closing a valve or temporarily 
sealing a hole with a plug. 

Utilizing radio communications, the emergency coordinator will be notified of the spill/release, 
including information on material spilled, quantity, personnel injuries and immediate life 
threatening hazards. Air monitoring will be implemented by the emergency coordinator and 
SSO to determine the potential impact on the surrounding community. Notification procedures 
will be followed to inform on-site personnel and off-site agencies. The emergency coordinator 
will make a rapid assessment of the spill/release and direct confinement, containment and 
control measures. Depending upon the nature of the spill, measures may include: 

l Construction of a temporary containment berm utilizing on-site clay absorbent earth 

l Digging a sump, installing a polyethylene liner and diverting the spill material into the 
sump placing drums under the leak to collect the spilling material before it flows over 
the ground 

l Transferring the material from its original container to another container 

The emergency coordinator will notify the LANTDIV ROICC, of the spill and steps taken to 
institute clean-up. Emergency response personnel will clean-up all spills following the spill 
clean-up plan developed by the emergency coordinator. Supplies necessary to clean up a spill 
will be immediately available on-site. Such items may include, but are not limited to: 

l Shovel, rake 
l Clay absorbent 
l Polyethylene liner 
l Personal safety equipment 
l Steeldrums 
+ Pumps and miscellaneous hand tools 

OHM Project 16866SSHSP Health and Safety Plan March 1995 
Information herein is proprietary and confidential and to be used or released to others only with explicit written permission of OHM Remediation 
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The major supply of material and equipment will be located in the Support Zone. Smaller 
supplies will kept at active work locations. The emergency coordinator will inspect the spill 
site to determine that the spill has been cleaned up to the satisfaction of the ROICC. If 
necessary, soil, water or air samples may be taken and analyzed to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the spill clean-up effort. The emergency coordinator will determine the cause 
of the spill and determine remedial steps to ensure that recurrence is prevented. The 
emergency coordinator will review the cause with the ROICC and obtain his concurrence with 
the remedial action plan. 

OHM Project 16866SSHSP Health and Safety Plan hhch 199.5 
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9.0 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

As a prerequisite to employment at OHM, all field employees are required to take a 40-hour 
training class and pass a written examination. This training covers all forms of personal 
protective equipment, toxicological effects of various chemicals,hazard communication, 
bloodborne pathogens, handling of unknown tanks and drums confined-space entry 
procedures, and electrical safety. This course is in full compliance with OSHA requirements 
in 29 CFR 1910.120. In addition, all employees receive annual S-hour refresher training and 
three day on-site training under a trained experienced supervisor. Supervisory personnel 
receive an additional &hour training in handling hazardous waste operations. Copies of 
certification of this training will be maintained on-site for all workers assigned to this project. 

All personnel entering the exclusion zone will be trained in the provisions of this site safety 
plan and be required to sign the Health and Safety Plan Certification in Appendix A. 

OHM Proja 16866SSHSP Health and Safety Ran March 1995 
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10.0 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM 

All OHM personnel participate in a medical and health monitoring program. This program is 
initiated when the employee starts work with a complete physical and medical history and is 
continued on a regular basis. A listing of OHM’s worker medical profile is shown below. 
This program was developed in conjunction with a consultant toxicologist and OHM’s 
occupational health physician. Other medical consultants are retained when additional exper- 
tise is required. Medical certification for all site workers assigned to the project will be 
maintained on-site. 

The medical surveillance program meets the requirements of the OSHA Standard 29 CFR 
1910.120 (f). 

Table IO.1 
Worker Medical Profile 

Item 

Medical History 

Work History 

Visual Acuity and Tonometry 

Pulmonary Function Tests 

Physical Examination 

Audiometry Tests 

Chest X-Ray 

Complete Blood Counts 

Blood Chem. (SSAC-23 or equivalent) 

Urinalysis 

Dermatology Examination 

Electrocardiogram/Stress Test 

Initial Annual 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X (based 
on age) 

OHM Project 16866SSHSP Health and Safety Plan March 1995 
~fornwtian herein is proprietary and confidential and to be used or released to others only with explicit written permission of OHM Rancdiation 
services Corp. 
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10.1 EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 

Employees are examined initially upon start of employment, annually thereafter, and may be 
examined upon termination of employment. Unscheduled medical examinations are conducted: 

. At employee request after known or suspected exposure to toxic or hazardous 
materials 

. At the discretion of the client, the CM, SSO, or OHM occupational physician 
after known or suspected exposure to toxic or hazardous materials 

. At the discretion of the OHM occupational physician 

All nonscheduled medical examinations will include, as a minimum, all items specified above for 
periodic surveillance examination, with the exception of the chest x-ray, which will be conducted 
at the discretion of the occupational physician performing the examination. 

OHM Project 16866SSHSP Health and Safay Plan March 1995 
Information herein is pmprietary and confidential and to be used or released to others only with explicit written permission of OHM Remediation 
Sewices Corp. 
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HEALTH-AND-SAFETY PLAN CERTIFICATION 

By signing this document. I am stating that I have read and understand the Site Specific Health-and-Safety Plan 
for OHM Remediation Services Corp. personnel and visitors entering the site. 

. . 
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APPENDIX B - OHM HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 

1.0 =ERAI, 

The following written hazard communication program has been established for OHM 
Corporation. The purpose of this program is to transmit information about the various Chemical 
hazards in the work place to the workers using various media. The transmittal of information will 
be accomplished by means of a comprehensive hazard communication program, which will 
include container labeling and other forms of warning, material safety data sheets, and employee 
training in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1200 and 29 CFR 1926.59. 

The program will be available in corporate and regional Health and Safety Departments 
for reviews by all employees. It will also be available in the corporate library and clearly marked 
“Employee Right-to-Know” stations located within each individual shop and on each job site. 
OHM Corporation will accomplish the hazard communication requirements through formal 
safety training, departmental safety meetings, and job site safety meetings. 

2.0 gESPONSIB~ 

Puroo~: Overall responsibility rests with all corporate officers of OHM Corporation. A 
brief outline of responsibilities for those persons directly involved with the program will follow. 
These responsibilities are not all inclusive, but are designed to give guidance in initial and long- 
term program development since each area is different. These responsibilities may vary. 

Scooe: This program is intended to cover those employees who are directly involved 
with the handling of hazardous materials or supervision of those activities. 

2.1 Health and Safety Department Responsibilities 

1. Review operations with supervisors to determine what tasks require hazard 
communication training. 

2. Advise supervisory people as to which materials may need to be considered 
hazardous initially and eventually to ensure that hazard task determination is 
being done according to the written policy. 

3. Follow up through safety meetings and safety audits to ensure that supervisors are 
carrying out prescribed company policy. 

4. Notify supervisors of any operating changes affecting the hazardous materials 
being used. 

5. Periodically audit the Hazard Communication Program’s progress. Initially, this 
should be done biweekly, but later the audit may be done on a monthly or 
quarterly basis. 

2.2 Training Department Responsibilities 

1. Ensure that up-to-date records are maintained on training of all employees 
required to handle hazardous materials. The supervisor should keep copies of 
these records and should also send copies of the initial training to the corporate 
training secretary for the training file. 

2. Educate personnel upon initial training to the requirements of the Hazard 
Communication Standard. 



2.3 Supervisor Responsibilities 

1. Identify jobs requiring the use of hazardous chemicals and provide lists of those 
jobs and chemicals to the Health and Safety Department. 

2. Provide the training required by the Hazard Communication Standard and 
document training of employees in the safe handling of hazardous materials. 

3. Inspect engineering controls and personal protective equipment before each use. 
Health and Safety can help determine a suitable inspection plan for each 
application as needed. 

4. Make daily surveys of the work area to ensure that safe practices are being 
followed. Advise employees of unsafe work practices on the first occasion and 
consider further violations as disciplinary violations. 

5. Ensure required labeling practices are being followed. Labeling should be 
affixed to the container when it arrives. If the contents ate transferred to another 
container, then all label information (manufacturer, product name, and product 
number) must also be affixed to the new container, so that all containers of the 
material, regardless of size, are labeled. 

6. 

7. 

Enforce all applicable safety and health standards through periodic audits. 

Before ordering a material, determine if a Material Safety Data Sheet exist on file. 
Request an MSDS for any material without one. 

8. Send all new MSDSs to the Health and Safety Department after making a copy 
for the Employee Right-to-Know file. 

2.4 Employee Responsibilities 

1. Obey established safety rules and regulations 

2. Use all safety procedures and personnel protective equipment as required by 
company procedures 

3. Notify supervisor of the following: 

a. Any symptoms or unusual effects that may be related to the use of 
hazardous chemicals. 

4. 

b. Any missing or unreadable labels on containers. 

C. Missing, damaged, or malfunctioning safety equipment. 

Use approved labels on containers; do not remove labels (labels will be located in 
the warehouse). 

5. Do not use unapproved containers for hazardous materials. (are materials and 
containers compatible?) 

6. 

7. 

Know where emergency equipment and first-aid supplies are located before 
considering a possibly dangerous task. 

Know location of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs). These will be located in 
the “Employee Right-to-know” station for the respective shop/job site. 



8. Know what you are expected to do in case of an emergency. Before the 
commencement of any task, emergency considerations shall be made. 

2.5 Shipping/Receiving Personnel Responsibilities 

1. Ensure MSDS are received with initial shipment of a hazardous material; if not, 
contact purchasing to request the appropriate MSDS and also call the Health and 
Safety Department to determine if there is an MSDS available until the requested 
MSDS anives. 

2. Ensure labels are affixed to all containers. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Store hazardous materials in designated locations. 

Use proper personal protective equipment when handling hazardous materials. 

Report damaged containers or spills to the appropriate Health and Safely 
Department immediately. 

6. Request an MSDS from the manufacturer for any hazardous material that arrives 
in Findlay from a job. Also, a MSDS shall accompany any hazardous material 
that is sent to a job. 

3.0 HAZARD 

OHM Corporation will rely on Material Safety Data Sheets from hazardous chemical 
supplier to meet hazard determination requirements. Other relevant data from laboratory 
analyses, chemical reference materials, and chemical manufacturers’, written evaluation 
procedures will be utilized when warranted. No other method shall be used to determine 
chemical hazard unless approved by the Health and Safety Department. 

The shipping and receiving supervisors will be responsible for seeing that all containers 
arriving at OHM Corporation are properly and clearly labeled. Shipping and receiving 
supervisors shall also check all labels for chemical identity and appropriate hazard warnings. If 
the hazardous chemical is regulated by OSHA in a substance specific health standard, the 
supervisor or department manager shall ensure that the labels or other forms of warning used are 
in accordance with the requirements of that standard, Any container that is not labeled shall be 
immediately labeled correctly after initial discovery. 

Each supervisor or department manager shall be responsible for seeing that all portable 
containers used in their work area are properly labeled with chemical identity and hazard 
wanting. 

Supervisors or department managers shall also ensure that labels on hazardous chemical 
containers are not removed or defaced unless the container is immediately marked with the 
required information and that all labels are legible in English and prominently displayed on the 
container or readily available in the work area throughout each shift. 

If any container is found and the contents cannot be identified, the supervisor or 
manager shall be contacted immediately. When proper identification is made, a label shall be 
affixed to the container immediately. If it is discovered that no MSDS is available, the 
manufacturer and the Health and Safety Department shall be contacted to assist in locating the 
proper MSDS. If there is no way to identify the material in the container, the container should 
be set aside, away from all personnel until it can be tested by the Health and Safety Department 
or laboratory personnel. Supervisors and managers shall communicate their findings or 
awareness of such containers to all personnel in the area and to those who enter later. 



5.0 SAFETY DAT-TS tMsI1ssl. 

Each supervisor or department manager at OHM Corporation will be responsible for 
maintaining a current MSDS relevant to the hazardous chemicals used in their area The Health 
and Safety Department will be responsible for compiling the master MSDS file for the facility 
and aiding all shops/job sites with the completion and maintenance of their respective MSDS 
files. 

All MSDSs will be readily available for review by all employees during each work shift. 
Each shop/job site will designate a clearly marked “Employee Right-to-Know” station where 
employees can immediately obtain a MSDS and the required information in an emergency. 

Although manufacturers are required to provide employers with MSDSs on an initial 
chemical shipment, OHM Corporation purchasing agents (and supervisors purchasing their own 
material) shall request MSDSs and updates to MSDSs on all purchase orders. Supervisors and 
department managers that are without proper MSDSs shall be responsible for requesting this 
information from manufacturers for chemicals. A file of follow-up letters shall be maintained 
for all hazardous chemical shipments received without MSDSs. 

6.0 

It is the responsibility of the supervisor in charge of each employee to ensure that the 
employee is properly trained. Training employees on chemical hazards and chemical handling 
is accomplished at the time of initial employment at OHM Corporation, whenever a new chemical 
(or physical) hazard is introduced into the work area, and through ongoing formal and informal 
training programs. Additionally, chemical hazards are communicated to employees through 
daily, morning, shop specific safety meetings, which shall be documented according to topic, 
major points discussed, and names of those attending (attendance is mandatory). Also, biweekly 
hazardous chemical safety meetings wiil be prepared by the Health and Safety Department using 
similar documentation for shop areas. Attendance is mandatory for these meetings also. 
Documentation for shop safety meetings will be available in the respective Employee Right-to- 
know stations and biweekly safety meeting documentation will be available in the Health and 
Safety Department to all employees for further referencing and questioning. Records of all 
formal training conducted at OHM Corporation are coordinated and maintained by the Training 
Department secretary. 

At a minimum, OHM Corporation will inform employees on the following: 

. The requirements of 29 CFR 1910.1200--Hazard Communication--Evaluating 
the potential hazards of chemicals and communication of information 
concerning hazards and appropriate protective measures to employees. This is 
accomplished in several different ways including, but no limited to, 40-hour 
OSHA Hazardous Waste Worker Training (29 CFR 1910.120), shop safety 
meetings, job site safety meetings, Health and Safety Department safety meetings, 
and formal and informal training about specific chemical hazards. 

. The location and availability of the written hazard communication program, list 
of hazardous chemicals, and MSDS sheets--Notices will be periodically posted on 
the employee bulletin boards providing the location of the above material. 

. Any operations in their work area where hazardous chemicals are present. 

. What the company has done to lessen or prevent workers’ exposure to these 
chemicals. 

Employee training shall include at least: 



. Methods and observations that may be used to detect the presence or release of a 
hazardous chemical in the work area (monitoring instruments, visual appearance 
or odor), and acute and chronic health effects. 

. The physical and health hazards of chemicals in the work area (accomplished 
through periodic physical and chemical hazard awareness sessions developed by 
the Health and Safety Department). These sessions shall serve as chemical 
hazards refreshers. 

. The methods of preventing exposure to hazardous chemicals including the 
measures OHM Corporation has taken to protect the employees. 

. Procedures to follow if OHM Corporation employees are exposed to hazardous 
chemicals (location of nearest phone, emergency eyewash, and shower will be 
included). These discussions shall include proper operating procedures for all 
emergency equipment. 

. The details of the hazard communication program developed by OHM 
Corporation, including an explanation of the labeling system and the Material 
Safety Data Sheets, and how employees can obtain and use the appropriate 
hazard information. 

. Standard operating procedures within each respective shop. OHM Corporation 
company policy determines what is considered standard operating procedures. 

. Procedures for workers involved in non-routine tasks. 

Each supervisor or department manager shall ensure that the above training is 
emphasized to OHM Corporation employees. The Health and Safety Department will ensure that 
each shop, department, and job site is properly informing and training all employees through 
daily group meetings and individual discussions. Whenever a new hazardous chemical is placed 
into use, the supervisor or department manager shall inform the employees of the hazards which 
that chemical may pose. The supervisor or manager shall also be responsible for obtaining and 
making available a MSDS for the new chemical. 

7.0 OUS NON ROUTINE - TASKS 

Occasionally, employees at OHM Corporation are required to perform tasks which are 
considered to be non-routine. All tasks considered to be non-routine shall be carefully discussed 
among the supervisor and those performing the task. This safety briefing shall include all 
possible hazards that may be encountered while completing the task, including: 

. Hazard recognition 

. Chemicals involved and their hazardous properties 

. Physical hazards 

. Methods of avoiding all hazards (technical instruments, proper personal 
protective equipment, etc.) 

The following is list of some of the non-routine tasks which may occur at OHM 
Corporation together with some information needed to complete the tasks safely. 

. Confined Space Entry 

Obtain confined space entry procedure/permit from Health and Safety 
Department and follow all protocol before beginning task. Complete and 



have supervisor sign permit before any work begins. 

- Monitor atmosphere with explosimeter, oxygen meter, and any toxic gas 
meter as may be appropriate. 

Discuss specific chemical hazards. 

Discuss protective/safety measures the employee can take (e.g., Personal 
protective equipment and engineering controls, use of life lines, lock- 
out/tagout procedures, etc). 

Measures the company has taken to lessen the hazards including 
ventilation, respirator, presence of another employee, and emergency 
procedures. 

. Excavation, Trenching, and Shoring 

Obtain guidelines from Health and Safety Department before beginning 
task. 

Comply with all requirements set forth for this activity in 29 CFR Subpart 
P(excavating, trenching, shoring). 

- Discuss specific chemical hazards. 

Follow confined space entry procedure above if trench is above shoulder 
height. 

Discuss protective/safety measures the employee can take. 

Review appropriate accident prevention steps. 

. Decontamination of Equipment 

Determine possible contaminants and the hazards associated with them. 

Determine personal protection needed by contacting the Health and 
Safety Department. 

Alert all personnel in areas of contamination and decontamination 

Contain and secure all contaminated materials and decontamination 
materials. 

Contact the Health and Safety Department for proper disposal. 

It is company policy that no OHM Corporation employee will begin work on any non- 
routine task without first receiving a safety briefing from their supervisor or a Health and Safety 
Department representative. 

8.0 LNFORMING CONTRACTORS 

. Hazardous chemicals to which they may be exposed while performing a task 
including the following: 

Chemical properties 



Physical properties 
* Acute/Chronic health effects 

. Location of “Employee Right-to Know” station which includes the following: 

MSDS for work area 
Hazard Communication Program 
Other relevant safety material 

. Precautionary measures to be taken to protect employees from chemical and 
physical hazards. 

. Location of nearest emergency equipment (fire extinguisher, eyewash, shower, 
phone, first-aid kit, etc.) 

. Procedures to follow in the event of employee exposure. 

. Steps OHM Corporation has taken to reduce the risk of exposure to physical and 
chemical hazards including the following: 

Safety meetings 
Hazard Communication Program 

- Proper storage and labeling of hazardous chemicals 
Health and Safety Department shop audits 

. The methods used to label all hazardous chemicals. 

The Health and Safety Department shall offer assistance in providing the above 
information to contractors working at OHM Corporation. On initial visit by a contractor to OHM 
Corporation, a “Contractor Right-to-Know” release form shall be completed. This form will state 
that the above information has been communicated to the perspective contractor. 



APPENDIX C 

SITE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS 

Site Contaminants 
Chlordane 
DlX 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) 

Hazard Communication Chemicals 
Gasoline (Unleaded) 
Motor oil 
Alconox 
Anti-fog 
Bleach/detergent 
Diesel fuel 
Fire extinguishers 
Gear lube 
Grease 
Hand cleaner 
Calcium hypochlorite 
Liquid detergent 
Breathing air 
Isobutylene (calibration gas) 
Isopropyl alcohol 
Methane (calibration gas) 
Oil (hydraulic) 
Pentane (calibration gas) 
Starting fluid 
WD-40 



Genium Publishing Corp. Material Safety Data Sheets Collection 
One Genium Plaza 

Schenectady, NY 12304-4690 Chlordane MSDS No. 877 
(518) 377-8854 Date of Preparation: lo/93 

I  

:  ‘_ . . : .  ‘I “’ -Section 1 - Chemical Product and Company Identifjcation 42 
‘roduct/Chemical Name: Chlordane 
Chemical Formula: Cl&Q3 
ZAS No.: 57-74-9 (pure), 12789-03-6 (technical) 
iynonyms: Color Kil; Chlortox; dichiorochlordene; Dowchlor: NCI-COOO99; Octachlor; octachlorodihydrodicycyclopenradiene; 
1.2,4,5.6,7,8,8-octhlo~-2,3.3a.4,7,7a-hex~y~o~,7-me~anoindene; ocrachlom-4,7-merhanohy&oin~ne; octachloros,‘f. 
methanoteuahydroindane: Topichlor 20; Velsicol 1068. 
derivation: By Diels-Alder addition of hexachlorocyclopentadiene to cyclopentadiene, followed by reaction witi chlorine. Pure 
chlordane is a solid but in its commercial form it is mixed with a variety of solvents, namely deodorized kernsine, Typical 
concentrations are 2 to 80% chlordane. 
Zeneral Use: Chlordane was used as an insecticide until its ban by the EPA in 1988. Its primary use was for termites, but was 
also effective on ~s-%.s such as ants, cufworms, rose beetles, and grubs. A single application would provide termite protection 
for > 26 y-r. 
iendors: Consult the latest Chemical Week Buyers’ Guide. fl3) 
,:.: .,.,: . . . . . :..:- .,.,.,. $1; ;::y :::i ;:::::::i: :i%::::~: ..: . ...,. :.j..:;,.,>.:- .:. ..:.: :, :,~(. : . . . ..:....: ,: .,.,.,. :.:.:’ .,: .yj: ‘: :::‘:::- .,. .,.,. .,.. _,.,... . . . . . t&ii& . . : .:. 2yi (-Jjg tisi&‘c T Information Oh’Ih 

Zhlordane, 60 to 75% vol (technical grade, alpha and gamma isomers). 
mpurities: Because chlordane is found in solution, there is a mixture (25 to 40%) of - 26 organochlorine compounds, including 
heptachlor (4 to 10%). nonachlor, Diels-Alder adduct of cyclopentadiene and pentachlorocyclopentadiene, 
hexachlorocyclopentadiene, and octachlorocyclopentene. 

OSHA PEL NIOSH REL 
8-hr TWA: 0.5 mg/m3(skin) lo-hr TWA: 0.5 mgfm3(skin) 

ACGIH TLV IDLH Level 
TWA: 0.5 mg/m3(skin) Ca. 500 mg/m3 

DFG (Germany) MAK 
TWA: 0.5 mg/m3(skin) 
Category III: substances with 
systemic effects 

Onset of Effect > 2 hr 
Half-life: > shift length (suongly 
cumulative) 

Peak Exposure Limit: 5 mg/ms, 30 
min. average value, l/shift 

. . : .. ,:,, ::i.::, ,:,:;.: 2:: y;::. :.:. .:... -.. -. ~. ..; : : .: :.. .i. .;::. : : ..:. :: ;:. ..::: ,, 
._ . ..-. ‘.. :..: .: : : : j> ._. .: . .._., ./ :. Sectiof3, --Hazards Identific~~i~~:: . . :,..::--9- ::., :. . . . j;j’.: ::.I: 1’. ’ : 1 : .-:: ,. 

cl-&~Atifi Emergency Overview -A--?&?sQ . Wilson 

Chlordane is an organochlorine insecticide. It is a solid or a colorless to amber, viscous liquid with a pungent, 
Risk 

chlorine odor. It was banned in 1988 by the EPA because of its toxicity and persistency and bioconcentration Scale 

in the environment. Inhalation does not appear to be a significant problem at normal use levels, but high 
R 1 

concentrations would produce effects. However, skin absorption and ingestion of even small amounts can 
adversely affect the central nervous system, liver, and kidneys. Numerous deaths have been associated with : ;* 

exposure to chlordane. The pure compound is noncombustible, but because it was produced as a solution, its K 0 

flammability is dependent on the solvent used. 
l Slcin 
absorption 

Potential Health Effects HMS 

Primary Entry Routes: Skin absorption, ingestion, inhalation. 
Target Organs: Skin, liver, kidneys, blood, central nervous system, respiratory system. 
Acute Effects 

H 2 
F 1; 
R 0 

Inhalation: Acute toxic exposures via inhalation would cause symptoms similar to those via ingestion. 
Eye: Contact can be irritating. 
Skin: Contact may produce irritation. This appears to have been more common prior to 1951 when a greater 

t Varies 
depending 
on *he 

proportion of hexachlorocyclopentadiene was added. Chlordane can be absorbed through the skin in concentra- solvent(s) 
fions high enough to cause death. In one case, an accidental application caused death via respiratory failure within present. 

40 minutes post exposure. (See ingestion symptoms) Doesn’t 

Ingestion: Chlordane primarily affects the CNS by increasing excitability. Symptoms include confusion, bum wher 

agitation, tremor, incoordination, delirium, convulsions ranging from myoclonic jerking to violent seizures, and pure. 

coma. Liver (enlargement) and kidney damage (no urine output due to degeneration of kidney tubules) is PPE$ 

possible. Blood dyscrasias (imbalance in blood components) are common. Death is possible from respiratory or 
$Sec. 8 

kidney failure. 



MSDS No. 877 Chlordane 10/93 
Carcinogenicity: Chlordane is listed by the following agencies in regard to carcinogenicity: EPA-B2 (Probable human 

4 

carcinogen, sufficient animal and insufficient human evidence), IARC-2B (Possible human carcinogen, limited human evidence 
in absence of sufficient animal evidence), DFG MAK-B (Justifiably suspected as having carcinogenic potential), and NOSH-X 
‘Carcinogen defined without further categorization). In animal studies there is numerous evidence that chlordane is cancerous in 

ice, but these studies have not been reproduced in other animal species. 
. ..edical Conditions Aggravated by Long-Term Exposure: Liver and kidney disorders. 
Chronic Effects: Because chlordanc is retained in fatcells, chronic toxicity isa problem. A survey of homeowners who had 

their homes treated for termites with chlordane reported symptoms such as sinusitis, bronchitis, migraine, asthma, neuritis and 
neuralgia (pain with or without nerve degeneration, respectively) and ovarian and uterine diseases. However, it cannot be 
determined which and how many of these effects were due solely to exposure to chlordane. 

7 
i 

Inhalation: Remove exposed person to fresh air and support breathing as needed. 
Eye Contact: Do nor allow victim to rub or keep eyes tightly shut. Genrfy lift eyelids and flush immediately and continuously 

with flooding amounts of water for at least 15 min. Do not scrub! Consult a physician immediately. 
Skin Contact: Quickly remove contaminated clothing. Rinse with flooding amounts of water for at least 15 min. Wash exposed 

area with soap and water. Do nor scrub because this will increase absorption risk. For reddened or blistered skin, consult a 
physician. 

Ingestion: Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious or convulsing person. Contact a poison control center. Unless the 
poison control center advises otherwise, have the conscious and alert person drink 1 to 2 glasses of water, then induce vomiting 
(most effective if done within 30 min. of ingestion). 

Aflerfirst aid, get appropriate in-plant, paramedic, or community medical support. 
Note to Physicians: Chlordane’s metabolites oxychlordane and heptachlor epoxide are indicators useful for biological 

monitoring. Dialysis, exchange transfusion, and hemoperfusion are ineffective. Oral administration of cholestytamine may 
enhance excretion. 

Special Precautions/Procedures: Do not administer adrenergic amines which may further increase myocardial irritability and 
produce refractory ventricular arrhythmias. For seizures: Diazepam IV bolus - 5 to 10 mg. repeated every 15 min. PRN up to 

30 mg. If seizures cannot be controlled or recur, administer phenytoin or phenobarbital. 
,. .:..._ ./ . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. : ;, 

Q.sh Point: 225-F (107.2 ‘C), in kerosine solvent. Flash point may be c 100 l F (212 ‘C) depending on 
‘vent Pure chlordane is a noncombustible solid. 
Ah Point Method: OC 

Autoignition Temperature: 410’F (210’C) in kerosine solvent 
LEL: 0.7% v/v (kerosine solvent) 
UEL: 5% v/v (kerosine solvent) 

Genium 

1 

- 49 

2 0 
- 

Flammability Classification: Class RIB Combustible liquid (in kerosine solvent). 
Extinguishing Media: Use dry chemical, carbon dioxide, water spray, or alcohol-resistant foam. 
Unusual Fire or Explosion Hazards: Container may explode in heat of fire. Vapors may uavel to ignition source and flash 

back. Chlordane solutions pose a vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors, and in sewers. 
Hazardous Combustion Products: Include chlorine, hydrogen chloride, phosgene, and carbon oxide gases. 
Fire-Fighting Instructions: If possible without risk, move container from fire area. Apply cooling water to container sides until 

well after fire is out. Stay away from ends of tanks. Withdraw immediately if you hear a rising sound from venting safety 
device or notice any tank discoloration due to fire. Do not release runoff from fire control methods to sewers or waterways. 

Fire-Fighting Equipment: Because fue may produce toxic thermal decomposition products, wear a self-contained breathing 
apparatus (SCBA) with a full facepiece operated in pressure-demand or positive-pressure mode. Stnrctural firefighters’ 
protective clothing is not effective for fires involving chlordane. 
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Spill /Leak Procedures: Notify safety personnel, isolate and ventilate area, deny entry, and stay upwind. Shut off all ignition 
sources. Cleanup personnel should protect against exposure. 

Small Spills: Take up with earth, sand, vermiculite, or other absorbent, noncombustible material. 
Large Spills 

Containment: For large spills, dike far ahead of liquid spill for later disposal. Do not release into sewers or waterways. 
Cleanup: Mop any residue with a mild alkali solution (will release the chlorine). 
Regulatory Requirements: Foilow applicable OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.120). - _ _ _ 
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. - 4ling Precautions: Use non-sparking tools to open containers. 
Age Requirements: Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area away from heat, ignition sources, and incompatibles (Sec. 10). 

Containers should be aluminum, aluminum clad, or high-bake phenolic enamel-lined metal. 



Engineering Controls: To prevent static sparks, elecaically bond and ground all equipment used with and around chlordane. 
Ventilation: Provide general or local exhaust ventilation systems to maintain airborne concentrations below OSHA PELs 
(Sec. 2). Local exhaust ventilation is preferred because it prevents contaminant dispersion into the work area by conwlling it at 
its source.(lo3) 

Administrative Controls: Consider preplacement and periodic medical exams of exposed workers with emphasis on the skin, 
liver, kidneys, blood, CNS and respiratory system. 

Respiratory Protection: Seek professional advice prior to respirator selection and use. Follow OSHA respirator regulations (29 
CFR 1910.134) and, if necessary, wear a MSIGVNIOSH-approved respirator. For any detectable levels, use a SCBA or 
supplied-air respirator (with auxiliary SCBA) with a full facepiece and operated in pressure-demand or other positive pressure 
mode. For emergency or nonroutine operations (cleaning spills, reactor vessels, or storage tanks), wear an SCBA. Warning! 
Air-purifying respirators do not protect workers in oxygen-deficient atmospheres. If respirators are used, OSHA requires a 
written respiratory protection program that includes at leasr medical certification, training, fit-testing, periodic environmental 
monitoring, maintenance, inspection, cleaning, and convenient, sanitary storage areas. 

Protective Clothing/Equipment: Wear chemically protective gloves, boots, aprons, and gauntlets to prevent prolonged or 
repeated skin contact. Teflon has a breakthrough time of > 4 hr and is a suitable material for PPE. Wear protective eyeglasses or 
chemical safety goggles, per OSHA eye- and face-protection regulations (29 CFR 1910.133). Because contact lens use in 
industry is controversial, establish your own policy. 

Safety Stations: Make available in the work area emergency eyewash stations, safety/quick-drench showers, and washing 
facilities. 

Contaminated Equipment: Separate contaminated work clothes from street clothes. Launder before reuse. Remove this 
material from your shoes and clean personal protective equipment. 

Comments: Never eat, drink, or smoke in work areas. Practice good personal hygiene after using this material, especially before 
eating, drinking, smoking, using the toilet, or applying cosmetics. 

Physical State: Solid (pure), liquid (technical) 
Appearance and Odor: Colorless to amber, viscous 

liouid with a ouneent. chlorine odor. 

Other Solubilities: Soluble in aliphatic and aromatic 
hydrocarbons including deodorized kerosine. Decomposes 
in alkalis. 

-1- r Y 

Odor Threshold: 5 x lo4 ppm Boiling Point: 347 l F (175 ‘C) at 2 mm Hg 
Vapor Pressure: O.oooOl mm Hg at 25 ‘F (77 ‘C) Melting Point: 203 to 204.8 ‘F (95 to % ‘C), pi 
Formula Weight: 409.8 Viscosity: 69 P at 77 ‘F (25 ‘C) 
Specific Gravity (HzO=l, at 4 “C): 1.56 at 25 ‘C (77 ‘F) Refraction Index: 1.56 to 1.57 at 77 ‘F (2; 5 l C) 
Water Soiubility : 9 pg/L at 77 ‘F (25 ‘C) Surface Tension: 25 dyne/cm at 68 l F (20 ‘C) 

ue solid 

OctanoUWater Partition Coefficient: log Kow = 2.78 
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Stability: Chlordane is stable at room temperature in closed containers under normal storage and handling conditions. 
Polymerization: Hazardous polymerization does not occur. 
Chemical Incompatibilities: Include oxidizers and alkalis. Corrosive to iron and zinc. Attacks some forms of plastics, rubber, 

and coatings. 
Conditions to Avoid: Exposure to heat, ignition sources, and incompatibles. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Thermal oxidative decomposition of chlordane can produce toxic chlorine, phosgene, 

hydrogen chloride, and carbon oxide gases. 
E: . . . . . i.:::. :_ ,..:.:‘. : :.;....;:. :.::: --:-. ..,.. :. ,. :. ..; :.::. Section fl- Toxicol@ical Informationi ::--,i:;:F: ‘:;.:{.!-I ;-i-:::-:-.-ii:~~i~~.~~~:~~.-;ili~: 

Toxicity Data:’ 

Acute Inhalation Effects: 
Cat, inhalation, LCso: 100 mg/m3/4 hr caused 
somnolence, excitement and convulsions or 
effect on seizure threshold. 

Teratogenicity: Mouse, oral: 152 mg/kg given for 1 to 19 days of 
pregnancy-caused developmental abnormalities of the immune and 
reticuloendothelial systems. 

Acute Oral Effects: 

Carcinogenicity: Mouse, oral: 2020 mg/kg 
given for 80 continuous weeks caused liver 
tumors. 

Man, oral, TDLo: 3071 !.@kg produced coma, difficulty breathing, 
and nausea or vomiting. 

Human, oral, LDLo: 29 mg/kg caused fatty liver degeneration. 
Human, skin, LDLo: 428 mgfkg caused uemor, ataxia. and 

Mutagenicity: Human, lymphocyte cell: 
10 pal/L caused mutation. 

convulsions or effect on seizure threshold. 
Rat, oral, LD5o: 200 mg/kg 

l See MOSH, RTECS (PB98OOOOO). for additional toxicity data 



1 Ecotoxicity: Goldfish, TLm = 0.5 ppm/96 hr; bluegill, LC5o = 57 to 74.8 pm96 hr; brown trout, LC50 = 11.1 pg#g6 k, 
~ mallard duck, LD50 = 858 ppm: pheasant, LD50 = 430 ppm. 

concentration: Pinfish (Lagodon rhomboides), 96 hr BCF = 6227; frogs (Xenopus laevis), 96 hr BCF = 108 
,nvironmental Degradation: Chlordane is not very mobile in soil and is not likely to leach. The degradation rate is estimated at 
1.05 to 28.33%/yr with a mean half-life of 3.3 yr. It can volatilize from the surface (especially if soil is moist). In water, 
chlordane is not expected to hydrolyze oxidize, or undergo direct photolysis. It volatilizes with an estimated half-life of 7.3 to 
7.9 hr from a river 1 m deep, glowing 1 m/set. with a wind velocity of 3 m/set at 73.4 ‘F (23 ‘C). In air, chlordane will react in 
the vapor phase with photochemically produced hydroxyl radicals with an estimated half-life of 6.2 hr. 

MSDS No. 877 Chlordane 10193 
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Disposal: Chlordane is a good candidate for liquid injection incineration or rotary kiln incineration. Although chlordane is 
decomposed by alkalis, the basic objection to this treatment is time. It could take several days to weeks to ensure complete 
hydrolysis. If spilled in water at > 10 ppm, apply activated carbon at 10 X spilled amount. Connct your supplier or a licensed 
contractor for detailed recommendations. Follow applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Container Cleaning and Disposal: Triple rinse containers and dispose of rinse water as you would other chlordane waste. If 
possible, return to supplier for reuse or if this is not in accordance with 49 CFR 173.28. puncture container and either ship to 
scrap metal facility for recycling or send to landfill. 
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DOT Transportation Data (49 CFR 172.101): 

Shipping Name: Grganochlorine 
pesticides liquid, flammable, 
toxic, n.o.s. flash point less than 
23 ‘C* 

Shipping Symbols: - 
Hazard Class: 3 
ID No.: UN2762 

-Packing Group: II 
abel: Flammable liquid, Poison 

.pecial Provisions (172.102): - 

Packaging Authorizations Quantity Limitations 
a) Exceptions: None a) Passenger, Aircraft, or Railcar: 1 L 
b) Non-bulk Packaging: 173.202 b) Cargo Aircraft Only: 60 L 
c) Bulk Packaging: 173.243 

Vessel Stowage Requirements 
a) Vessel Stowage: B 

‘b) Other: - 

* Depending on the flesh points of the solvent involved, if greater than 73 l F (23 ‘C). the UN No. will be 2995. 

EPA Regulations: 
Listed as a RCRA Hazardous Waste Number (40 CFR 261.33): U036 
RCRA Hazardous Waste Classification (40 CFR 261.33): Not classified 
Listed as a CERCLA Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 302.4) per CWA. Sec. 3 11 (b)(4) 
CERCLA Reportable Quantity (RQ), 1 lb (0.454 kg) 
SARA 311/312 Codes: 1.2 

*. 

Listed as a SARA Toxic Chemical (40 CFR 372.65) 
Listed as a SARA EHS (Extremely Hazardous Substance) (40 CFR 355): Threshold Planning Quantity (TPQ): 1,000 lb 
OSHA Regulations: 
Listed as a Air Contaminant (29 CFR 1910.1000, Table 2-1.2-l-A) 
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References: 73, 103, 124, 126, 127, 132, 133, 136, 148, 153, 168, 183.186 

Prepared By ...................... :. ......... M Garmon, BA 
Industrial Hygiene Review.. ....... DJ Wilson, CIH 
Medical Review ........................... J Brent, IMD, PhD 

Disclaimer: Judgments as to the suitability of information herein for the purchaser’s purposes are necessarily the purchaser’s 
responsibility. Although reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of such information, Genium Publishing Corporation 
extends no warranties, makes no representations, and assumes no responsibility as to the accuracy or suitability of such 
-‘oxmation for application to the purchaser’s intended purpose or for conseQuences of its use. 



GeniumOiiilkhiig Corp. Material Safety Data Sheets Collection 

Schenectady, NY 123044690 DDT (Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) 
(518) 377-8854 MSDS No. 155 

Date of Preparation: lo/93 
I 
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Product/Chemical Name: . . . . DDT (Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) 
Chemical Formula: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (ClC&)2CHCC13 
CAS No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...... 50-29-3 
Synonyms: Agritan; 2,2-bis@-chlorophenyI)-l,l,l-trichloroethane; chlorophenothan; Citox; dichlorodiphenylaichloroethane; 

Dicophane; diphenyltrichloroethane; Genimx; Kopsol; NCI-COO464; Neocid; Pentech: nichlorobis (4-do~phenyl) &am; 

1,1’-(2,2,2-uichloroethylidene)bis(4-chlorobenzene), Zerdane. 
Derivation: Prepared by condensing chloral or chloral hydrate with chlorobenzene in presence of sulfuric acid. 
General Use: One of the most widely used conract insecticides from 1945 until its ban in 1972. Although banned in he U.S. 
(except for such uses as emergency health situations and for controlling body lice), it is st.iIl widely used in the wpics for contn 

of vector-carrying diseases such as malaria, yellow fever, dengue, filariasis, louse-borne typhus, and louse-borne relapsing feve 

:;..y,:,: :i:: :i-;:,:::; .:.- :y: . ...)- .: : : .: : :, ,. .:,i .:j.. : :.Qi .:.::.i 
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DDT: p>DDT 70% wt + o>‘DDT 30% wt (technical grade) 
Trace Impurities: DDD, DDE 

OSHA PELs NIOSH REL 
8-hr TWA: 1 m@m3 (skin) lo-hr TWA: 0.5 mg/m3 

DFG (Germany) MAK (skin) 
TWA: 1 mg/m3 (total dust) 

ACGIH TLVs 
TWA: 1 mg/m3 

Ca*: (Limit of quantitation: 0.1 
mg/m3) 

IDLH Level 
Ca* 

Category III: Substances with systemic 
effects 

Onser of effect: > 2 hr. 
Peak Exposure Limit: 10 mg/m3, 30 

min. average value, l/shift 

. because of its persistence in Risk 

the environment and potential for bioaccumuladon, DDT has not produced toxicity in workers who either Scale 
manufactured or used it (even over many years). However, this lack of toxicity is based on inhalation and R 1 

skin absorption. If DDT is ingested, especially in large amounts, central nervous system effects will occur I3 

with possible liver damage. DDT is considered a confirmed animal carcinogen and a suspected human s 1* . 
K 2 

*Skin 
Potential Health Effects absorption 

Primary Entry Routes: Inhalation, ingestion, skin contact. HMIS 
Target Organs: Central nervous system, liver, skin, peripheral nervous system. H 2t 
Acute Eflects F 2 

Inhalation: Inhalation does not appear to cause toxicity beyond that of minor mechanical irritation. R 0 

Eye: Exposure to 423 mg/m3/1 hr/day for 6 days caused eye irritation. 
Skin: Skin absorption may occur from some DDT solutions, but degree of absorption will depend on the solvent 

tchmic 
effecls 

involved. Aqueous solutions and the powder or crystals are not easily absorbed. PPE* 
Ingestion: DDT can cause a variety of central nervous system effects if ingested. Large doses generally result in kec 8 , 
vomiting, while smaller doses cause symptoms within 2 to 3 hr post-ingestion. Symptoms include tingling of the 
lips. tongue, and face: malaise; headache; sore throat: fatigue; tremors of the head,. neck, and eyelids; apprehension; ataxia; and 
confusion. Convulsions and paralysis of rhe hands is possible in severe exposures (if vomiting does nof occur). Vital signs are 
usually normal, but in severe poisonings, the pulse may be irregular and abnormally slow. Based on animal studies, it is 
expected that ventricular fibrillation and sudden death can occur at any time during acute poisoning. Recovery from acute 
poisoning generally occurs within 24 hr except in the most serious cases. 

Carcinogenicity: DDT is considered a suspected human carcinogen by several governmental agencies. IARC-2B (possibly 
carcinogenic to humans, limited evidence in humans in the absence of sufficient evidence in experimental animals), NTP-2 
(reasonably anticipated to be a carcinogen: limited human evidence or sufficient animal evidence), EPA-B2 (sufficient animal 
evidence; inadequate human evidence), and NIOSH-X (carcinogen defined without further categorization) 

Medical Conditions Aggravated by Long-Term Exposure: Possibly, disorders of the central nervous system and liver. 



MSDS No. 155 DDT (Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) 10193 
Chronic Effects: There are conflicting reports on whether or not DDT produces chronic effects in humans. Although it is well 

established that chronic exposure in experimental animals produces effects including liver damage, CNS degeneration, 
dermatitis, weakness, convulsions, coma, and death, these effects are not confirmed in humans. Liver cancer is confirmed in 

,-h animals, but has not been documented in humans. These conflicting reports appear due to the lack of documented chronic 
toxicity in workers and data showing that DDT and its metabolites are retained in the body fat for long time periods, thus 
providing a basis for the possibility of chronic toxicity. 

Other: Solvents such as kerosine are added to DDT as a vehicle and, depending on the type involved, may be more toxic than 
DDT itself. 

Section 4 - First Aid Measures . . 

Inhalation: Remove exposed person to fresh air and support breathing as needed. 
Eye Contact: Do not allow victim to rub or keep eyes tightly shut. Gently lift eyelids and flush immediately and continuously 
with flooding amounts of water until transported to an emergency medical facility. Consult a physician immediately. 

Skin Contact: Quickly remove contaminated clothing. Rinse away any loose material and wash exposed area with soap and water 
For reddened or blistered skin, consult a physician. Carefully dispose of contaminated clothing because it may pose a fue hazard 

Ingestion: Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious or convulsing person. Contact a poison control center. Unless the 
poison control center advises otherwise, have the conscious and alert person drink 1 to 2 glasses of water to dilute. Do not 
induce vomiting. Gastric lavage should be performed promptly. 

Afterfirst aid, get appropriate in-pht, paramedic, or community medical support. 
Notes to Physicians: Effects may be delayed; keep under observation. 
Special Precautions/Procedures: Amobarbital or pentobarbital is recommended for the relief of central neurological 

manifestations; tribromoethanol and paraldehyde are recommended for allaying prolonged convulsions. 
:. ..:. ./. 
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Flash Point: DDT itself is noncombustible but is dissolved in a variety of solvents. The average quoted Flash 
Point is 162 ‘F (72.2 ‘C) although the specific vehicle is not identified. 

Flash Point Method: CC 
Autoignition Temperature: None reported 
LEL: None reported 
UEL: None reported 
Flammability Classification: Class IIIA Combustible Liquid (varies depending on vehide) 

rtinguishing Media: For small fires, use dry chemical, water spray, or regular foam. For large fires, use - 

Genium 

water spray, fog, or regular foam. 
Unusual Fire or Explosion Hazards: Container may explode in heat of fire. 
Hazardous Combustion Products: Chloride fumes and carbon oxide gases. 
Fire-Fighting Instructions: Do not release runoff from fire control methods to sewers or waterways. Fight fire from maximum 
distance. Stay away from ends of tanks. 

Fire-Fighting Equipment: Because fue may produce toxic thermal decomposition products, wear a self-contained breathing 
apparatus (SCBA) with a full facepiece operated in pressure-demand or positive-pressure mode. Structural fire fighters’ 
protective clothing is not effective. 

.: -..‘.. :. ., . . :;:.:.:. _. .‘:,..I ..(.. : ; Section. 6 -Accidental Release Measures. -.- :.:-jj; ,: $>- ‘~~~~:.i:-~il:::.:‘::;i. ..:,, 

Spill /Leak Procedures: Notify safety personnel, isolate area, deny entry, and stay upwind. Shut off all ignition sources. 
Cleanup personnel should protect against contamination. 

Small Spills: For dry spills, carefully scoop up material or vacuum (with an approved filter). Damp mop any residue. For small 
solution spills, take up with earth, sand, vermiculite, or other absorbent material and place in suitable containers for disposal. 

Large Spills 
Containment: Dike far ahead of liquid spill for later reclamation or disposal. Do not release into sewers or waterways. 
Regulatory Requirements: Follow applicable OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.120). 

Handling Precautions: lose non-sparking tools to open containers. Keep dry chemical extinguishers on hand in case of fire. 
Storage Requirements: Prevent physical damage to containers. Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area away from heat, 

ignition sources, and incompatibles (Sec. 10). Do not store in aluminum or iron containers. 

Engineering Controls: To prevent static sparks, electrically ground and bond all equipment used with and around DDT. 
Ventilation: Provide general or local exhaust ventilation systems to maintain airborne concentrations below OSHA PEL 

‘;ec. 2). Local exhaust ventilation is preferred because it prevents contaminant dispersion into the work area by controlling it at 
its source.(lo3) 

Administrative Controls: Consider preplacement and periodic medical exams of exposed workers with emphasis on the liver 
and central nervous system. 



10193 DDT (Dichlorodiphengltrichloroethane) MSDSNo.153 
Respiratory Protection: Seek professional advice prior to respirator selection and use. Follow OSHA respirator regulations (29 
CFR 19 10.134) and, if necessary, wear a MSHAMOSH-approved respirator. For any detectable concentration, use a SCBA 
with a full facepiece and operated in pressure demand or other positive-pressure mode, or any supplied-air respirator wirh a full 
facepiece and operated in pressure demand or other positive-pressure mode with an auxiliary SCBA. For emergency or 
nonroutine operations (cleaning spills, reactor vessels, or storage tanks), wear an SCBA. Warning! Air-pwifing respirators do 
not protect workers in oxygen-dejicienr armospheres. If respirators are used, OSHA requires a written respiratory protection 
program that includes at least: medical certification, training, fit-testing, periodic environmental monitoring, maintenance, 
inspection, cleaning, and convenient, sanitary storage areas. 

?rotective Clothing/Equipment: Wear chemically protective gloves, boots, aprons, and gauntlets made of bury1 rubber to 
prevent prolonged or repeated skin contact. Wear protective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggles, per OSHA eye- and face- 
protection regulations (29 CFR 1910.133). Because contact lens use in industry is controversial, establish your own policy. 

Safety Stations: Make available in the work area emergency eyewash stations, safety/quick-drench showers, and washing 
facilities. 

Contaminated Equipment: Separate contaminated work clothes from street clothes. Launder before reuse. Remove this 
material from your shoes and clean personal protective equipment. 

Zomments: Never eat. drink, or smoke in work areas. Practice good personal hygiene after using this material, especially before 
eating, drinking, smoking, using the toilet, or applying cosmetics. 

Physical State: Solid 
ippearance and Odor: White m gray crystals or powder which is odorless or has a slight aromatic odor. 
3dor Threshold: 5.0725 mg/m3 
Vapor Pressure: 5.5 x 10m6 mm Hg at 68 ‘F (20 ‘C) 
Formula Weight: 354.48 
Specitic Gravity (HzO=l, at 4 l C): 0.98 to 0.99 
Water Solubility : 0.0012 ppm 
3ther Solubilities (g DDT/lOO m.L): acetone 58.95% alcohol 2, benzene 78, benzyl benzoate 42, carbon tetrachloride 45, 
chlorobenzene 74, cyclohexanone 116, dibutyl phthalate 33, odichlorobenzene 68, dichlorodifluoromethane 2, dioxane 100, 
ethyl ether 28, gasoline 10, isopropanol3, kerosine 8 to 10, methylated naphthalenes 40 to 60,. mineral oil 5, morpholine 75, 
peanut oil 11, pine oil 0 to 16, tetralin 61, tributyl phosphate 50, and xylene 60. 

Boiling Point: 365 l F (185 ‘C) 
Melting Point: 227 ‘F (108.3 l C) 

stability: DDT is stable at room temperature in closed containers under normal storage and handling conditions. It biodegrades 
very slowly. 

Polymerization: Hazardous polymeriition does not occur. 
Chemical Incompatibilities: Strong oxiditlrs, alkaline materials. iron and aluminum salts. L. 
Conditions to Avoid: Exposure to heat, ignition sources, and incompatibles. 
Hazardous Decomwsition Products: Thermal oxidative decomposition of DDT can produce carbon dioxide. 

Toxicity Data:’ 

Eye Eflecis: None reported. 

Skin Effects: None reported. 

Acute Oral Effects: 
Human, oral, LDb: 500 mg/‘kg caused 
convulsions, cardiac arrhythmias, and 
respiratory changes. 

Rat, oral, LD5o: 87 mg/kg; details not reported 

Carcinogenicity: Rat, oral, TDb: 1225 mg/kg given for 7 continuous 
weeks caused liver tumors. 

Mutagenicity: E. coli: 15 pal/L caused DNA damage. 
Teratogenicity: Rat, oral, TDh: 112 mg/kg given to a 56 day old 
male caused paternal effects (spermatogenesis, testes, epididymis. 
sperm duct). 

’ See NIOSH. RTECS (KJ3325OCQ. for additional toxicity data 

. ..y. : . ., .’ . . .: I ., . : Section 12 _ Eco]ogica] Information ..-.:.: ;.: .. ;I:::... ,:: .: . . ,: 

Ecotoxicity: Glass shrimp (Pafuemonestes kadiakensis), LC50 = 2.3 mcg/L/96 hr at 69.8 ‘F (21 ‘C); Japanese quail, 2 month old 
male, (Cot~mirjuponica), LD50 = 841 mg/kg; bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus), LC50 = 28.7 mcg/L/36 hr. 

Page 3 of 4 



MSDS No. 155 DDT (Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) 10193 
Environmental Degradation: In water, DDT will adsorb strongly to sediments, significantly bioconcenuate in fish, and will be 
subject to considerable evaporation with an estimated half-life of several hr to almost 50 hr from certain waters. It may 
biodegrade when high concentrations of required microbes (Escherichia, Hydrogenomonas, and Saccharomyces) are present. 

/ -3n land, DDT will adsorb strongly and should not auureciablv leach to nroundwater. It mav evanorate (half-life of 100 davs) r . 
nd is subject to photooxidation-from soil. DDT may signifi&ly biodegrade in flooded soils or under anaerobic conditions 

provided high populations of the required microbes are present Half-life ranges from 2 to > 15 yr. In the air. DDT is subject to 
direct photooxidation and reaction with photochemically produced hydroxyl radicals (est. half-life = 2 days). Wet and dry 
deposition am significant mechanisms for removal from air. 

Disposal: DDT is a good candidate for rotary kiln or liquid injection incineration (furnace with afterburner and alkali scrubber). 
60 to 80% removal of DDT from contaminated soils has been achieved in 10 min. by super critical-carbon dioxide extraction. 
Contact your supplier or a licensed contractor for detailed recommendations. Follow applicable Federal, state, and local 
regulations. 

Container Cleaning and Disposal: Triple rinse containers. Containers in good condition should be returned to the manufacturer 
and those that are not reusable should be punctured and transported to a scrap metal facility for recycling, disposal, or burial in 
a designated landfill. 

DOT Transportation Data (49 CFR 172.101): 

Shipping Name: Organcchlorine 
pesticides, solid toxic, n.o.s. 

Shipping Symbols: - 
Hazard Class: 6.1 
ID No.: UN2761 
Packing Group: III 
Label: Keep Away From Food 
Special Provisions (172.102): - 

Packaging Authorizations 
a) Exceptions: 173.153 
b) Non-bulk Packaging: 173.213 
c) Bulk Packaging: 173.240 

Quantity Limitations 
a) Passenger, Aircraft, or Railcar: 100 kg 
b) Cargo Aircraft Only: 200 kg 

Vessel Stowage Requirements 
a) Vessel Stowage: A 
b) Other: 40 

A Regulations: 
KCRA Hazardous Waste Number (40 CFR 261.33): U061 
Listed as a RCRA Hazardous Waste Classification (40 CFR 261.33) 
Listed as a CERCLA Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 302.4) per RCRA, Sec. 3001; CWA. Sec. 3 11 (b)(4); and CWA, Sec. 307(a) 
CERCLA Reportable Quantity (RQ), 1 lb (0.454 kg) 
SARA Toxic Chemical (40 CFR 372.65): Not listed 
SARA EHS (Extremely Hazardous Substance) (40 CFR 355): Not listed 
OSHA Regulations: 

c. 

Listed as an Air Contaminant (29 CFR 1910.1000, Table Z-1, Z-l-A) 

. . . . . . . . . . . ..~.--.. ““. ’ :.:~‘.‘.“’ ...::..... .: ..,.;,,: . . . ..... i ~.j “1:. .. .:,.,.; :::.,j,z .,: :.: 2:: ,... :.::...:.:..:.: ./. :. ( ,.: .:..:.:;.:.::j:.... :.-;. ..-:.:.; Se&h. f6 .,i: Other Inform&on :, I :. .~ .:.,,.:,. +:::+.- ; . . . . ::~::,.:+.; ‘.:~-.i.:.~~:.-.:‘:.:~~ :::.,. :;iy;zi; ,. 

Reference: 73,101,103,124,I26,127,132,133,136,139.148.l53~ 167,1fj8,169* 176.180* 183 

Prepared By ................................. M Gannon, BA 
Industrial Hygiene Review.. ....... PA Roy, MPH, CIH 
Medical Review ........................... T Thobum, MD, MPH 

Disclaimer: Judgments as to the suitability of information herein for the purchaser’s purposes are necessarily the purchaser’s 
responsibility. Although reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of such information, Genium Publishing Corporation 
extends no warranties, makes no representations, and assumes no responsibility as to the accuracy or suitability of such 
information for application to the purchaser’s intended purpose or for consequences of its use. 



1 Material Safety Data Sheets Collection: 

a ’ Genium Publishing Corporation 
One Genium Plaza Sheet No. 683 

Schenectady, NY 123043690 USA Polychlorlnated Biphenyls (PCBs) (518)377-8854 Issued: 1 I;,, - Revision: A, $I/92 
Section 1. Material Identification 39 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls [C12HI~.. Cl, (n=3,4,5)] Description: A class of nonpolar chlorinated hydrocarbons with a R 1 NFPA 
biphenyl nucleus (two benzene nuclei COMeCti by a single C-C bond) in which any or all of the hydrogen atoms have been 1 4 
replaced by chlorine. Commercial PCBs are mixtures of chlorinated biphenyl isomers with varying degrees of chlorination. S 3* 
Prepared industrially by the chlorination of biphenyl with anhydrous chlorine in the presence of a catalyst such as ferric K 1 
chloride or iron filings. Except for limited research and development applicarions, PCBs have not been produced in the US *skin 
since 1977. When large quantities of PCBs were manufactured in the US. they were markete-d under the tradename Aroclor absorption WIs 
(Monsanto) and were characterized by four digit numbers. The fint two digits indicating biphenyis (12). aiphenyls (54). or 
both (25.44); the last two digits indicating the weight percent of chlorine. PCBs’ thermal stability. nonflammability, and F :$ 
high dielectric capability made them very useful in elecnical equipmenr Formerly used as additives in hydraulic fluids, heat 
transfer systems. lubricants, cutting oils. printer’s ink, fire retardant& asphalL brake linings, automobile body sealants. :PE; 
plasticizers. adhesives, synthetic rubber, floor tile, wax extenders, &dusting agents, pesticide extenders. and carbonless tsec.ll 
reproducing paper. PCBs are still used in certain existing electrical capacitors and transformers that require enhanced f  chronic 

electrical protection to avoid heating Tom sustained electric faults. 
Elfecu 

Other Designations: CAS No. 1336-36-3. Aroclor. Clophen. Chlorextol, chlorinated biphenyls. chlorinated diphenyl. 
chlorinated diphenylene. chloro biphenyl. chloro-l.l-biphenyi. DykanoL Fenclor. Inerteen. Kaneclor, Montar. Noflamol, 
Phenoclor. Pyralene. Pyranol. Santotherm. Sovol. Therminol FR-1 

Cautions: PCBs are potent liver toxins that may be absorbed through skin Potentially, chronic or delayed toxicity is significant because PCBs 
accumulate in fatty tissue and may reasonably be anticipated to be carcinogens. PCBs are a bioaccumulative environmental hazard. When 
bumed decomposition products may be more hazardous than the PCBs. 

Section 2,. Ihgredi’ents and Occu@titinaI Ibposure Limits ..‘.C.:.:.-1: ,,.. ..:i’: .{.‘>’ : .‘. .: -.; :f-.;:.:: .‘:i:. .‘y:’ ..;. :. 
PCBs. contain various levels of polychlorinated dibenzofurans and chlorinated naphthalenes as contaminants 

1991 OSHA PELs, Skin 1985-86 Toxicity Data* 
8-hr TWA (Chlorodiphenyl, 42% chlorine): 1 mg/m’ 
8-hr TWA (Chlorodiphenyl, 54% chlorine): 0.5 mdrn’ 

1990 DFG (Germany) MAK, Danger of Cutaneous Absorption 
TWA (Chlorodiphenyl, 42% chlorine): 0.1 ppm (1 mg/m3) 
Category III Substances with systemic effects, onset of effect > 2 hr.. 

half-lie > shift length (strongly cumulative) 
Shon-term Level: 1 ppm. 30 min., average value, 1 per shift 
TWA (Chlorodiphenyl. 54% chlorine): 0.05 ppm (0.5 mg/m’) 
Category III: (see above) 

Rat, oral, TD: 1250 m&kg administered intermittently for 25 
weeks produced liver tumors. 

Mammal, oral. m: 325 mg/kg administered to female for 
30 days prior to mating and from the 1st to the 36th day of 
gestation produced effects on new&m (stillbirth: live birth 
index: viability index). 

1990 NIOSH REL - 
TWA (Chlorodiphenyl. 42% chlorine): 0.001 mg/m’ 
TWA (Chlorodiphenyl, 54% chlorine): 0.001 mg/mJ 

Short-term Level: 0.5 ppm, 30 min., average value, 1 per shift 1992-93 ACGIH TLVs, Skin * 
TWA (Chlorodiphe-nyl. 42% chlorine): 1 mp/m3 
TWA (Chlorodiphenyl. 54% chlorine): 05 mg/m3 

** These guidelines offer reasonably good protection against systemic intoxication, but may no4 guarantee that chloroacne wat’t @XIX. . 
t See NIOSH. RTECS ~Ql3SOWO). for additional reproductive. tumorigenic. and toxicity data. 

Section 3. Physical Data* :. : . . . . 
Boiling Point: 644-707 ‘F (340-375 ‘C) Specific Gravity: 1.3 to 1.8 at 20 ‘C 
Melting Point: 42%: -2.2 l F (-19.c); 54%: 14 ‘F (-10 ‘C) Water Solubllity: Low solubility (0.007 to 5.9 mg/L) 
Vapor Pressure: 1 mm Hg at 100 ‘F (38 ‘C); 1D6 to lo’ mm at 20 l C Other Solubllities: Most common organic solvents, oils, and fats; 
Molecular Weight: 188.7 to 398.5 slightly soluble in glycerol and glywls. 

Appearance and Odor: PCBs vary from mobile oily liquids to white crystalline solids and hard non-crystalline resins, depending upon 
chlorine content 

l physical and chemical propeniu vary widely according 10 degree and tc the position of chlorination. 

Section 4. Fire and Explosion Data .: . . . . ‘,.“. 
Flash Point: 286-385 ‘F (141-196 ‘C) OC* ] Autoignition Tempera&e: 464 ‘F (240 ‘C)lLEL: None reported j UEL: None reported 

Extinrmishine Media: Use extinguishing media suitable TV tie surrounding fi. Use dry chemical, foam, carbon dioxide (CO*), or wa.er mray. 
Water spray iay be ineffective. &e war> spray to cool fire-exposed containers or transformers. Do not scatter PCBs with high-pressure Gate; 
streams. Unusual Fire or Explosion Hazards: Combustion products (Hydrogen chloride. phosgene, polychlorinated dibenzofurans, and furans) 
are more hazardous than the PCBs themselves. Special Flre-lighting Pmcedures: Because fire may produce toxic thermal decomposition 
products. wear a selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) with a full facepiece operated in pressuredemand or positive-pressure mode. Ap- 
proach fire from upwind to avoid highly toxic decomposition products. Structural firefighter’s protective clothing wiil provide limited protection. 
Do not release runoff from fire conuol methods to sewers or waterways. Dike for later disposal. 
l Flash points shown are a range for various PCBs. Some forms do nor have flash points. 

Section 5. Reactivity Data 
Stability/Polymerization: PCBs are very stable mare&Is but are subject to photodechlorination when exposed to sunlight or W (specual region 
above 290 nanometers). Hazardous polymerization cannot occur. Chemical Incompatibilities: PCBs are chemically inerr and resistant to 
oxidation, acids, and bases. Conditions to Avoid: Avoid hear and ignition sources. 
Hazardous Products of Decomposition: Thermal oxidtiive decomposition [1112-12M l F (600-650 ‘C)] of PCBs can produce highly toxic 
derivatives, including polychlorinared dibenzo-para-dioxins (PCDDs). polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs). hydrogen chloride, phosgene and 
other inimts. 



No. 683 Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PcBs) 9i92 
,Section 6. Health Hazard Data 
Carcinogenlcity: The IARC> I&) and NTP(‘m list PCBs as an IARC probable carcinogen (overall evaluation is 2A; limited human data; sufficient 
animal data) and NTP anticipated carcinogen, respectively. Summary of Riski: FCBs are potent liver toxins that can be absorbed through 

- broken skin in toxic amounts without immediate pain or irritation. PCBs have low acute toxicity. but can accumulate in fatty tissue and severe 
Ith effects may develop later. Generally, toxicity’ increases with a higher chlorine content: PC&oxides are more toxic. The-toxic action on the 

-per also increases with simultaneous exposure to other liver toxins, e.g. chlorinated solvents, alcohol, and certain drugs. Pathological pregnancies 
(abnormal pigmentations, abortions, stillbirths, and underweight births) have been associated with increased PCB serum levels in mothers; PCBs 
can be passed in breast milk. PCBs can affect the reproductive system of adults. Medical Conditions Aggravated by Long-Term Exposure: 
Skin, liver, and respiratory disease. Target Organs: Skin, liver, eyes, mucous membranes, and respiratory tract Primary Entry Routes: 
Inhalation. dermal contact. ingestion. Acute Effects: Exposure to PC5 vapor or mist is severely irritating to the skin. eyes. nose. throat. and upper 
respiratory uact. Intense acute exposure to high concentrations may result in eye. lung, and liver injury. Systemic effects include nausea, vomiting, 
increased blood pressure. fatigue, weight loss. jaundice, edema and abdominal pain. Cognitive, neurobehavior and psychomotor impairment and 
memory loss have also been seen afta acute exposure. Chronic Effects: Repeated exposure to PCBs can cause chloroacne: redness, swelling, 
dryness. thickening and darkening of the skin and nails; swelling and burning of the eyes, and excessive eye discharge; distinctive hair follicles: 
gastrointestinal disturbances; neurological symptoms including headache, dizziness, depression, nervousness. numbness of the extremities, and 
joint and muscle pain; liver enlargement; menstrual changes in women; and chronic bronchitis. Cancer, primarily liver, is also a possible result of 
exposure, but data is inconclusive. 
FIRST AID Eyes: Do not allow victim to rub or keep eyes tightly shut Rinsing eyes with medical oil (olive, mineral) initially may remove PCB 
and halt irritation better than water rinsing alone. Gently lift eyelids and flush immediately and continuously with flooding amounts of water until 
transported to an emergency medical facility. Consult a physician immediately. Skin: QuicWy remove contaminated clothing. Rinse with flooding 
amounts of water for at least 15 min. Wash exposed area with soap and water. &fulripfe soap rind wcuer warhings are necessary. Avoid the use of 
organic solvents to clean the skin. For reddened or blistered skin, consult a physician. Inhalation: Remove exposed person to fresh air and support 
breathing as needed. Ingestion: ln most cases. accidental PCB ingestion will not be recognized until long after vomiting would be of any value. 
Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious or convulsing person. Vomiting of the pure substance may cause aspiration. Consult a physician. 
Note to Physicians: Monitor patients for increased hepatic enzymes, chloroacne. and eye, gastrointestinal. and neurologic symptoms listed above. 
Diagnostic tests include blood levels of PCBs and altered liver enzymes. 

Section 7. Spill, Leak, and Disposal Procedures : 
Spill/Leak: Notify safety personnel, evacuate all unnecessary personnel, provide adequate ventilation. and isolate hazard area. Cleanup personnel 
should protect against vapor inhalation and skin or eye contact For small spills, take up with sand or other noncombustible material and place into 
containers for later disposal. For larger spills. dike far ahead of spill to contain for later disposal. Follow applicable OSHA regulations (29 CFR 
1910.120). Environmental Transport: PCBs have been shown to bio-concentrate significantly in aquatic organisms. Ecotoxicity: Bluegill, TLm: 
0.278 ppm/96 hr. Mallard Duck. LDb 2000 ppm. Environmental Degradation: In general, the persistence. of PCBs increases wirh an increase 
degree of chlorination. Sol1 Absorption/iMobillty: PC& are tightly absorbed in soil and generally do not leach si 
systems. However. in the presence of organic solvents, PCBs may leach rapidly through the soil. Volatilization of 

nificandy in most aqueous soil 
f  CBS from soil may be slow, but 

over time may be significant. Disposal: Approved PCB disposal methods include: incineration with scrubbing, high-efficiency boilers. landfills, an 
EPA-approved alternative disposal methods. Each disposal method has various criteria. Contact your supplier or a licensed conuactor for detailed 
recommendations. Follow applicable Federal. state, and local regulations. 
“PA Designations 

RA Hazardous Waste (40 CFR 261.33): Not listed 
.RA Extremely Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 355): Not listed 

OSHA Designations 

Listed as a SARA Toxic Chemical (40 CFR 372.65) 
Listed as an Air Contaminant (29 CFR 1910.1OCO. Table Z-l-A) 

Listed as a CERCLA Hazardous Substance* (40 CFR 302.4): Final Reportable Quantity (RQJ 1 lb (0.454 kg) [* per CWA. Sec. 311(b)(4) 
and 307(a)l . 

Section 8. Special Protection Data 
Goggles: Wear protective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggles. per OSHA eye- and face-protection regulations (29 CFR 1910.133). Because 
contact lens use in industry is conwversial. establish your own policy. Respirator: Seek professional advice prior to respirator selection and use. 
Follow OSHA respirator regulations (29 CFR 1910.134) and. if necessary, wear a MSHA/NIOSH-approved respirator. Select respirator based on it 
suitability to provide adequate worker protection for given working conditions, level of airborne contamination, and presence of sufficient oxygen. 
Minimum respiratory protection should include a combination dust-fume-mist and organic vapor cartridge or canister or air-supplied, depending 
upon the situation. For emergency or nonroutine operations (cleaning spills, reactor vessels. or storage tanks), wear an SCBA. Warning! Air- 
pwtfiing respirators do not protect workers in oxygen-deficient atmospheres. I f  respirators are used, OSHA requires a written respiratory protec- 
tion program that includes at least: medical certification, Raining. fit-testing. periodic environmental monitoring, maintenance, inspection. cleaning 
and convenient, sanitary storage areas. Other: Wear chemically protective gloves. boots. aprons, and gauntlets to prevent all skin contact. Butyl 
rubber, ncoprcne, Teflon, and fluorocarbon rubber have break through times greater than 8 hrs. Ventilation: Provide general and local exhaust 
ventilation systems to maintain airborne concenaadons below the OSHA PEL (Sec. 2). Local exhaust ventilation is preferred because it prevents 
contaminant dispersion into the work area by controlling it at its source. W) Safety Stations: Make available in the work area emergency eyewash 
stations, safety/quick-drench showers. and washing facilities. Contaminated Equipmenl: Separate contaminated work clothes born street clothes 
and launder before reuse. Segregate contaminated clothing in such a manner so that there is no direct contact by laundry personnel. Implement 
quality assurance to ascertain the completeness of the cleaning procedures. Remove this material from your shoes and clean PPE. Comments: 
Never eat. drink, or smoke in work areas. Practice good personal hygiene after using this material. especially before eating, drinking, smoking, 
using the toilet. or applying cosmetics. 

Section 9. Special Precautions and Comments 
Storage Requirements: Store in a closed labelled container in a ventilated area with appropriate air pollution control equipment. Engineering 
Controls: To reduce potential health hazards. use sufficient dilution or local exhaust ventilation to control airborne contaminants and co maintain 
concenaadons at the lowest practical level. Administratlve Controls: Inform employees of the adverse heaith effects associated with PCBs. Limi 
access to PCB work areas to authorized personnel. Consider preplacement and periodic medical examinations with emphasis on the skin, liver, 
lung. and reproductive system. Monitor PCB blood levels. Consider possible effects on the fetus. Keep medical records for the entire length of 
employment and for the following 30 yrs. Transportation Data (49 CFR 172.101) 
DOT Shipping Name: Polychlorinared biphenyls Packaging Authorizations Quantity Limitations 
DOT Hazard Class: 9 a) Exceptions: 173.155 a) Passenger Aircraft or Railcar: 100 I 
- No.: UN23 15 b) Non-bulk Packaging: 173.202 b) Cargo Aircraft Only: 220 L 

T Packing-Gro_up_: II c) Bulk Packaging: 173.241 Vessel Stowage Requirements 
3T Label: CLASS Y 

1 Special Provisions (172.102): 9. N81 
a) Vessel Stowage: A 
b) Other: 34 
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MATERIAL SAFEIY DATA iHEX- ’ 

f  ’ 
Manwacxrer’s ANSUL. FiiiE PROTECTION. WORMALO U.S.. INC. merge=+ (715) 73.5i411 1 
NatltOZ Tehqmne NO; 

&IWbE: Cne Stanton Stmet ,Uannaae. ‘WI 34lj3-2%2 Ctner InformariM Same 
cux 

-00 ay: Safety ana kea4Ut Oepanmenr our ?rspuscc June 1. 1389 

SECTION 1 - IUENTITY 
~oIMV%IN~~M:(I~WO~U~~~) FORAY Oty Chemtcat Zxunguuning Agent asHa; N/A 
(TnOa Name and Synonyms) I 

NIA ih~s is a Mixnxe Mixrure 

l=cmIou: NIA 

9c CAS No. AcaH n.v bana Touoiy Oau 

LBStflanS lMol-262 29 mppd’ NOA 

I Magnestum Alummum Silicate Less man 10 8037-l&3 10 mgm NOA 

‘Million pamc!es per cubic foot 

PAR73 - OTHER INGREDIE??TS 

ounr Cmoonenarl (ctlanmal and wmman nurMstr SC asNo. kWTOX8CIlYOuI 

Monoammomum Phospnare Gre;ner than 75 7722-761 NOA 

Anmontum Sulfate Gmacer man 10 778340.2 NOA 

Metny! Hycrogen Polysrioxane Lessvlanl 6374857-2 NOA 

Yellow Pigment Lern man 0.1 546a-75-7 NOA 
t 

SECTION 3 - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERSTICS (Fire and Explosion Data) 
_. 

Es? 
N/A 

=zw -v 
NIA vw- N/A 

(mm% 

Anounna- Yellow ccm8d pouuder. no crlafac8nscic odor 
wodcy: I 
l=bllFoim Non8 Rammo~.~~mp WA 

F2iz- 
N/A A- NIA 

in*ireceyu- Tom- 

w 5s NONE - THIS IS AN MTlNGUlSHlNG AGENT 
Gqmmq ?maaura: 

Un- Firs an0 None 
Goiosxm nzarcz 

SECTION 4 - PHYSiCAL HAZAROS 
.s&oll~ 

“~zz s 
Ganawm NIA 
InAvaQ: 

..-. . * . 

InaOmOj1110ati(Y Strong aMalis. .rAg 
(MaI- :o AvOKn: 

iizzz%zIjon - 
NH3 anafor POX may be euolveU 

HWu HavccnLr a commons NIA 
Petym’ :Puon: will NO1 cuar a IOA-WX 

c 1 



SECTION 5 - HEALTH HAZIROS 
Thrau\ola 
lima varua: 

OSHA nwsanca dun limit 01 15 myhis or AC3ii-l nu1~afic.e CUR value of 10 myM3 for me eignt hour 
tim**eiqred average. 

Aaules a1 Ewy 
ef-3 Crrraa 

Mildly imtatlng for a st7ofi period of time. 

Sun CJlvaa May be mtlaly irritating. 

IMaUIy)nr Treat ds a 4mineral dusf lrrttant :a tRe respiratory DaC. 

ItWpSUOtl: Nat an expeced route of entty. 

sqlu arw ana Ovorwowaue 3ansient uucn. sROi7ness of brealb. 

smJ’m &WIC C%WSXDKWX Chrmc fibmsls of fne lung. oneumocanross 
Heoicai C~mlons Gamiaay 
Aqgrawao 3y Exoomte 

3eaczive airway 

cawalLswUl3mliqM 
Ha-T- ?i : 

IARC. Yw c 
or Pacmrtal: plognm: Wncqrdans No 0 oslu; ‘E : 

. 

SECTlON 6 - E?wlERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
1 C* Carta Flusn WIVI larg amounts of wat* if imtaoon perslsts. seek Medical attention. I 

Shh Contra Wash with suap and water: if irntaticn persists. seek Mediti arrention. 

h7tUhiOil: Remove vidm to fresh air. Seek Medical artention if dlsnmf~rt continues. 

hqasion: If  ptienc is conscious. give large amounts of water and induce vomiting. Seek Medical help. 

SECTION 7 - SPECIAL PROTEfX’lON INFORMATION 
Rscory .+mnzon 
tsa=w M-r 

Oust masx where dustmess it prevaient, or TLV exceeded. M&anicaf filter re5praror if exposure is 
pfOlCXlCpd. 

ZL 
Oiscretionary MB Aecummended 

(G--G 

Ey‘e 
Reaammended as mechanical barrier far pmlanged 
exmsum I 

cmar Pmraava 
calnbg w al.wlmmr 

It imfatfon occurs. long sfeeves and impervious gloves should be worn. 
I 

SECTlON 8 1 SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS AND SPILULEAK PROCZ9JRES 
Pruauwns IO w ramm 
in Handng an4 Slm29a: 

Should be nored in onqmai contamer or Ansul fire exringuisher. 

oma, 
PreaUflOnS: 

00 not mtx agents. 

1 

, 
I 

Diiposa of in compliance with local. state. and federal regulations. 

1 

HAZAROOUs MATEiSIAL IDEN?X=iCATlON SYSTEM RATINGS 
ti*ZLao IN~C(: 
4 -nszam 1 
3 Sumus Hazard 

- H6u.m 

2 haeanats HapI 0 fLaMMA8ILm 
1 sliinc WazIa 

. 0 HimmU HsarO 
0 w#u,7rvlrf -. 

N/A = Nor Appliczofe NDA = No Oara Avadable 

;. . . . 
.f- 



Al&LIE WLX-?URPOSE LS GSR LUBRICANT 
Prcduct Cede: 473 

PAGE I 
67i2 

NFTA HAZXRO RATING 
4 - Extreme 

Fire 

A 1 
- High 
- Moderate Toxicity Reactivity 

1 - Slight 
0 - Insignificant 

Special 
=---c-v- A-- - --=:-=x=======3=======c--= ---- -- 

DIVISION ?JlD LCC-XTTON---SXTION i ---- ---===1===-==5===----------- 
Division: AMALfE RE'iNING COMPANY 
tocztiaq: 8RAOFOR0, PENNSYLVANIA 

ONE AMAL!E WAY,BRAOfORO,PA,16701 
Emercencv Telo,chane Number: (814) 368-6111 
Trtnszarzzticn Emercencv: CHEMTREC l-(NO 424-9300 (U.S. and Canada) 

--- -==l======i=i====-----=========-=---~--~ -w- 

C%~TCAL .AND P5YSiC.XL PR0953'XZS---SECTION 11 I._ 

ChemicaL Nane: 
pei,roleum hydracarbon plus additives 

Farm=u:a: not applicable 
Razsrrtious Deczmcosition ?zducts: 

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide fram burning. 
axides of phosghoraus from burning 
oxides of sulfur 

.- 

Inczncacibllit-r I:Cees zwzv from1 : 
strong oxidizers suc9 as hydrogen peroxide, btamine, and chromic acid. 

Toxic 2nd Ezzzr;-aus incredients: 
L. none 

Zom: liquid Odor: pungent,sulfur*type 
ucearznca : vis:gus liquid Gy: green to brcrwn 

Specific Gravitv (water-l) : .a9 
aaitix PcJint: greater than 33O'C (625'F) 
J5elt;r.c ?sint;: -18'C (O'F) 
so~ubi~iyt in Water (bv welcht 41: 0 at ZO'C 

Evzccrztlcn Qt$: 0 
Vac:cr ?:-essure (mm E-:c et tgaCI: 0 
Vacor C)er.si.tv/ fair=ll : nat volaZile 
CE 12s is\ : nat appiicable 

tab ilit-,: Prgducz is stable under noma 
visc=s:~“t 57s a’T. ‘,o(yay: LeSj than LOO 

cagditians 

page) (Continued on next 
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UITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
: .’ lpIP013P111134==1f3==*===~=============--=======-========-====~===-=*=-==- 

AMALIE MULTI-PURPOSE LS GEAR LU8RICXNT PAGE 2 
:A. Frcduct Csda: 473 6752 

-=x-~======-x=3P========~-~----~~ 

FIX .L?lD i:~IOSON DATA---SiCTICN IIZ 
, -,,=-==~3~-=--===*=-==---- ----m-- 
Saecis 1 Fi,r= Fi rkri r)r Yw=c&~dr=s: . -v...mm..- - - 

00 not use wattr exctpc 5s fag. 
Unusaz!, Fire zr.2 Zx3Lcsisn Eazads: 

none 
plas?zoint: (Method Used) Clevd? and apen cup greater than l?O'C (375'i) 
FlamnabLe 1 imits s;: nat appiichle 

~!,ncu~shL.nc acer.ts : 
Orychemical or 'Aatarfog or CO2 or Faam 
Closed containers expose4 to fire may be coole4 with water. 

,-===-=-==3==3=3==3---=x=- -===m=I====r== -------z----a--- ----- 

IiEALTl3 K;?ZARD DATA---SiCTION IV 
--=-========-====I=========----- -------------------------------- - 
~azG.ssiSle concentrttians f air\ : 

If use4 in applications where a mist may be generated, observe a TWA/PEL of S 
mq/m3 for mineral oil mist (OSifA and ACGIH). 

Chronic effects if cveT=y‘Josuze: 
Prolonged or rzpeatei-s?jn contact may cause denatitis (skin irritation) 

l r imerzenc-7 First Aid ?rocadurts: 
Eves: Immediately iiush with large quantities of water for at least 15 

minutes and call a physician. 
Skin Cantrct: Remove excess with cloth or paper. Wash thoroughly with soap and 

water. 
Inhalstion: Rernave victim to fresh air. Call a physician. 
- s A $wa Llowed : Call a physician immediately. 00 NOT induce vomiting. (Vomiting 

may cause aspiration into lungs resulting in chemical 
pneumonia.) 

-3 
> --,-w .--=Zn=3------ - -- 

SPECIAL PROTECTION I~FOR.K~TION---SiCION V s 
PSZ ,,,=-==5=--- < 

Ventilation Tvce 4ertj.=e< IZcca!, , meckanica?. , saeciall : 
Local if nectssary to maintain aIlowable PEL(permissible exposure, limit) or 
TLVlthreshhoid 1 imit value) . 

QeszF-=t=r*t py.gtec=Fcr, fscecifv tyme\ : 
Use NiO%/MS;iA ctrtiiie.. + respirator with dual organic vapor/mist and particulatzs 
cartrfdce if vapor concan trati an exe,--. -As permissible exposure 1 imit. 

(Conti nueA,n next page) 



WITCO MATERIAL SAFETY OATA SHEET 
,- . I~i*~~~P111111=13==--==-=~--=-=-~~-~=-=----*~~~~~=---~~~=~~=~~~~~~~~-~~=~ 

:;A 
AMALIE MJLTI-PURPOSE LS GEAR LUERICXHT PAGE 3 

p~~6uct Cade : 473 6752 

lE.A.NDLING OF S?'ILiS OR Li,S---SECTTON VT 

ur=caA?‘v?,s =‘c?- c -w-- 79an--‘IJc : 

Transfer bulk of mixture into another container. Absorb residue with an inert 
material such as earth, sand, or ve5niculitS. Sweep up and dispose as solid waste 
in accsrdance wi th local:, stats, and federal regul atians. 

waste Disacsa&: 
Oi spas2 ai in accardanc, = with all applicabit federal, state and local 
regul atians. 

S?SCIAL ?R3C?JJTIONS---SECZON VSI 

precautions to be t&en in hzndlinc and storzce: 
00 not handle or stare at ttaperatures aver 

: 38x (IOO'F) 

--- ---=--eni,----.s! -- si-x- * 

WJ.NS?ClRTATION DATA---SECTION VIII 
----- w -xf==- c-z,s=31=zm P----l==--------------- 

0.0.72. : Not Regulated 
.--"" kemr:a,kle Ouantitv: not appl icabl e ._ ( Fraichc Classificztian: Petroleum Lubricating Oil 

Special Trznsuorzatian Notts: 
nane 

------ --,m=-3- ------- - ---x--m=----- 

colGENTs 
c. 

-,-==I----=-=I==-==-P=======~ ---,mz=----- - 

l STATE REGULATORY INFORMATION: 
Pennsylvania Warker And Community Right To Know Act: This product contains the - 
following ingredient(s). 
Hydrocarbon oils CAS. NO. 8020-83-s 
The additive mixtures in this product have been declared a trade secret by the 
addi t i ve manufacturers. 

,OrecareC! bv: Robert Kel 1 
Title: Group Supervi sar, 
oricinal Oat=: 05/20/81 
Revt;,s Fen Daze: 04- 12-90 
Suzerseties : 0749-89 

i am 
Lubricants Testing, Matncana 

sect t!z: OAV ID OA80 t Eii 
QHM CmJ 
ihio UEST 8EAVER ST 
JACKSONV l LLE F!. 322g5 Date Ser.-, : 10/30/92 

(C anti nued on next page) 



We believe the statenents, technical information and recmmendatians contained herein 
are rel i abie but they are given without warranty or guarantee of any kind, express 
ar imp1 ied, ;nd we assume no respansibility for any loss, damage, or expense, direct 
or cansequential, arising out of their use. 

: 

. . 

--_ 



.- 

. . 



C.c? ra r: i c eT’2czs cf ovP’zx=cst2’l: 
Exttnded skin csntact may c3us2 d2xxtitis to scme individuai s. 

(C ~n;inueAl a:: nex: Parr) 



We be? ieve the s”ca:zimts, tdnicri iniarzatian and r,,- ~7mmfatians csntai ned herd n 
am tal i abia, hut tkzy tfz given wi",fcut warranty or quarant at any kind, express 
at imp? ied, and we asime na rzsgansibiiity fat any lass, damage, ar expenst, ,dirzct 
or cmsquentiaT, arising out at’ their usa. i. 



- 

Rcruzas ce %7-f: 
- tnhalatian - Skin 

Cart i na5enicisy: 
- Nane tiawn x - NT? 

Signs am2 Symszs~s a+ Excasure: 

A Eye 

- IARC 

_x rn~eszicn 

- OSiA Regulatad 

-- -.- -- _ -- -.d. _- . - .  . - .  - . -  .m .-- 



Materkd Safety Data Sheets Collection: 
Genium Publishing Corporation 

1145 CataIyn stfaet Sheet No, 68 
Schenectady, NY 12303-1836 USA Calcium Hypochlorite 

(518) 377-8854 
I Issued: 7/80 Revision: A, 1 l/89 

Section 1, Material Identifiat.ion..:-: :: 2 ::.~.~~~.~~~.~:~~,~;‘:.~.~~-,:~:.~~~~,:’:.~~~~..,~,..~. -1.:. :; :G:+ : ::.. . . . . . ,..: .,.,ji.J,: f i ,,.. :,, :::: ; .,.. : ; : ., .: ,~, :,. . . ,., 30 

C&ium Hyp~hlorite Descrfpdon: Cat~i~m hypochlorite dihydrate pmcipita& from chlorinated lime slurrv R 1 NFPA 
and caustic soda and is dried under vacuum to produce calcium hypochlorik Used as a disinfectant (for - I - 
swimming pools), bleaching agent (Paper towels), fungicide. deodorant, oxidiziag agent, bactericide, sad 
algicide; ia sugar refmiag sad potable wafer purification. 

Other Designations: Calcium oxychloride (improperly C&d); losantia; hypochlorous acid; calcium salt; 
HTH* (high-test hypochlorite); lime chloride; Ca(ocI)z; CAS NO. 7778-54-3. 

“,‘-I$$@ 

Manufacturer: Contact your supplier or distributor. Consult the latest Chekcufw~ek Buyers’ Gui& (Genium !Ys iY”z 
ref. 73) for a suppliers list. 

E 20 
pPG* PPC, 

*Sec.8 
Section 2, Ingredients and Occupationa Exposure Lim& 1). -1.:.,:.:-1’.~:...,,.-_--:~ .,.:.I .: ,..,; :,.... ..i:~~:~.~.;,.:,~ .I: . . . 
Calcium hypcchlorite* 

OSHA PEL ACGM TLV, 1988-89 NOSH REL, 1987 Toxkity Data 
None established None established None established Rag oral, LD,: 850 mgkg 

Uausaal Fke or Expltxion Hazards: When heated in a fm situation, containers caa rupture violently! Contaminating or arixiag calcium 
hypochlorite with foreign rnaterlals (combustibles, grease, chemicals, fuels) can cause fires of great intensity. Its solid form is moderately 
explosive when heated. 
Special Flrc-flghtlng Procedures: Wear a self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) with a full facepiece operated in the pressuredemand or 
positive-pressure mode. Full protective clothing is also necessary. Fight massive fires using unmanned hose holders. If this is impossible, let fire 
burn sad withdraw from hazardous amas. 

S&ion 5. R-&&y Data. ‘-.:;-.:: .Ir+$;:: l:: +::,-ii:i:;: .:.. ;i.;,:, :i.i;:i::;i:I~...i:i.:~:il:l-:::~~.~,-5 -.., y:;;:j :~y;;;,.: ,.,. 5::: :.;:i:l:i-,:~,:~-:;:.,::::~~..:ij;:~.::~~:j j;;.;I..;L;I: :.:::- i’ :‘,.::,.:j-\,T;;: :. . . .’ 

StabllitylPolymerization: Calcium hypcchlotite is steble at room tempereture in suitable closed con&km when kept drj and &, from 
contamination. Hazardous polymerization cannot occur. 
Chemical Incompatibilities: Calcium hypochlorite is a powerful oxidizing agent that readily ignites combustibles. Violent resctioas or explo- 
sions can occur, for example. with amines, carbon teaachloride and heaL carbon or charcoal and hea& ethyl alcohol, metal oxides, mercaptons. 
sulfur, turpentine, strong reducing agents, organic matter, combustible materials, nitromethaae, aaaaoaium chloride, N,Ndichloramethylamimine 
aad heat, acetic acid aad potassium cyaaide, ethanol, isobutanetbiol, methanol, 1-pro-paaethiol, sad rust Reacts with water or steam to produce 
toxic and corrosive fumes or HCl and Cl-(Sec. 6). Potentially explosive with sodium carbonate, stamh, and sodium hydrogen sulfate. Reaction 
with nitrogenous bases or acetylene forms explosive products. Ignites on contact with glycerine algacide and hydroxy compounds (e.g., glycerol, 
diethyleae glycol moaomethyl ether, and phenol), aad orgsnic sulfur compounds. Material containing over 60% available chlorine ignites on 
contact with lubricating oil (addition of about 20% or more water prevents this). On contact with acids it forms hypochlorous acid sad liberates 
q gas. It fonts the highly explosive NCl, with urea. 
Hazardous Products of Decomposition: Rapid exothermic (heat-producing) decomposition above 347 ‘F(175 l C) releases oxygea and chlorine. 
When heated to decomposition, calcium hypochlorite emits highly toxic hydrochloric acid (I-ICI) fumes sad explodes. 

~019990emnmPnbl~corpon5a 
&ycDmmsclllurolrepwbu&a rrmmtGmp-~~pchibilsd 



No. 68 Calcium Hypochlorite 1 l/89 

:Section 6, Health Hazard Data : ‘. .-.., 
Carcinogenfcity: Neither the NTP. IARC, nor OSHA lists calcium hypochlorite as a carcinogen. 

,$unmary of Risks: This strong oxidizing agent can irritate and damage ail the tissue it contacts, with the degree of injury depending on the dose, 
f bailable chlorine level, and exposure time. The chlorine this compound generates is the primary toxic agent Both the powder and solutions 

reduce chlorine levels corrosive to body tissues. Inhaling its vapor is extremeiy irritating and toxic. Possible injuries include: conjunctivitis, I 

I*’ 

/ 

blepharitis (inflammation of the margins of the eyelids), corneal ulcerations, gingivitis, contact dermatitis, and tooth damage. Medical Coadi- 
tions Aggravated by Long-Term Exposure: Repeated contact can severely damage tissue. Target Organs: Skin, eyes, respiratory system 
stomach. Primary Entry: Inhalation, ingestion. Acute Effects: Skin contact can produce initati~n and vesicular eruptions. Dust inhalation 
irritates the respiratory tract and may cause pulmonary edema. Ingestion irritates the mouth, throat, and stomach, and gastric acid liberates 
hypochlorous acid. Fatalities can result from severe complications of local injury, shock, toxemia, hemorrage, wall perforation, and obstruction. 
Chronic Effects: Eczematoid dermatitis may result from repeated skin contact Eye contact can cause severe eye damage. 
FIRSTAID 
Eyes: Flush immediately, including under tht eyelids, gently but thoroughly with flooding amounts of running water for at least 15 mm. 
Skin: After rinsing affected area with flooding amounts of wata. wash it with soap and water. Inhalation: Remove exposed person to fresh air 
and support breathing as needed. Ingestion: Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious or convulsing person. If ingested, promptly rinse 
mouth of conscious person with water before giving large amounts of milk or water to drink, followed by milk of magnesia. 
After first aid, get approprlate in-plaat, paramedic, or community medical attention and support. 

Section 7. Spil?, Leak, and Disposal Procedures : .:. ‘, ., 
SpiIULeak: Notify safety personnel of spills. Remove combustibles and ignition sources. Those involved in cleanup need protection against 
contact with the solid and dust inhalation. Prevent dust generation and prevent direct discharge into sewers or waterways since this material, in 
low concentrations, is toxic to aquatic life. Recover uncontaminated solid material in clean, dry containers. Cover other spilled material with weak 
reducing agents (3M HaSO, with bisulfites or ferrous salts), slurry it with water, and then flush it with water to a suitable holding tank Wash spill 
site well with soap solution containing a weak reducing agent 
Disposal: Use reducing agents to destroy available chlorine. Adjust this reduced liquid’s pH to neutral and decant Discharge neutral liquid, 
diluting with much water. Dispose of neutral sludge (if any) in a landfiil. Contact your supplier or a licensed contractor for detailed ncommenda- 
tions. Follow applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

OSHA Designattous 
Air Contaminant (29 CFR 1910.1000, Subpart 2): Not listed 
EPA Designations 
RCRA Hazardous Waste (40 CFR 261.33): Not listed 
Listed as a CERCLA Hazardous Substance* (40 CFR 302.4). Reportable Quantity (RQ): 10 lb (4.54 kg) [* Per Clean Water Act, Sec. 31 l@)(4)] 
SARA Extremely Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 3%): Not listed 
‘AR.4 Toxic Chemical (40 CFR 372.65): Not listed 
sation 8; Sp&&i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i-.,‘:;.: Y$ .:; :.;.:.;-ii,<i:;:.: :;:. jl;<:‘Tz ~,.‘..:::...:,,:i.~:. 

Goggles: Wear protective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggles. per OSHA eye- and face-protection regulations (29 CFR 1910.133). 
Respirator: Wear a MOST-I-approved respirator if necessary. Follow OSHA mspirator mgulations (29 CFR 1910.134). For emergency or 
nonroutine operations (cleaning spills, reactor vessels, or storage tanks), wear an SCBA. Use a dust respirator as required for dusty conditions. 
Warnhtg: Air-purifying respirators do not protect workers in oxygen-deficient atmospheres. 
Other: Wear impervious neoprene gloves, boots, aprons, and gauntlets to prevent prolonged or repeated skin contact. 
Ventilation: Provide general and local explosion-proof ventilation systems to maintain airborne concentrations that promote worker safety and 
productivity. Local exhaust ventilation is preferred since it prevents contaminant dispersion into the work area by eliminating it at its source . 
(Genium ref. 103). 
Safety Stations: Make available in the work area emergency eyewash stations, safety/quick-drench showers, and washing facilities. 
Contaminated Equipment: Never wear contact lenses in the work area: soft lenses may absorb, and all lenses concentrate, irritants. Launder 
contaminated clothing before wearing. Remove this material from your shoes and equipment. 
Comments: Never eat, drink, or smoke in work areas. Practice good pemonal hygiene after using this material, especially before eating, drinking, 
smoking, using the toiles or applying cosmetics. 
S&ion 9. SpMid Pre~~tj~ns.~d Comments: j ., .$ .: .-!:I, ;‘;.;:.. :.: ..I.. :,.I ,:i,$~,z~‘.;: I.:::;:..< 5.y.;.:j/ .:?: : .,-,i: : j.:,: . . f.f;;,:::; .:.: .:- I;,: .., 

Storage Requirements: Store away from combustible and incompatible materials (Sec. 5) in closed containers in a cool, dry, well-ventilated 
low fire-risk area. Since traces of water may ignite or detonate this material, prevent contamination and protect containers from physical 
damage. Do not drop, roll, or skid containers. 
Engineering Controls: Calcium hypochlorite-, a powerful oxidizing agen4 is a dangerous fm hazard when it contacts organic materials. Mix it 
only with water. These water solutions are unstable, but undergo a slow decomposition. Proper storage and shipping are essential; sepamte this 
material from ammonium compounds and heat sources. 

-; 

Transportation Data (49 CPR 172.101, .lOZ) 
DOT Shipping Name: Calcium hypochlorite mixture, dry IMO Shipplng Name: Calcium hypochlorite mixtures, dry, 
(containing more than 39% available chlorine) with more than 3993, available chlorine (8.8% available oxygen) 

DOT Hazard Class: Oxidizer MO Hazard Class: 5.1 
p No.: UN1748 IMO Label: Oxidizer 

OT Label: Oxidizer IMDG Packaging Group: 2 
,OT Packaging Requiremen&: 49 CFR 173.217 

DOT Packaging Exceptions: 49 CPR 173.153 

MSDS Coiktion References: 1.81, 84,85,90,91. 101, 109, 126 



CAS NO. : N..;. 

I 

I 

I 
I 

OSYSSCXL AND CJIMICXL ZODERTIiS 
~.;rl?EAX,,NCI AND ODOR: Liquid 

3s: 6.2-5.6 SOLLEiLiTY: Saluble in Water . 
ILiNG WINT* 

C- GRA’;TV: 
N.D.:’ FRSiZiNG FOINT: N-0. 

ECi?i L.a35-1.05; VAZOR ?RESSURf: N.D. 
fniNG POINT: N-A. VAZOR DEXSITV: N-3. 

i; 5 OR LZAX ?3oCz:9URES: Flush small. amauncs t3 sanitary sewer. Fat 
3 gaLLons oc mats, use absocbent mattelal. 

F'TC -. -, EX?LOSiOM, REAC1IVITY DATA 
VJSJ ?OlNTi N.X. 
~LAiY?L~LZ LiEfiTS: LV . .A . 
CJNUS'u'AL tT72 AND EXZLOSiON EAZXDS: None 
'-C-YGY.iZSSING MEDIA: Yacmal -. --. 
ZAZX3DOUS DECOMOOSiTION ??.ODUCTS: 0xid;es at nitcaqen and suLfuc 
‘7 3” . i. - F’IGSTISG ?RCCZ3U?.2S: NC CZd 1 

XF1.4 c3xsi: N.D. 

J’ZECIXL PRiCXJTIONS: N.D. 
~NCO~P.XTI3ILiTIES (matarials tc avoid):Chlocine cgntaininq camcounds 
SZGTLITY: Stabls 



t-r= . we-. May cause discomfac:, lacrimation and. ecychtna. 
SXIN: ?cssible ic:itation tram ocalanqeci ac c2peateti c=intact. 
INGESTSON: Nay pcoduce nilusea, abCcmlnaL disc3mt’oct and diarrhea. 

S$ancaneous eaesis may cccut if incestsi Fn sufZicirnt amount. 
:~E?IJuLAT I ON: May pccduce ircitation c? cesgicatocy tcac:. 

( /-: 
SXE'iG5XC'i AL\0 'IZST AIS T?Z.A";2EEIT 

. % I. IsmediateLy cinse eyes :iith wacsc.,-Reaove con-tat: Ltnses, 

il any, then ccneinue cinsinq tat : to 10 ninutes. 
SXIN: Ilez!xave concsmixacd c Ls:hincz and cinsa skin with water. 
SNGiSffON: 1 Drink a Glass at vaeez oc milk. Voaitinc need not be induced, 

. but inqestion of LacTe quantities aay pcoduce spontaneous 
VWiLititl$. 

CNESLATION: Move getson to fresh sic. l .  

COMMSNTS : s__ CxTl a physician iZ sympcorus pecsis: UC anuunc s*dallowei was 

-zy- . L-da. Safety SLasscs with side shields. 
3Zs?i?w4TOR': Nat ncr~!a~Ly nesded. 
~;StovES : iqexxeable qlaves if needed. 
:ENTiLATZCN: Local exitaus: if ct=ag-s -w-m-. 

-we- -----_-__-__________-------------------------------- ---------------------- 

TV’ hi,le Czvec 3rothecs Co. believes tii.ac ihe da:+ contained herin comply uith 
t?C?? L?LO.LtOa, tkey acz not tc be taken as a uactzrtty cc csgresentatson rof 
:~hic.i tevec arotkers Co. assumes LzTa!. toszcnsibilisy. Tk-.c:r ac2 gf+-~ed saL,oiv -- . 
53c ycur CznsidecatFan acd ve~ijiCZ~Ci3n. T5is NS3S is n0c acesare fat c=nsuze s . 
use sitxaticns. 

--------------_--_------------------------------------ ----------------------- 

:"" -. 
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Ai Gu Inc Toirphoae 

gt2S Oakma 8lvd. 

P.O. Box 94737 
Cevehxi. Ohio ~101~737 

SAFETY 
DATA Si!EET 

pnqfyuc’: NAME 
I 

CAS ’ 
M/d 

Comptesse4 Air 
h,, n 

OOf IQ NQ’ 
’ TFIAOE NAMEAN SYNONYMS cmpressed Air; Air; WI 1002 

Compressed Ai r, areathing Quai i ty OOT wazara C:asr 

CIIE.UICAL NAME ANO SYNCNYHS s Nonflarmrable aas 
See last pase. Farmura. 

Sea last oaae. 
ISSUE OArE ANO a%VIsIcNS 1 c3cmc3i F&mv 

i w 
I 25 November L985 

i 

E 

HEALTH HAZARO OATA 
‘IME wEIG+ttES AVEFIAGE =,XPOSURE LIMIT 

lane 7 isted (ACGIH, 1985-86) 

~YMPTOMSOFEXPQ~JRE Arr IS nontoxic and necessary to support life. tnhalation of air 
in a high pressure environment such as underwater diving, caissons or hyperbaric chambers 
:an result in symotcms similar to overexposure to pure oxygen. These include tingling 
if fingers and toes, abnormal sensations, impaired coordination and confusion. 
kcompression sickness pains or “bends” are possible following rapid decompression. 

rOxrC~LOGicAL PfwPEXES 

figh pressure effects (greater than two amospheres of oxygen) are on the central 
le3ous system. Improper decompression results in the accumulation of nitrogen in the 
,iood. , 

‘acilities or practices at whit!! air is breathe4 in a high pressure environment should- 
re ptegared to deal witi the illnesses associated with decompression (bends or caisson 

i 

Hsease). Decompression equipment may be required. 
/ 
I 



.  

w 

r 
HAZ.AR~~JS MIXTURES OF OTHER UQUIOS, SOLIOS. OR GASES 

N/A 
.- 

PHYS1CAL OATA 
XIUNG ?cINl 1 c;aUlo oE.NSIm A-r TRIUNE XCINT 

154.56 lb/ft’ (a74 kc/n?3\ 
I 

-317.av (-194.x1 I 
VAPOR PRESSURE @ 70°F (2L. 1°C) : Above the i GAS OENSIPI Ar ?QF. 1 l 1m 

critical tnc. of -ZL.L”f (-!W.6’C) I .0749 th/ft~--ll 7r!!4a/m3\ 
saLUelL1~ IN W~r’ca , SEE,:NG POINT I 

N/A 1.0 I 
-- 

tipFI%ah-dcz ANO aooa l 

Color1 ess , odor1 ess cm I 

FlRE AN0 EXPLOSlON HAZARO DATA 
c~sii 901~ r tMetnaa Undo 

I 
A”ro IGNlfION fi%lP’.%iURE , k.wbioG~d LIMITS 7 av VOLUME 

-m- 
I 

N/A N/A I LEL WA UEL N/A I 
EXTINGUISHING MEOLA 1 E!.%~%AI. CLAS.SIFICIrION I 

Nonflarmabl e gas I Nonhazardous s 
SPECAL FIRE r’lGitFlNG ?RxsOUaEJ . 

I 

I  

‘mpressad air at high pressures wi71 accelerat e the burning oi materials to a greater 
I-ate than they bum at atmospheric pressure. 

j 
! 

REACTWTY OATA 
SPAdiU l-f 

* I 
j CoNOIr1oNS :o AVOIO 

I 
un*f aate 

. . i 
I I 

N/A 1 
GTE OIS?OS~LMET~OO 
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[ Safety shoes 

SPECIAL PRECAUTtONS’ 
SPEC:.AL :&e&l& iNFO;MArICN I 
COT Shicoina Narr,~: Air. camoressed OOT Hazard Class: Nonflammable qas 
OOT Shi$ing Label: ?kkila&abla gas 1.0. No.: UN LOO2 
iPcc:AL NANOLING i%COk(ME?4OArlONS 
Valve protection caps mus t remain in place unless container is secured with valve 
outlet piped to use point. 00 not dra?, slide or roll cylinders. Use a suitable hand 
truck for cylinder movement. Use a pressure reducing regulator when connecting cylinder 
to lower ptessure (c3,OOO psig) piping or Systems. 00 not heat cylinder by any means to 
increase the dischaiqe rate of product ftan the cylinder. Use a check valve or trap in 
the discharge line to prevent hazardous back flow into the cylinder. 

For additional handiing recommendations, consuit the Compressed Gas Association's 
Pamphlets P-L, G-7 and G-7.1. 

PC_C:AL 3iORAGE ~EC~MhiEh2A~lON.S ._ 

Protect cylinders from physical damaqe. S&ore in cool, dry, well-ventilated area away 
from heavily trafficked areas and emergency exits. 00 not al low the temperature where 
cjrl inders are stored to excee4 L3OF (SK). Cylinders should be stare4 upright an4 
firmly secure4 to prevent failing or being knocked over. Fuil and empty cyiinders 
should be segregattd. Use a "first in-first out" inventori system to prevent full 
cylinders being store4 for excesssive periods of time. . . 

For additional storage tecor;snendations, consult the Compressed Gas Association's 
Pamphiets P-L, G-7, and G-7.1. 

Ory air is noncorrosive and may be use4 with all materials of construction. Moisture 
causes metal oxides which are formed with air to be hydrate4 so that they increase in 
volume and lose their protective role (r~sz formation). 
salt, etc. in the moisture. 

Cancentrations ai SU2, Cl*, 
* enhances the rusting of metals in air. 

Ccmgressed gas cylrnders shculd not be rel a ';lle4 except by qualified producers of 
czmpresse4 gases. Shipmen: a-; a ccmprsssed gas cylinder which has not been filled by 
the owner or with his (qdctitrz.n) cmsant is a viala:ion Of federal Law (49X). 

'\ 
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CflElICX FOWUL31: (Continued) . 

Atyospheric' air which is campressed is compose4 or’ the following concentrations oi gases: 

Gas 
Molar “, 

Nitrogen 
78.09 

Qxyg en 20.94 

Argon 
a.93 

Carbon Dioxide 0.033* 
A 

_ Neon 

Helium 

18.18 x lo-’ 

5.239 x ur4 

Krypton 

Hydrogen 

Xenon 

Radon 

1.139 x If4 

0.5 x lo-4 

0.086 x lo’4 

6 x d8 

::;fl Water vapor 
Varying concentrations 

tConcentrations may have slight variations. 

Cclnpress'ed air~_is also produced by recons titution using only oxygen and nitrogen. This 

pmduct contains 79 molar percent nitrogen 
and-21 molar peri-ent oxygen pj;us trace 

amounts of other atnosgheric gases which are present in the oxygen and nitrogen. 
. 



Isjut& Y’ovezbet I988 
ca4llJY 9tJOPUSHlHO CORP. 

SECTION 1. MATERIAL IDE~TIFICXTXON .... ._. 
blaccrial Snmc: ISOBLTX3E 
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used co pmdwc xzioxidas far foods, ;iasr% ti ~ackz& faad supp,Iczzzs. 

Other Designations: Isabutzec; 2-Mc4ylpmpceo; ~cmm-Bucylr,:; CYI=C;C:<& CAS No. 01 IS-L l-7 

Conuc your supplier or didmar. Consult the !afat edida= of rha C.++kc&c& ManuhCtuter: 
duyers’ Guide (Gctiun ref. 75) for J list of sLIppIicX. 

SECTION 1. IIUGREDIEhTS .b?iD HAZARDS 
Isahutytce. cti No. 0115-11-57 

1% I EXPOSURE LIMITS .. 
c3 Lao OS-X. PEL 

None Escabtid 
ACCM TLY, ms-89 

None EscIblidled 
SfosH REL 

None Estilishd 
Taticicp Data’ 

RaL IohaIadaTL Lc,: 620 g/p’ (4 l-h) 

%faniitOr NIOSiI. KECS (UDOS9WW). far addidaaal dua 

SECTION 3. PHySICAL DATA : : 
BoiIhs Point: -19.6T (49’C) 3folccdar Wti$~c 56 GtazyMoie 
MelUng Point -229’F (-WIT) Solubiiity in W-r (%I: Imoluble’ 
Vapor Density (Air z 1): 19 % VoiaUIe by Volume 100 
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SECT108 9. SPECLAL PRECXUTIOM MD COMME3TS ,_ -. 

Stolag&ie!pgldoa: SrnE iscbuLyla=: i c!oscl, plusun," -Y ‘4 --auintrs :3 3 cacl. CT, well-vexSad arca away f3xc soura of i*tia& 
combusdbie mxtials, and smng otidizzs. ?rols: ccnuincs ?am physiul dazagc. Ecgincering Controls: .Makc sure aiI r,ginc5~3 

sysxcz @~dutziot.% ~orutian) a~ of zzxxi=um explasia-,-proof desi- EackalIy ground and bond all caouicers. ?ipe!ina. cc, 
used in shippin3, mfczic3, z1c~3, pnduczion. snd sa@izg opc&cm ;d prevcr ruric spar& Comments: Iscbutylac is ;m 
cxz:!y explosive and f!azzxblc gas. It ZIUSL~CC be cxposc~ P any possible source of ignitioa in work or %1ra3e zrus. 

Tramporudon .Daca (49 CFX 17X01-21 

DOT Shipping Ynme: Liquefied ?zolc~m Gas 
DOT ‘rlmrd Cbss: Z~tble Car 
m so. rm 1055 

DIO Shippin Same: kobuLylc: 
nt0 H’7zrd C&s: I.! 
L-b10 Label: %==t5ie Gas 



.-Gen_&m-pubiishing CorpT _ MatetiSafery DamSjLeetJCoUection 
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RoducK5emiui Name: IsaDrapyi Aicahai 
Chemical Formula: (CX;@OH 
CAS Xa: 67434 
Synonyms: DimcAy urbinoi. Z- hydraxypropane, IPA. Isahoi. Lutasal. isoprapanat Pzmhol. 2-prqanol. ser-pmpyl alcohol. 
rubbing alcohai. Speczar. 

Derivation: irtati3 gmpyIent Ah sulfuric acid and then hydmlyzkg or dirz: , Flydrzion of prcpyle3e using superh& xc31 
MOSI cammaniy availabie Y rubbing aIcahal(70% Tp.4). 

Ge~~enl Use: AS P salvent far MS. shdhc, ad ~rkl his. ck&~I i.nt~me~.ar. d&ydradng agar v&i& for gezhi& 

compunds. de-idng agent for liquid fuc!s: far dexxuring ethyl alcohol prrcving patholagiaf speckens: in exncdan of 
a&&ids. quickxkying inks and oils. and an ingrcdien~ of skn Iodors. k -onetics. window c!cyler. liquid soaps. md 
pbC3Z:UdUiS. 

tsopropyl aicohoi. ICO %I vol. Masr commoniy said as 70% isopropyi alcohol (rubbing alcohol). 

0!3iA PELs MOSE! REL DFG (Germany) ,MMAK 
8-h TN% WI ppm (980 mg/m3) 104~ Twii: 400 ppm (980 m@m3> TWXr Ul ppm (980 mg/m3) 
STiL X0 ppm (1225 m3.W) = STZ 500 ppm (I?? mg/mJ) Caqory IL Subsanm witi 

ACGM 7zVs XDLH Level 
systemic e&z 

TWX: 400 ppm (983 mg/m3) lZC00 ppm 
Half-life:<zhr 

SEL: SC0 ppm (1230 mg./mj) Peak Exposure Limit: 800 ppm. 
30 min. average vaiue. Ush& 

- Vaard 1989 Final Rule tiirs 

akohai is a hi3 
ratmy uac: and cz~ual 

ted skin cantac: case dennadti. S vsremic- 

Potential Health Effects 
Primary Enny Routes: Inhaiation. ingeszion. skin cantactiabsorption. 
Target Organs: Eyes. skia respimofy sysum. 
Acute ulecrs 
Inhaiati~a: Vapor inhdatian is iMadn3 10 the rcspiramry uact and can cue ctfiaaI nervous system dqrcssion 
at hi@ conczzxrztians. Vaiunretrs exposed to yxl ppm far 3 to 5 min cxp&c~=d mild eye and rrspiralory 
ix&don. At SC0 ppm. irkzion was not scvert. bu: most pzopk found tfic 5r uncamfa~bie LO bruk 
Eye: Exposure :a the vapor or dircc= contact Ah tie liquid uuscs irritxion 3nd passibic camezi burns. 
Skin: Some irriradan may aczx Ar pmlongcd expasux. . _ . . _ . 

WilSCJIl 
Risk 
Scale 
R 1 
I 2 
S 7r 
K 7 

‘skin 
absmm.ion 

x 1 
F 3 
R 0 

Ingestion: .Ac&cM=ntal ingcsdcns have provided tie mast iniormarion on isopropyl ticah cax~cxy. Sympu~ms rnclud= rz~~e3 
and vamiting. hudxhc, fa& flushing. dit*~ness. Iowe. - - blood prcssurz. menrzi depression. hallucinations and disrorud 
percq.ians. difkdy b rxzhin3. respimorj depression. sutpar. unc~~~‘dou~zes~. and coma. :tidncy insuffiCtr.cy inciuding 
afiguii (rcducd win: zx=r=“,cn). vluria (a&x urine -AUr- --%I). n&g= rezndan. md tdcaa (ffuid buiid-up in tissues) ma! 
car. One par-ir.mcm :xzuknadan in a c3se ai hcvy ;a3tsdan ticwed cx::zsive htmarrhagic r;3c!teobronc5ti. Srcncho- 
prwmonia. 3nd Scao~@c ;;uImonar/ eddeaa Dcxh czn acxz in 12 :a 36 h post-ingestion due !a rcspinuxy pamiysis. 

Carcinogenicity: NT? mci OS22 do SOL !issr isopropyl z&d101 3s a cxinogtn. ac L4-K has studied I?.4 yr,d hzs c!zssifkd i 
as Skis-3 (unckk&bic. inadequate human md mimai evidtnc-,. -1 ihc~ q.xrs XI be an assackian bcrween tie 
rrtcm@c:~e (szxg z&d pracxs, rxher than the aicahaL irse!n of iscpmpak and parzsinus c?ncz, bur this may be due to the 
d%Cpmpyl suif3xe or iqmpyl oil by-*ucrr 

He&al Conditions Agvvated by Long-Tern Exposure: %znatitis or rcrpi12tory or kidnqj disorders. 
Chronic Elkn: Reped &in anuc: can case drying of skin Jnd d&y& hypczscnsidviry rudons in same individtis. _ 



MSDS so. 324 Isopropyl Xicohol 10193 , 
--- Other: Lsaprapyl alcohol is oxidized in he body !a acerone wht--, % is :X.ZZ! by rhe lungs or kidneg. Same aczone may be - 

fur&c merbaliz:d M ace’3~c. fannarc. and finally carbon dioxide. ?mbable arai 1erfia.i daze is Ml mL. 
/. Section 3 - First Aid Measures :...- ,- .: 

~nilaiation- 7-w . . ,...ave exposed petsan to fresh sir znd suppan brctiing Y needed. 
Eye Conmc:: !Jo ROI allow vic5m 10 rub or L. -3 eyes qbdy SAUL Gtndy Iiir c+ids and flush immediareiy and czknuausiy 

witi :lting %ounE of war until =ftipEti to an c.?leq:,n,J ,- -* ndiui fac:Ilty. Cansuic 3 physician immcdiate!y. 
Skin Conmct: $ti&!y iemave canuminarzc -. ’ -‘othing. Rinse wii? flooding amounts of water for 3~ ICSL 15 min. Wash exposed 

area witi wap urd wwa~er. Far :eddened or blisrczd skin. consult a physician. 
Ingestion: Never give znyhing by mouth LO an unconscious or wnvuising person. Conracr a poison conuol c:n~r. L?~icss tic 

paisan contra1 czrrr advises athe%ise. have tic c~onsczi~~~ & cfen person drink 1 u3 2 giasses of water UI dilute. Vomiting 
may b.. cy - c-nt..ndicz~d bezfuse of tie rapid anse: of cz~ual ne~:ous sysum depression. Gastic hvage is pnfezed. 

Affer,+irsr aid, pr approgrke in-plant, paramedic, or community medicof suppon. 
;Yote to Physicians: Diagnostic L~SI: ace:one in urine. ’ 

Section 3 - Fire Finh ting Measures ‘:_ i...: .: . . ‘:_ 1: ‘: .: _,. ” 
Flash Point 53 ‘F (12 ‘C) ?4F?A 
FIash Point Merhod: CC 
Burning Rate: 1.1 mm/min. 3 
Autoignition Temperature: 75O’F (399.c) 
LEL: 2 8 v/v 
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UEL: 12.7 S v/v aL 7-00 l F 
Flammability CIassificotion: Class IB Fmmablc Liquid 
Extinguishing Media: Carbon dioxide. w  chemicai. water spry (solid srrums can sprud NIX). alcahol- 
dsanc foam. or fag. 

Unusuai Fire or Explosion Hazards: Conrainct may explode in hear of fire. Vapors may uzvei to an ignition source and flash 
back. Isopmpyl alcohol poses an explosion hazard indoon. outdaun. and in sewers. 

Hazardous Combustion Ptoduczs: Carbon oxides and acrid smoke. 
F&-Fighting Insnuctions: If possible witiaut risk. move cantiner from fr: arez. Apply cooling water Lo confainc side undl 
,wefI afrer fire is out Stay away fram ends of ranks. Far massive fm in c~go are.a. use monitor nonies or unmanned hose 

rolders: if immpossibic, wirhdraw and Ier fire burn. Withdraw immedktt!y if you heu a rising sound fram venting safety dtvict 
or notice any rank disdararion due rn flrc. Do IWC r&se runotT from fm conmA methods TV sewers or wan?rways. 

F!re-Fighting Equipment: Because fire may product roxic thcmal decomposidon producs. wear a seff-conIainuib=athing 
I zppaxams (SC3A) with a full faczpiece operated in pressured&-and or positive-pressure mode. Srrucvtal fireiigk~’ 

pmucive clothing provides only limited protecdon 

Spill /Leak Procedures: Notify safety pcrsonne!. isolate 3nd ve&hte aru. deny envy. and stay upwind. Shur off ignidon 
sourczs. CIaup personnei should prauc: against vapor inhalation 3nd skin/eye conrack Water spray may reduce vapor, but 
may not ;Irevezr ignirian in c!osed spac:s. 

Small Soills: Take uu with card?. sand. vermicuiirc, or ocher 3bsarbenL noncombustible material and plact in suirabie conkrms. 

Large s’piils * 
Containmenr Fur Large spilk. dike far aheti ai liquid spill for laur disposaL Do not re!eYe into stwen or wataarays. 
Reguiatory Requirements: Follow applicable OSHA reguiarions (29 CFR 1910.120). 

Handling Preautions: Use non-sparking reals u) open canrainez. 
Storage Requirements: Star, in a cooi. dry, we!I-ventilated zz away from hur ignition sources. md incompadbles (Set IO). 

rnsdl ‘+xzic2 “. I equipment ai Cass 1. Group D. 

Engineeting Cormok To prc*/ez:r SK& sparks. “.--- .- *J-c’4c~!y graund 3nd bond ai1 equipmenr used with znd around IP.4. 
Ventiiation: ?zvid: pxzl or la4 exhaust vcncihrian systt~s ;D mzintin airborne Ieve!s below OS% Pa (Sec. “;hy 

c;yau: -,e-dl+an is -pG=--A p C.w.d since ir prevents csnuzinanr disersion into t+,e work XX by conuaILing ir 3~ its saurc~. ’ . . 
Adminisrnrive Controis: Csnsider pre$ace.Tenr md per’.oddic I.l-Y --ikzl exams of exposed works witi emphasis on rf;e tin, 

kic!ztvs 
adi& 

SK! reszrirxoq~ sys:em. 3e exm aadous when using _ . 
&we shown ir tAxmces c&an uxmNatidc’s toxicicy. 

3 4 canczc7enrly witl urban cez3c.iIotide be5X.e 3nimti 
r 

otecrive ClothingEquipment: WeY +.. “‘erniczzily pratecrive gloves. bears. aprans. and gauntlets to prevenr prolonged or 
v3LCd ikin C3XX’, Yitiie rdbber @re&hrcugh tine > 8 hr). .Vecprene ad Teflon (brdahmugh rime B 2 hr) are suirzble 
marcriils fcr ??S. Da no; use ?VA. ?VC or ~XKII rubber (Irezkrhrough rime e 1 hr). Wear pmtive eye3iarses or ch&.?liui 
safe:y gcqg!r. ;er OSX.~ eye- and face-prn~& -*;an qu;uk~ons (29 cl;li 19 10. L13). 3ccause COIUC: !CX use in i.ndu.siiy is 
conuavetsni. es-ablish your own @icy. 



MO. I4 
to/93 kopropyl Akohol MSDS NL 32< 
Uspinto~ Prtxecrion: Se* pkiond advic: prior to rcspinmr se., i--‘;on 3nd use. SoiIow OSZ.4 rrspix3for’t~~~i~ 
GR 1910.134) and. ii nectssaty, wear a ,MSXAdXIOSH-appmved rrspimor. . %r c !ocO ppm. use 3ny powered air purifying 
rgirztcr with optic qor czruidgcs or any cheznicai camidge respirator with a iurl facqiece and orpnic vapor ur~idqz(s). 
For c IO.Ntl ppm. use arty suppiied-air respirator (542) a~.zed in contiuoos-flow mode. For c WOO ppm. use any air- 
purifying, full facqiec: z.q5zor (gas m&) with a chin-rryie. front-a track-mounted organic vapor canisrr or any SC3A or 
SAR witi a fuii fa@eca. I %r me?pq or ccmc: into unknown cxcxticns. *se 3ny SC3A or SXR (wish 3uxiIiary 
SC3A) witi a full frcqist and opemtcd in pressure-demand or ocher psitive-grmrr, mode. For enieqency or aonroudne 
qendors (c!tuliq spills. razor vessek or songe anks), wear an SC3X W&g! Air-pv+ng rcspimtors do m grorcr: 
wu?iefS in oxy?gen4gcie.~; mm&m.r. If rrspkyors an2 mrd. OSiS mpires a tinen ~spiT,tory ~tecion pmgram thar 
khdrs at least: .nedicai cazii?Wion. aaininp. fit-;csting. per%dic environmcnsal monitoring. a3inuranc=. inqection. 
duning. and csnvenienL sanitary storqe areas. 

jafery Stations: .Makc avaiizble in the work arna emnerz~ccy eyewash sradons. saf::y/quickCr=nch showers. and washing 
t%Iidcs. 

Coecrminared Equipment: Sqatatc con&inated work clothes Erom s zezx dorhes. rAu.nder befcre re*zst. Remove isopropyi 
alcohol from your &es and c!un personal protective quipmmr 

Comments: Yevc =3~ drink. cr smoicr in work anas. .?racicr 3ood personal hygiene titer usin isopropyi aicohci. tspectiy 
brforc &ng. drinking. smoking. using the toiicr or applying cosmetics. 

,: .I..” i.. . . ..+.-..-q :.....:;,. ; ..:.;;~:,E :,g. f’:;:‘:; :.. . . ..!...y ,_,\ :.:;.:q ,,.,. ..i:.. :____ .:_ . . . . . . . . ..( .y,.;..-. . . . . . . . . . . -. ..:f ..y . 
. . . .s&b’~n gek$‘ph Ts~~a~: an&; (-hedeal’ pro 

Physical State: Liquid 
Appearance and Odor: Coloricss wid~ a sIi3ht odor and 

bicrrr ELSE 
Odor Threshold: ?2 ppm’ 
Vapor .Prrsure: M mm Hg af 25 T (77 ‘Cl 
Satunted Vapor Density@..& = 1.2 kg/m3, 0.075 0/ft3): 

l274 kg/m3 or 0.080 0ift3 
Formula Weight 60.09 
Density (H+Ir at 4 ‘C): 0.78505 ac 68’F (20 ‘Cl 
Wafer Soiubiiity : > IO % 
Ionization Potent&k 10.10 eV 

0th~ Solubiiities: Soluble in aicohoL ether, chloroform. and 
benzene. SnsoIubie in salt sohnions. 

Boiling Poinr. 180.5 ‘F (82.5 ‘C) 
Freezing Point: -129.1 T (-89.5 ‘t) 
viiosity: 2.1 CP 3f 77 T (25 ‘cl 
Refraction Indut: 1275 at 68 l F (2O ‘t) 
Surface Tension: XI.8 dyne/cm at 77 T (25 ‘t) 
Critical Tempermarc 455 T (23 ‘c) 
Critic31 Pressure: 47 atm 
OaanoLIWater Psrtition C&Gienr bg Kow f 0.05 

Stability: lsograpyt aicohol is stable as room tempemnxc in dosed containem under normaf stooge and handlin3 conditions. 
Poiymcrizuioa: ?~ous p~iymerizadon does not occur. 
Cknicd Incompatibilities: In&de aceraldchyde. chlorine, eshylcne oxide. acids and isncyanates. hydro3en + p&adium. 
nitmform. olcm. phosgtne. potassium Anoxide. oxygen (forms unstable peroxides). uinitromeVtie. barium perchIorare. 
‘cmtluomborare. chromium trioxide. sodium ciichromate + sulfuric acid. aluminum. aluminum uiisopmpoxide, and oxidizers. 
‘WI attack some forms ai piasdc. rubber. and coatin3s. 

Conditions to Avoid: Exposure to hear, ignition sources, and incompatibles. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Thermal oxidative decomposition of isopmpyl aIcohoi cztn pmducz carbon oxidcs and 
auid smoke. 

Toxicity Dam:’ 

Eye ETTecrs: 
R3bbiL eye: 100 mg caused severe Mation. 

SXn EfTecrs: 
R&bii skin: 500 n3 caused mild timion. 

Reproductive: 
Rx. inh3lacon- . j500 ppm;7 hr Sivcn fmm ! 10 

19 days of ~rtpncy caused fe~toxicity. 

Acute Oral Elteco: 
Human. oni. TiJl~. .2X mykg caused hallucinations. distorted 
pscqcions. lowered SIC& grcssue. and a change in @se rze. 

Human. oral. LChA: 5.570 mgk3 caused uma. mspirar0t-y depession. 
nausea. md *m-nitinq. 

Rar. onl. LD:a: SoC5 nq’kg caused a channgc in rightin refles. and 
smmolenc: (pnerd deyrtssed 3c5ity). 

= See Yrosx ?f”’ . . . ,J (?+703lOOO), for additional msiciq da 

:; :, .:: .,I.; Section E. - Ecoiogic31 Information .’ ‘I. .F. ..::’ ,...-. .I_ . . . . . __‘I. ‘. 

Ecotoxiciry: Gqies (iJocc:‘% re:r&z~) L,Cso = 7.M ppmn days: fathead ‘minnow (?ti&c!‘~s yomcicr) LCzo = 11.530 
rngL’1 hr. 300 = 113 ‘5’5 days. 

-. 



MSDS %. 324 Isopmpyt A.kohoi 20/9z 
&&onrnenral Degm&tjonr On soii, IPA will volatilize or leach inu, groundwater. Biockqadasian is possibie bu m.artt noi 
found in available !ir,carurc II will v~larilizt (CSG bif-life = 5.4 &p) or biodcgrade in WIEX IL is 11~ expaC& rD 

,+ )lioconc:r.uzre in fish. In tie air. it rccs -witi phomcherniuily produced hydmxyl radi& wire! a half-life of one u) sevexi 
‘xys. 3~xse ir is soluble. removal by z121. mow or orhcr prdpition is passiiiie. 

Disposal: .Mic.xbiaI degrzzon is possible by oxidizing isqqyl aicahai to aczcme by mtrnbm oi the geaus Desufovtirrb. 
Spray x2.s;:: iixo incicez3for Qermir-approved faciIirics only) equipped wirh an &ehrner 3nd scrubber. ISopropyl aIcOh01 cm 
be se:ded OUL of waLc’ spiiIs by saking widx sodium chloride. NOUE Sair may harm aquatic life, so weigh the bene.& agins 
possible iiar;n bcfcxc qpiiaion. Canracr your suppk or a kensed cunpaczor for de~siled mommcdations. Follow 
agpliczbk F& ml, scare. and local n@ations. 

Cont3iner CIeanine and Disuosal: Trioie &e comaines. 

DOT Transportation Data (49 CFR 173.101): 

Shipping Name: Isopropanoi or 
isopmpyi aicobol 

Shipping Symbol - 
Hazard Clus: 3 
ID No.: UN12!9 
Packing Group: II 
Label: Fmrnable Liquid 
Soecial Provisions ~172102k Tl 

Packaging .4uchorincions 
a) Exceptions~173.150 
b) Non-bulk Packaging: 173.202 
c) Bulk Rcka#~g: 173242 

Quantity Limitations 
a) Pxsenger, Air-R, or Railfar 5 L 
b) Cargo Aircraft Only: 60 L 

Vessel Stowage Requirements 
a) Vessel Stowage: B 
b) Otfier. - 

EPA Rquiations: 
Listed as a RCX.4 Ekardous Waste Number (40 GR 26121) 
XX4 Hyydous Waste Cksifirxdon (4 GR 261.21): Ckuac*Zaisic of IgnitabiIicy 
’ i~~~;~~d$Ius Wase. ChamcIuisric of Ignitability) as a CEKLA Hazardous Substulc= (Cg CFX 3OZ4) per . 

l -  ._ 

Rexruble QlKIKiW (RQ). 100 lb (45.4 k& 
sa43m3ix0ii&2,a3 . -- - - 
Lisccd as a SARA iOXiC (Z!xmkd (40 CT3 37265); only persons who inanuf~we by rh.2 mong ad process ure subjea: n0 
Nppiier notijicaian. 

SARA ES (Exrcae!y Hyydous Subnance) (40 CZZ 35): Nor listed 
OSli.4 Regulations: 
Lised Y an Air Conraminanr (29 CF3 1910.1000, Tabie Z-l. 2-l-A) A. 
...;<~:~‘~~~~. . . . . . . . .,..._ ,> ..z.-Y.~; .:“I.zzLzi: 1:. ., .: ..’ .. (,_ . . . . “-‘::“:“:.; . . . . -,:.:..::.y :,i; . . . Sec*iod r 6: f, Other: Informatlbn ~‘~~~:i:~~~~:~~~:;~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~:~ 

References: 73.103. 124.126. ~27,132.136,139,148.153. 159.16p,167. 168.176.187 

Prepared By . . M .a... . ..s_._.._-.. . Gannon. BA 
hdusrrial Hygiene Review ___ P.4 Roy, MEI, CM 
Mediul Review _..-...e.....--_ T Thoburn. MD, IWE 

Dischimer: Judgments as rn the StirabiIiry of information he&n for Qe purcHs purposes are nrr-_ctarily rhe pur~hh 
mpnsibiiky. .Uhough msonable cm has been r&en in the preparadon of such infonnadon. Gesium Publishing Cation 
exmds no orammics. makes no npresmtions, and assurncs ;10 respmsibility as to the ac%rzy or suitabiiiry ofsuch 
infomricn for appliurion UY the puz.hascr’s incczdcd pqose or for co~ue~=s of its UZZ. 

-. 



Iv 0. 1s’ 
1 Mate&l Safe0 Da&z She& ColIectin: 

- -Geniurri Publishirfg’Coi;@x%ion - - 
1145 c3t3iyIl Suet: Sheftt Yo. 440 

scfiulcttiy. NY 1233-1836 USA Methane 
(5 18) 377-885C 

Boil@ Point -259 ‘F (161.5 ‘C) Water Solubilityz S&&L- 
Vapor Dursity (Air = I): 094 L 32 l F (0 ‘C) Mdtfng Point: -2963 ‘F (-1825 ‘c) 
Moieculu weigbc 16 &nor ._ 

Appannct and Odor: A cuiorfess. oddas. casteless u~ra%ly flzmmable gy. CrmmrcA IZCMS irace mlocm5 of a SuiubIe lztcrcqIal¶ 
arnpaund g.iiYe it llsacrd gas’s fsnili;rr rocra egg SnlciL 



hex and ignidun SOLT=~. eyacaau urmcussaty pcsunnd. ,-roktc asxkrum explosion-pai vcnciladon. md in$emcr chc KC?. Use only 
nonspddng roo!s d equipmcztr LXSLC ad s.4 the sourc: of the leti3 gzs.. Use ~LZ sprays to prors: rhe ~sannel aacmpkq ti shumff. 
krge .zufkuzc rdcvcs M resuif in spec~~3lu cxplosicns. If  tl-...+ --0s a shut off le Iezkin3 3x5 3rc mcressful. cvacxu the IWy wpiasion 
tzu. D isposd: Confact your Nppiicr or a tic,ucd anmcm for c!cdd rezmmedazicns. Fuilo~ applictbk Fak3L suLe. 3nd local rcpia- 
dons. Xemovc Iukkq or dckivc cytindms LO a safe oursi& psud. discbr3e lotion Lr rhc me&am gas didxrgc a~ 3 madcvc rzw when 
it is anpry, rums tic cylinder co the suppiiu &c iL is prop&y LX@. Iahellcd or stczdcd MT (anpey) or defective. 
osm Dailg~dous EPA Desiqnntioas 
Air CcnKrninan t (29 CFR 1910.1ooo. subp3rt 27): Not Iisud RC,U Azardaus Wasrc (a CFR 251-Z): Xar &ted 

cz3xA Hazardous SubsLYnc (40 c.22 jOL.1): Nor Iisud 
SARA Exucmiy Hazardous Suhsuncr (4 C.?R X5): Nor listi 
SARA Toxic Chmicai (Cg Gil 32.5s): ?ior listed 
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Material Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE@ Engine Starting Fluid 

X. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

EAZARDOUS ~MAIlZUALS Engine Starring Ruid 

H&GIRD CLASSIFICATION Flammable Gas 

lDENTlFIC.Al’JON NUMBER LfN1960 

LABEL(S) REQUIRED RammabIe Gas 

Xl. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 

EMERGENCY PUNNING AND COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW INFORMATION 

l%is product contains the following chemicah subject to SAILA TITLE III, Section 313 reporting: 

ChezzicaJ. Nam? CAsa Weight 4 

None 

This MSDS is directed m professional users and bulk handkrs of the product Conkmer 
products are hbekd in accordance with Federal Hazardous Substances Act regulations. 

While F-r Brands Corporation belicves that the data conrained krein are hxuaI and the 
opinions expressed are those of quaiified experts regarding the results of the tests conducted. the 
data are not to be taken as a warranty or representation for which Fm Brands Corporation 
assumes Iegal rcsponsiiw. l&y are off&red soteiy for your consideration. investigation and 
V-OIL Any use of these data and information must be determined by the user to be in 
accordance with applicabIe federal, state and Iocal Iaws and reguiatiom. 

If more information is netded piease contact 
RL.Lewis 
Fast Brands Corporadon 
88 Long ml street 
East Hanford, CT 06108 
(203)72%6181 

Copyright Q 1989. Documenr hiSDSO254, January 24.1991 Page 7 



Materiai Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE@ Engine Starting Fluid 

Any quesrions. pleas d 

LiiFEZE~ 
Building 301 
Danbury. CT 06813-1911 

Telephone: (203) m-PO0 

EMERGENCY TEIS?WONE 
(24 -t 

CH~EC 
(800) 424-9300 

4m.7cl8mmdcihmua 

NF?A HAZWO CODE 

4=- 

PRODUCT NAME 

TYPE 

STOCK 

-FORMULA 

I. IDENTlFlCATION 

FRESTO~@ Engine Starting FItid 

. Autornocik Engine Starring FIuid (Aerosol) 

As237 

13374-84 

.- Il. PHYSiCAL DATA 

BOILING POINT, 760 mm Hg 95°F 

FREEZING POINT less than -30°F 

DENSITY (at 68°F) 

VAPOR DENSI’IY (Air = 1) 

5.6 Ibs/gal 

VAPOR PRESSURE (at 68°F) 305 mm Hg 

AEROSOL CONTAINER PRE!XURJZ (at 70°F pti@ 
85 

VOLM’ILES BY VOLIJMZ 99% 

SOLUBILITY IN WATER, by Wgt 43% 

EVAPORATION ZXIZ (Butyi Acetate = 1) 23 

APPEXRXNCE M4D ODOR Clear liquid, ether odor 

Copyright Q 1989. Documcnc MSDSO254, Janury 24, 1991 - Page I 



Material Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE@ Engine Starting Fluid 

111. HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 

(hcludes IARC, NT?, OSXA and ACGil listed ca=chogens greater than 0 -1%) 

MATZRIXL 4 C&St EICOSG?CS LOlIT SOURCE 
: 

Ethyl ether 40-70 60-29-l 400 ppm TWA (31 
500 ppm STSL (3) 

n-heptane 25-60 142-82-5 400 ppm TWA 
500 pgm STZL 

- (3) 
(3) 

Methykyclohexane 25-60 108-87-Z 400 ppm TWA (3) 

Carbon dioxide s-l.0 124-38-g 10000 ppm TWA 
5000 ppm TWA 
30000 ppxl STZL 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

NON-WOUS INGXEDIZNTS > 14 
None 

None of the other i.nqzedLexts is listed as a carcinogen 

or potenzlal carcinogen by OS=, NT2 or raRC. 

The aotazce for ezqJosu=e Lizuits listed above aze: 
(1) OSIiA Permissible Exposure Limit (effechve 9/89) 
(2) ACGi:I Threshold Lizuit Value (1988-89 Stition) 
(3) Both the OSZXA PhL and ACGiS TI;'J 
(4) Recorrmended by the l Manu~acturer 

IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 

FZASHPOIBT 
Tag Open Cup: Not dcmminai 
Pen&y-Martens CIosed Cup: 39°F 

AEROSOL l3AME IZXTEWSION 
Greater than 18 inches 

FLASEBXCK 
YS 

Copyright G 1989. Document hGDSO254. January 24.1991 Page 2 



;- D FmT f BRANDS 

Material Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE* Engine Starting Fluid 

AEROSOL FIRE PROTECTXON LEVEL 
Level 3 Aerosol (NFP.L\ 3OB) 

~A&IMN~L,E LIMITS N AIR % BY VOLUME 
LOWEIZ: 1.35 

UPPEX: 36.5 

MJTOIGNTTION TE3fPERATURE 
180°C 

EXTINGUISHING MEDLA 
Foam. alcohol foam, c&bon dioxide. and dry chemical Water may be unsuitable acepc 
as cooling medium. 

SPECLU. FIRE FIGHTNG PROCEDURES 
Use selfcontained breaching apparams. Toxic fumes may be emined. 

,-. - 

UMJSUAL F-IRE AND EXPLOSION HAZXRDS 
Exrremely flammabie conrents. pressurized containers. Vapors are heavier than air and 
may avei or be moved by air currents and be ignited by pilot tights, other flames. 
smoking, sparks, heaters. ekcuical equipment. static discharges or other ignition sources 
at Iocarions disranc kom producr handiing point 

V. HEALTH HAZARD DATA 

EFFECTS OF SINGLE OVEREXPOSURE 

SWXLLOWNG 
L 

May cause si_nns and symptoms of systemic intoxication, with 
incoordination. blurred vision. headache, analgesia, unconsciousness and 
respimtory failure due 10 depression of the cenrraI nervous system. Due 
to high vo&tili~, may rapidly distend the stomach. causing discomfort 
and may make breathing diffkuk May aIs0 cause pneumoairis if 
aspimed 

SXN ABSORPTION SignikuZ absorption not espzted 

-TION Acts as a aarcoric or general anesthetic. May cause irritation of the 
respinrory uacr with cough and also signs and symptoms of intoxicatios 
with hlCoOrdiIUliOo. blurred vision, hudache. analgesia, 
unconsciouszew. cardiac irregularides, aud respiratory failure due to 
depression of the cezzuzi neflous system. Brezuhing high vapor 
~~ncemacions may cmse hem rare irre,Mdes. possibly faral, 
pticuiarfy in persons with hean disease. 

-- 
SKN CONTACT May cause mild irxirarion. experienced s Iocai redness. 

Copyright CD 1989, Documene MSDS0254. Januri t4,1991 Page 3 



Material Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE@ Engine Starting Fluid 

EYE CONTACT Exposure ro liquid or high concemxious of vapor may cause irritation. 
experienced as redness. escess fmring. and possible swelling of the 
conjuncciva 

EFFECTSOFAEPEATEDOVEREXPOSURE : 

Repeated skin exposure can cause cracking and drying. Repezed *&don may cause loss of appetite. 
exhausdon. headaches, drowsiness. dizziness. cxdiac arrh@mia, central 11emous system escirabiliry. and 

_ psychic dismrbances. 

OTHER EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 

May cause albuminuria and polycythemk 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY OVEREXPOSURE 

Because of irs imitating and defarring propenies. this mareriai may ag=mvate an esisring dermatitis. 
Existing cardiac conditions may be aggravaxed if in&led in high ~~nctnuarions and may be fatal as a 
result of serious arrhythmia and cardiac decompensation 

SIGNIFICANT tABORATORY DATA WITH POSSIBLE RELNANCE TO HUMAN HEALTH 
HAZARDS 

None cukendy !cnown 
l .  

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 

SWULO~G Give at Ieasr 2 ghsses of milk or umer if tie patient is conscious. Do 
not induce vomiring. Gail a physician immediareiy. 

SUN Wash with soap and water. 

INHdL ATION 

EYES 

NOTES TO PEIYSXCLtv 

Copyright 63 1989. Document: 

Remove to ksh air. Give ard&ial respiration if not breathing. CPR 
may be required if urdlac arrest occurs. Oxygen may be given if 
necessary. GlI a physician 

Immediacdy flush eyes with pktv of water for Ieast 15 minutes. Seek 
medical acceaioe preferably an ophthaimologisr 

&f3y produce anh@mk especiy in a person with an irritable 
myOC3KiiUR Benuse of possible arhychmogenic effecrs, 
symparhomirnerics should be used with caudon. Avoid the use of 
epineptic 

Page 4 



Material Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE@ Engine Starting F?uid 

There is no specific antidote. Trarment of overexposure should be 
dinsed at the conaoL of synqxoms and tile clinical condirior~ Anificiai 
ve.dation may be required if coma is deep and breathing shallow. 

VI. REACTlVrPl DATA ’ 

STXBarrY . Stable. 

HAZARDOUS POLYhIERXZATION 
wii not occur. 

CONDITIONS TO AVOID Heas sparks and open flames. 

INCOMPATIBILITY @fatkah b Avoid) 
Stmag oxidizing agents. 

HAZARDOUS COMBUSIlON OR DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
Exuemely flammable. Will burn tb form carbon dioxide. carbon 
monoxide. May form oxides of niuogen. 

VII. SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 

STEPSTO BE TAKE24 IF MATERIAL IS RELEX5ED OR SPILLED 
Wa appropriate personal proteczive equipment and remove all sources 
of @ition. Conrain spill using absorbent material and collect material 
for dkqosai in a conuiner suinble for flammabie wasfc. See Section IV, 
“‘Unusual Fue and Explosion ‘Zaztrds.” 

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
Wasre material is a ROL;5 hazudous waste due to ignitability if 
disurded in its purchased form. Iacineracion, treatment or Iaadfillhg 
should be u&d OLU in accordance with applicable RCRA Federal, 
Sme. znd Lxal regulations. 

Copyright 63 1989, lDwumex MSDS0254, January 24.199 1 



MateriaI Safety Data Sheet 

PRESTONE@ Engine Starting Fluid 

VIII. SPEClAL PROTECTION INFORMAllON 

(for manufacturing and bulk spiil cfeanup) 

RESP=TORY PROTECTION 
Use MOSH/h4SHA approved chemical cartridge respirator for 
operations which day result in empioyee eqosurc above the Permissible 
Exposure Limit (PEL). 

VEBTEATION Use local exbaur venri.Iation for operations which may result in 
empioyee exposure above rk PEL 

PROTECTIVE GLOVES None required under normaI use. PVA (polyvinyl akohol) gloves are 
recommended for operations which may result in repeated skin contact 

EYE PROTECTION Safety giasses are considered adequate for normal use. 

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
None required 

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLlNG AND STORING 

. DANGER: Extremely fknmabie. Do not store near heaL sparks or open flame. 

. Do not i&aIe vapors: use in weil ventihed area 

. Avoid eye and prolonged skin contact 

. Do not drink or swailow conunts. 

. Contents under pressure; do not store at tempemures above 120°F. 

O&R PRECAUTIONS 

Observe all requirements of plant. company or government regulations. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CKILDREX. 

IX. SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 

. . 

Copyright Q 1989, Dccume nc MSDSO254, hmary 24,1991 Page 6 
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APPENDIX D 

HEALTH AND SAFETY FORMS 

Accident/Injury/Illness Report Form 
Accident/Injury/Illness Status Report Form 
Heavy Equipment Inspection Forms 
Instrument Calibration Logs 
Air Monitoring Instrument (Direct Reading) Logs 
Fire Extinguisher Checklist/Inventory Form 
Daily Safety Meeting Log 
Project Site Safety Inspection Checklist (weekly) 
Cardinal Safety Rules 
Activity Hazard Analysis 



ACClDENT/lNJURY/ILLNESS 
REPORT FORM 

a A&dent a hurt a ufn8~ 
PrcperTy Oamge a YES ON0 
Vehic!e Inwived 0 Yes ON0 

f-arm uuti 
H i S Oept 
6ls1 

Ho&h & Safety Us0 Oniy 

Case x 
a first Aid oniy 
Cl Medti Treatmant 
a Last Waricdztys - Restncad A~54ity 
a Lost War)tdays - Away fmrn Work 

i OFamy 

xac Oate and Time af Incident - a.m. - p-m. shift aist a2nd am 

OHM GXPOFUl-tON 
(Empbyee’s Home Oivisian&egiand Cffica&bsidiary) 

City Slate 

%iec No. Pmjecf Start Oate cmpletion oat0 

AC&I-I (Full Address) 

~e/uphacle Pmiecl Manager 

ZMFLOYEZ INFORMATION ’ 
. . ‘. 

. - 

‘%@ayee’s Full Name Empbyee No. 

il R.7 +f hii rime a Regular pm Tima a Tei~porafy a Non-Empbyee 

tzafi .dmss 

date d Birth &IO- SocialSecurityNo.~--- sax ah4 of 

kb Ttfe OepartmWt oatu mud 

Length of Eztpbyment 0 In Training, O- MCB. a- YE. Tiio in Job C:ass 0 In Training, Q- MOS. a- YfS. 
i. 

June of &npbyee’s Direct Super~isar 

Supervisian at T’me of Acddont Cl Oiredy Supervised a lndirec~ Supwvised a Not Supwised 
. . 

;-I bcation whore Iddon! ocan7ed 

0 OHM Fadity 0 Project Sit0 a Other 

fo Whum Was lnddom Reported? When? 

Witness NamelAddress 

Kiess dab JiietRoasm in Area 

Oesch Employee's Job Odes Being Performed When Injured 

De’ Fully ttle .$mts Whbh Resulted in the Akdentllnjury~llnet 

PLEASE CCNTlNUE ON WCX OF THIS FORM 



(Use Extra Page if Needad) 
;- 

Do: the InjuryfilInoss in Oetaii; Indkfa PZI of gody atfed& 

HasAVll Enpbyee Seek Trearmen!? a Yet a No Oii Employee Oie? a Yes a No 

; Name/Address of HasphalrOocor 

Ooscriba Treatmoat Given 

Was Ernpbyee Able To Return To Work? Q Yes QNO 

. tf m: a Reguk w0* a war)< with Rtiod ktivitk 

Resrrfc=bll 

If NO: oar0 LYsr Time &3gan OatoEs~ Dare To Return 

ldd(l%rsanaf Protedve Equipment Usod by Injured %ployee 

I. ’ What Training or lnsmrdan Had Bean Given? 

Huw cjuki This k&dent Have Been Prevented? 

GYrrodive kinn -- 

Are Ycu RepmIng This Incident as an Industrial Injury/Ilhess? Q Yes 0 No 

Signature 

Sqnarure 

Oare 

Date 

Oate 

Oate 

Cow To: Q clqmr;no Helhh 6 Saiety a Regbnal tk+alm a Safety Manager 
Q ProjeC Manager a sit0 saf0~ f5ie 



OHM Capamhn 

rc)rm UUQ~ 
l-4 3 s oepr. 
619 1 

INJURYIILLNESSSTATUS REPORT 
-mpby- Sociai Seedy No. - - - - 

dame Address Phone 

Hcne Oivisicn 

a.m. bczion: Q CHM Fadltty 0 Pmjec Site 

- p-m. a cfher 

Oescription of Injury/Illness 

AU7’HOFU~TlON TO RELEASE INFORMATION 
--.---,----~-------------------I------------- 

I her&y authoke ail phys~s. hospitals, c!inics and ail pertans to discuss with. ad r~i~~e to OHM tirparatjan and *is aubcrbd agents 

any infamazkm or mpiw thereof acquired in rho CJO~SQ ol my examination or treatrnenf for the injury identified a&we. This atd-wizaticn sftali 
nat axtend to any other ma&al mndiin. past or present. unless the same is ~usally or historicatly relevant or related to the injury referred 

to abwo. 

Empbyea Signature Oat0 
------I---------- ------------------------- 

PHySICANS OR MEOICAL PEXONNU, TO COMPL,eiE REMAINDER OF FORM 

PHYSICIANS RE?ORT 

Oiacjnosif . 

Pmgnosk 

0 Referred fo umoany physkkn 
3 Patient ref ene&~ad.mimd: 

Ta Wham 

Address 

??7one 

Cate line 

Date d this Report 

Address 

Wl%W-CM4 
W--cOq 



EEAVY EQVIPW-I 
DMLY INSPECTION LOG 

Equipment: Description: 
(NamefSczial Xx/Mode! No.) 

Date Mobilized: wet?& En- 

Item Is.specred/ XOr,. / -Tues. / 

Dau ksjeczed 
1 Wed./ ) T+./ ) ?'ri./ / sac./ 

Wixdshield I 

Seat Selts 1 

3ack-u-J Xlarz I I 

Horx 1 

arakes 

2; -e -- fxztiquisher 

Tires I I I- I I I 

'T" HvdrauLics ( leaks ) I I I I a. L' i : - 

;.;'... Steertiq ?ir~ I I . . 

ZnspeCZad by: 
I I I 

. 

. 



AIR MONITORING INSTXJMEYT 
pmJPmFD/HCwH~) 

(Z.ALBUTIONWMCZ LOG 

Type Instrument: 

Model Number: 

OHM or Serial No: 

Date: 

Performed By: 

Battery check 

lhstrument Zero: 

AIarrn ChecWSet: 

. Wxintenance Performed; 
-I sewx, lamp, battery replacement) 

Calibration Datq 

Calibration Standard: 

Instrument Rqmse: 

Caiibration Respone: 

Span Setting (PIDEID): 

4 Calibrarion Setting: 

rJotes; 

General Condition of limrumem: 
*. 

Comments: Battery Last Charged: / f Duration of Charge: 

Other: 

1 -- 
‘I 
II 



OHM t 

0fRECTREADlNGINSTRUrv;ENTtOG 

f 

f 

Project Job No.: 

Date: Operator 

Instrument Catibmion: 
AmL Component. Oare 

Sampling Technique: 

D 

Sample Interval: 
4 

Background Reading: 

Action IzveYResponse: ‘It 

The LOCZltiOll Reading (w&s) Oetedon Limit (Scale) 
,. r 

s- ;F P 

. . . . :, 
. 

I 

1 

. . ..- - I I I 
I 

I - 

I I I J 

I I 
I I I 

-rc” 
! 

! 
I I I 

I 

Yj 

B 

.- 
B 

F 

E 

E 



PORYIXBLS FIRE EXTNGUISXER CEECKLIST 

INVENTORY 

L.iYCXiOIl Serial No. 

Fire ezchgiher is ill i?migned Iocation 
Access is not ob-d 
Fire exkngiher is fdy charged 
L&c-pin in piact 

Test tag attached and cuqent 

Jarmary 

Mares - September 

October 

fiY November 

June _ _ _ _ . ..--.-- ---.- December . . _ . . . .-‘-- _ . I __. .- __ _ _ 



DAILY SAFETY METIXG LOG 

Job No.: 

Hoqicd/aillk Phlxc . 
‘.-f- - 
*. wAddr+rs . . 

EmPhone: 

SperialEqnipmmE 

l .  



m- 

DAILY SAFETY MEETIXG LOG 
(CONI'IMjATION PAGE) 

SAEIY TOPICS PR&SmD: 

AmENDEm 

Name Pintcriz 

l .  

.- 



OHM Corpomion 
Prujca Site Safety hpadoo Cheddkt 

Rojes Narnc 
Rojca Number: 
EbYjcu Location: 
sire suparvisor: 
rrspcaois Name: 

L Arc Frost Aid Kks a-iIc and idcnfikd? 
2 Arc ancqcq eye wash and safety showas available? 
3. kc daiIy log for East aid press and up to date? 
4. At Fusr Aid Kits inspcaed we&y? 

?r-- 
.: 

6 

7, 

8 

E&c Icvck of pasonaci procecion beu csr.abIished? 
Do aU c@oyca ktow their IcvcI of pmccuion? 
An rqiramn used dcconr.aminatcd, kpumi, and 
stored acmmiing to standard procedures? 
Have capioyets bea fit-ccscd? 
Tsdcf~persanaiprotecivequipnrcnt~ 
Does azmprcsscd bre air met CGA Grade Pm 
IUihlUUl? 
Arc tkrc sllf&iat quanrities of safetg qliplcd 
and repair pans? 
Does LcveI D promzion cmsist of safety w  
hard W and sce:I toe boots? 

YES NO 

-- 

w- 

w- 

e- 

-- 
-- 

m .  1. 

m- 

-- 

-- 

m- 

-- 
-- 

L Is air moniroh.g b&g cmduccd as nquircd by tbr: 
SiKc satecy pian? 

-- 

i Are air sonicoeIq illscruElucs cdiblatd ddy? -- 
3. Is cbc air moniroiIq los$cak uq to he? -- 

F 4. Arc user mamais avaiiabic? 
;’ 5. Arc insuumuc dean and &a&? 

m- 
-- 

. _ . - -. .- _ . --. - -.. . a - ,-.-. _.._ ‘. ---e”.. ---. . .._ .-._. - _. .-. . . ._ .- _.- _ .*---dL- ..-- -e-.-L.- iji. i _ .-. _- . .- - _._.. . _ -. 



L Arclire ~ccs pnsenc at welding and ax@ operadons? 
2 Anconkedspaczs;suchastanks,pipeiinc&anduen~Eated 

prior to cutting and wdding opaaticms? 
3. Are Sot Work Pzzit.s aniiabic? 
4. kc proper helmerr go&s aprons, and giovcs amilable far weI@ 

and aming oycxions? 
5. Art weiding mackiaes propcriy gouaded? 
6. ~axygc=land~ut!3ascytindcsnorufaminimrrmoftOft=r~part? 
7. Arconiymintdpcrsonntfpcmiauitoopaateweidingandtzuing 

CtpipBlUC? 

4m POWEX TOOLS (?3 a% 1926 subpart r> 

L Arc defective hand and power took Q@ and takm out of scvict? -- 
2 Is eye proretion availabie and used witen obpt power to&? -- 
3. kc guards and safeq dcviczs in piacz on power tools? -- 
4. Arc powa taok ioqcaed before each use? -- 
5. Arc non-spar!ciag took availabk? -- 

1 Arc vchiciss inspected tiaiIfl 
2 ArepgsonruiLictvedfortbequi~thtyoperate? 
3. ~usakv&ickscaggedandrepomdtosup&sim? 
4. arc vchicic.s shut down befare fhiiag? 
5. When backing vehidcs, are spoaa provkkd? 
6 k safq quipmuK on vehidts? 
7. Arc loads .sccurc on vehidcs? 
8 Arclrchi&oulIpanttusinl3~bCItS~pTOYidtd? 

L An antrgclcy tckphoIle nIlInk posted? 
2 Eavc cnagucy escape routes bcu designated? 
3. Arc unpioyees fam3iar with the cnmgacy liglai? . 
4. FIas the uner3cncy route to the hospitai bzt established and posted? 

L 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a 
9. 
lo. 
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-- 
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-- 
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-- 

-- 

-m 

-- 

-- 

-- 
_. 

m- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

L HasaErcaiamkxcstablishui? 
f- 

-- 
2 Do cmpioycts know the loutin and use of ail !irc csingdm? -- 

: 3. Arc&ccz&npkkmmarM? __.__ _- . --_- ._ - . - 4. -m-z .A --.a-- A- _, -zc- --A.- -_.,..... - -.. . -.- .- -& . . . ..- _- - - . -- . . --... - ,. : e. L_ - .- . 
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4. k combustiiic mate&k wgcgrcd kom opcz f!amcs? 
5. Havc6rc cainquishcrs bc==l profcssianaily inqmzd during the last year? 
6. &c Em =zliL@shc,Ls VisualIy inspeacd modliy? 

L k eltcrical quipmenr and &r?.ng propcziy guarded? 
2 Art cicariul Iiny cxtcsion cords, and ubks gsrdcd and maintained 

in good aJndidons? 
3.Arc atcrlsion cords kept out of wet arus? 
4. Is damaged ciccxiul quipmut -cd and taku out of smvic? 
5. Eavc underground cicczriui hs ken idcntied by proper authori&? 
6. Has positive lock-out system been established by a cmi5cd pmjcct cIc.cr.xidan? 
7. Are GFU’s being used as ntzlcd? 
8. Arc cxxusioa cords b&q inspcaed daiiy for ground cmhnuity and 

strucmd intepiry? (i& group pin in phc; no ulappruved s$iicu) 
9. Arc warning sip exhibited on high volw qernti (UOV IX we)? 
10, k extension cord inspeuion documented? 

LAn cnncs kpcacd daiiy? 
2 Arc aane swing areas barricaded or demarlud? 
3. Is ail riggiq quipmcnt caged with an idtntication number and rated capa* 
4. Is rigging quipmext hspecion documented? 
5. Arc d+ cbaiq and r&kg inspcacd before zh USC? 

p-- 
6. Axedamagcd~~and~~andtakuoutofswia? 
7. Arc sIings padded or protcaed h-am sixg corners? 

‘. 8 Do employees kp dear of spspcndcri loads? 
9. Arccmpioyccsinrhcmaru~hanihan? 

L Arc breathing air cyiiadcrs c3argcd only to prtseibtd prcswu? 
2 Am like cyfindc.rs scpcgaarcd in well vcxltilatcd areas? 
3. Is smoking prohioitcd in cyiindcr storqc areas? 
4. Arc cylinders stored swurc and upright? 
5, k cylinders protuted from mow, rain, ctc? 
6 &e$ill&ca~iIlpiactbcfarceylinrLrsurcmond? 
7. Artfuclgasand02cjtindasstor~a1minimumof20~appart? 
8 Arcpropauecyfindcrsstondandwcdoutsidcthe-? 

- (29 cm l9264Sl) 

L k~o~pIa~donafiat,Snnsurfact? 
2 ArcnfIoidphnksfrceoimud+;r-grtase,ctc? 
3. Is suEoMi.xq imxacd bcforc each ux? 
4. Arc dcfeaivc sukoid parrs taker out of swict? 
5. Does mobiic scldoid h+t CXC& 4 times the width or base dim&on? 
6. Does .suZoid pw overkp a minimum of I2 in&s? 
7. Does scSoid pw exrud ovcrczd sup_wrrz bctwc-z 6 to 18 inches? 
8. Arc cxnpIoyets rsuiacd from worhg on sarFolds du& storms and hi.& winds? 

f-? 9. Axe aiI pins in pIact and w&is Ioc!ccd? 
IO- Is @meter prdiq (top rail, mid raii, aud toe board) prcscx? 
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3. ArthidezsbcixJqwdinasafemanntr? 
4. kc ladders kept OUI of pasas~cwa~, doon, or -F? 
5. he brokcs or damaged laddcs tagged and t&u ouc of servict? 
6. kc mctai laddcx prohr’oitcd in cicoicJ &CC’! 
7. .&eaimaysandBocxop&qsguardcd? 
8 k shy fett ins& on smi@t and extension ladders? 
9. k~housckc~upfoOHMsfandards? 
lo. Art laddc-s dcd od? 

ArcladdczsaTypcIorTypeII? 
Arc accssways, staimays ramps, and ladders chn of icz, zmd, snow, or debris? 

L IsasiresalerypianavJableonsitcoractYribLtoallemployees? 
2 Does the safety ph auhratciy relist site unxiirions and tasks? 
3. Hivcpocaldal~dsbetn~tounpioyetsonsite? 
4. Is there a designated safety offidal on site? 
5. Have aII ~pioyc=s signed the acknowicdgmcnt form? 

L Arc the foiIowing doumxats posted in a prominent and aassible area? 

a pocutial rcicasc? 
3, Arc support Uailcs a&k for approach by dncrgency v&ides? 
4. Is L&C site propaiy scnrcd during and akcr work hours? 
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LuC4VATm~ (29 CR l926 subpart P - CQndIlucd) 

8 Eas cxuvadon grz3cc tilan a a 
(ic EL/o2 tidacy)? 

deep been monitored for haardous aanosphccs 

9. An Iadri-- used in aumcions ova etcer dtcp? 
lo. kc Iaddas prw cftzy 15 fetr? 
.U kbanicrs,irgurdrahorfuczspkczdamuadacawioasntar 

pcdcsaian or vGlic!c thomllgsrcs? 
u. Is auvation inspeccd &,& by com~cuc pczas and d-u&? 

.L Eiavc cnpioyecs bctrt uainui in the hazards of conked spa-? 
2 A.m ached spat pumits available on pmjea si& 
3. k the conuaaors con&cd rpac safccy proctdure on the projccc? 
4. Has a rescue plan beta csrabiishcd? 

L he duclncaminatioil stations set up on sirs? 
2 An waste rcupradts avaiiablc for contnminatcd Jothing? 
3. Art steps taken to conrain Iiquids used for &mnraminntion? 
4. Eavc dcwacamination steps and prouxhs bun mvacd by rhc 

sitcsupentor or safq oimai? 
5. k ail personai pmccczk qui~mcnt and respiratory quipmcnt 

bcingckuudonachilybasis? 

-- 

-- 
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3HM Remediafio rvices Corp. 3 
‘I CARDINAL ‘* SAFETY RULES 

No failure to report Accidents/ 
Injuries immediately; No 
misrepresenation of injuries 

No failure to comply with alI 
safety requirements, 
procedures or policies 

No illicit drugs/alcohol 

No fighting 
i. 

No horseplay 

No malicious destruction of . 
company property 

NQ firearms 

‘Faifure to comply with these rules will result in immediate discharge. 

.-. 
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hincipal Steps 

Identify Ihe ptimiprt 
s(eps involved Bnd 

he scqwwx of 
work adivilin 

Equipment To Be Used 

Lisi eqttipmmVmnchinety 
to he wed In comhwtiq 
ule work activitlu 

EM 385-l-A 
1 Ott Y2 - 

BY/DA ANIZLYZED 

Potential Ilazards 

knmlyze ench principal 
r(cp br its poknlirl 

harm& 

Inspection Requirements 

List inspection fequinnmcS for (he 
quipmcnVmrchinq listed 

E REVIEWED BY/DATE 

Recommended Coulrols 

Develop qxciffc mn(rols far ench 
aa(mtlml hazard 

Training Requiremenk 

Lkhdnm rqufremds lbr worker brining lncbdhrg hod communicrtin 

- . 
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